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Pyragrid: Bringing Peer-to-Peer and Grid Architectures Together

Stratis D. Viglas
School of Informatics
University of Edinburgh, UK
sviglas@inf.ed.ac.uk

Abstract. Peer-to-peer and Grid architectures share common abstractions with respect to storage and computing functionality. To date, however, there has been little insight on how the architectures can be bridged. The purpose of this paper is to start the discussion on how this can be achieved. In particular, we present a system called Pyragrid and its architecture. The system borrows the principle of locating data used in a peer-to-peer system and extends it to more complex functionality and types of processing. The Pyragrid architecture aims at capturing generic distributed computing paradigms, irrespective of their specific field. As an instance of a system built on top of the Pyragrid architecture, we present PyraDB, a novel distributed database system.

1 Introduction

In the past few years there has been an evident research turn towards distributed computing. Peer-to-peer systems (P2P) are the token distributed system architecture, focussing mainly on exploiting the huge storage infrastructure provided by a collection of interconnected machines. The P2P premise is collaborative sharing: everything is available to everyone, so long as there are ways of accessing the information. On the other hand, Grid computing has emerged as the most serious contender for scientific and computation-intensive applications. The Grid premise is collaborative computation: every machine in the Grid can undertake computation for everyone, so long as there are computational cycles to spare. Schematic descriptions of the two architectures are presented in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). The purpose of this paper is to start the discussion on bridging the two areas. Though the two areas seem diverse at first inspection, they have rather complementary functionalities, and this is what we will attempt to exploit.

A P2P system is rather chaotic in nature\(^1\) as there is no clear and static concept of a network. Machines in a P2P system, referred to as peers, join and leave the network at will. Each time they join new data becomes available; each

\(^1\) There is, of course, the concept of structured P2P systems, but a pure P2P system is one that is not organised; rather, peers join and leave on demand and a static structure is never assumed. In subsequent discussion we will only refer to pure P2P systems.
time they leave data ceases existing. The situation, however, is not always as clear since, when a peer leaves the network, there is a high probability that its data has been “shared” with some other peer; so, the data continues being “live” even after the peer that introduced it into the network leaves. The challenges in this scenario are making sure data is available, and minimizing the time needed to access the data by providing fast lookup functionality. At the same time the system needs to be load-balanced, so that peers are not overloaded with retrieval requests, and fault-tolerant, in the sense that peers joining and leaving the network should not affect its performance.

A Grid architecture can be conceptually decomposed into two layers: the data grid and the computational grid. The data grid presents a massive, interconnected storage infrastructure, connected to the computational grid via a high-speed network connection. The computational grid is the virtual single machine created by bringing together a large collection of independent hosts. Various ways of collaboration can be implemented on top of the virtual machine. The interconnection network at the computational grid level allows for communication across hosts, while the high-speed data connection to the data grid layer allows for data availability and fast exchange of information.

The greatest challenge in bridging the two architectures is combining the chaotic nature of a P2P system with the structured approach of the Grid. To do so, one needs to look at the big picture and identify not the architectural differences, but rather the shared objectives of the two frameworks. The conclusion is that a P2P system can act as the data grid of a larger Grid architecture. At the same time, the collaborative nature of the Grid can enrich the functionality of a P2P system. What we propose is a hybrid architecture, which we term Pyragrid$^2$ (PG), shown in Fig. 1(c). The PG architecture aims at using the P2P functionality as the infrastructure for both the computational and the data layers of the Grid. Collaboration in PG is achieved through the use of a high-level processing abstraction, termed the Operator Graph Model (OGM). It is used to capture the operations to be undertaken by a complex processing request and decompose it into problems of lower complexity. These sub-problems will be solved in

---

2 The name is a euphemism for “Peer” and “Grid” combined in a single well-sounding word.
a collaborative fashion. The lookup functionality of P2P systems will be used to identify relevant data and computing resources.

As a first instance of the PG architecture, we envision a distributed database system prototype: PyraDB. The physical algebra employed by contemporary database systems will be mapped to the OGM, allowing for queries issued to the system to be decomposed in terms of the OGM. Relevant lookup operations to locate the necessary sources will be performed and the query will be evaluated in a collaborative fashion. By employing P2P primitives, the system affords to be completely dynamic in terms of data and computing resources being introduced, while at the same time guaranteeing load balancing and fault tolerance.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Introductory background information on distributed processing using P2P or Grid systems is presented in Section 2. The PG architecture is presented in more detail in Section 3, while the mapping to PyraDB is presented in Section 4. Finally, related work is presented in Section 5, while conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Background Information

In this section we will provide some more detail into the underlying structures of both Grid and P2P systems. In particular, we will concentrate on the lookup functionality of both.

2.1 Grid Information Service

A basic assumption of Grid architectures is that the system is highly structured. Though there are many proposals on Grid information systems [2], the idea is always the same. Computers participating in a Grid employ the information of a registry so that the remaining Grid participants can be located. This is not much different than what happens in traditional data networks.

The idea translates to the Grid, since a Grid can be thought of a specialized data network. Since it is specialized, however, there is extra information that needs to be monitored, such as processing capabilities of the participating machines; various annotations pertinent to the workflows that are taking place; and information on process migration just to name a few. An instance of such a service is shown in Fig. 2(a) where we have chosen to present the information as a relational table containing entries on the symbolic name of machines, their IP addresses in the Grid and various types of information. This is merely one way of implementing Grid information services; many others exist. To date there has not been a single standard as to how Grid information services are to be realized. All proposals, however, share the same concept of a registry that contains all relevant information about the machines of the Grid. The registry need not be centralized, it could be distributed a la DNS; the concept, however, is that, virtually, a well-defined central information service exists.
2.2 Distributed Hash Tables

One key idea behind a P2P system is a distributed catalog, i.e., a way of quickly locating data in the network. The best-known example of such a structure is a distributed hash table (DHT). A DHT essentially maps a data object to the peer of the system that is responsible for it. The process, presented in Fig. 2(b), is the following:

- Peers are mapped to a discrete domain, which contains much more elements than the number of peers in the system; this domain is referred to as the id space $\mathcal{I}$ of the DHT. Mapping is done in terms of a hash function $h_p$. Assuming that there is a domain $\mathcal{P}$ of peers in the system, then the hash function $h_p$ is defined as $h_p : \mathcal{P} \rightarrow \mathcal{I}$.
- The data objects are hashed by employing a different hash function $h_d$ that maps them to the same id space $\mathcal{I}$. Assuming a data domain $\mathcal{D}$, the hash function $h_d$ can be defined as $h_d : \mathcal{D} \rightarrow \mathcal{I}$.
- For a data object $d \in \mathcal{D}$, the peer $p \in \mathcal{P}$ is chosen to store it, such that $h_p(p) - h_d(d)$ is minimized. In other words, $p$ is the closest successor of $d$ in the id space.

The DHT is the principle behind mapping data objects to peers in a P2P system. What remains is an efficient way of routing requests to peers in the system. This is the overlay network structure of the system, i.e., a virtual network of connections imposed over the peers of the system. Perhaps the best-known example of such an overlay network is the Chord ring [13], shown in Fig. 2(c). The concept behind a Chord ring is that each peer in the overlay network is connected to $\log m$ other peers, where $m$ is the total number of peers in the system. There are $\log m$ connection classes altogether. Each of the $\log m$ connections of each peer belongs to a class, according to what the distance between the originating peer and the destination peer is. For example, in Fig. 2(c), there are four connection classes (shown with different types of lines): one for connections between peers with a distance of one, one for connections between peers with a distance of two, and so on. Routing is performed in terms of these connections.
following a simple rule: at most one class of connection can be used to route a message from originating peer $p_o$ to destination peer $p_d$. This means that at most $\log m$ “hops” will be made to route a single message. Chord rings also provide other guarantees with respect to fault tolerance and load balancing.

The PG architecture, as it will be presented in subsequent sections, is largely independent of the overlay network. It only assumes the existence of a DHT; it can therefore be used by any overlay network structure, as long as that structure provides DHT-style lookup functionality.

3 Pyragrid Architecture

In this section we will concentrate on the envisioned architecture for Pyragrid. The premise of any distributed processing paradigm has been that it is easier to move the processing to the data than vice versa. It is therefore the same premise that fuels the PG architecture. Of course, it is inevitable that some data will have to be moved around; the objective, however, is to minimize data movement.

The key idea is using a single namespace for three concepts that have been traditionally treated as distinct: peers, data and operations over the data. This is achieved by use of what is termed the PG Operator Graph Model (OGM). As we will see, this leads to a uniform way of characterizing both the location of the data in the system’s namespace, as well as the local processing that needs to be performed on the data. Localizing processing is achieved through decomposing larger operations into basic operations that can be locally evaluated.

3.1 High-level Description

In this section we will present a high-level description of the PG architecture. In the next section we will move on to the details of the PG OGM that enables the realization of the architecture.

Central to the PG architecture is the concept of a resource. We assume there are two basic types of resources available:

- **Data resources**: The data stored by each peer. The storage infrastructure is a DHT, which allows for each peer to route requests for a particular data object to the peer that is responsible for storing it.
- **Computing resources**: The processing capabilities of each peer. Computing resources can be thought of as functional ways of manipulating the data resources. There is a fixed set of primitive computing resources that can be composed to allow for more complex processing.

The separation of resources into data-centric and computation-centric allows the system to have a clear and consistent way of addressing each request that it receives. Given this modeling, the system undertakes three main tasks:

1. Given data retrieval requests, identify the peers that are responsible for the data that is to be retrieved.
Given computational requests, identify the peers that are capable of performing them.

3. Combining the above two in order to process complex computational problems. This means that either computing resources are shipped to peers that contain the relevant data, or vice versa. Of course, the first alternative is preferable.

The underlying principle of tackling the enumerated tasks is a generalized version of a DHT, as this was explained in Section 2.2. In more detail, all resources, independent of their type, are hashed and mapped to the peers of the system. Data resources are hashed on the types of their values, as well as the values themselves. Each computing resource has a name, and an abstract representation of the types of inputs it accepts and outputs it produces. This is called the signature of the computing resource. The id space in which peers, data resources and computing resources are mapped is common for all three types of entities, so the DHT principle is satisfied.

Each complex request is decomposed in terms of the OGM (further explained in Section 3.2) and routed to the peers of the system for processing. There is a fixed set of primary computing resources that can be made available by the peers. As in the case of data resources, not all peers are expected to have all computing resources available. The entire process is presented in Fig. 3(a). Each processing request is handled in two steps. First, an analysis of the request is performed at the peer receiving it, which results in a mapping of the request to the OGM. This triggers a number of DHT lookup operations so that the peers containing the relevant data and computing resources are identified. This leads to the building of the operator graph for the processing request, which is a roadmap of how the processing request can be satisfied by the system in terms of data and computing resource movement, as well as processing. The second step involves the actual computation, where the operator graph is traversed and the results of the computation are shipped back to the requesting entity.
A schematic of an operator graph is presented in Fig. 3(b), while it will be more formally defined in Section 3.2. Circles indicate computing resources, while triangles indicate data resources. Solid arrows indicate processing steps, while dashed arrows indicate resource movement. Finally, boxes indicate local processing. The first step in traversing the operator graph is shipping available resources to nodes so that computation can be initiated. Local processing then takes place in parallel across the peers, with necessary intermediate result movements acting as “joining” points for the computation.

In this representation, there is a “hidden” optimization problem. The graph is set up in such a way so that the total resource movement (whether it is data or computing resource movement, or even movement of intermediate computational results) is minimized. This implies a cost-based optimization modeling. The system uses an objective function that takes into account the relative sizes of data and computing resources, as well as the (possibly estimated) sizes of intermediate computational results.

### 3.2 PyraGrid Operator Graph Model

The PG processing model is based on the PG OGM. The OGM is an abstraction of all the operations that are necessary in order to satisfy a complex processing request. We assume there are three domains in the system: (i) the peer domain \( \mathcal{P} \), which is the domain peer identifiers are derived from, (ii) the data domain \( \mathcal{D} \), which is the domain data resource identifiers are derived from, and (iii) the computing domain \( \mathcal{C} \), which is the domain computing resource identifiers are derived from.

There are two types of operators in the OGM: (i) movement operations, that model the movement of data or computing resources between peers; and (ii) processing operations that capture all the processing steps needed to address the request. The OGM is a graph comprised of various operations of each type. In the next paragraphs we will formally define each.

**Movement Operators** The movement operators capture the parts of the OGM that denote data or computing resource movement. The generic class of movement operators is denoted as \( \mathcal{M} \) and there are two subclasses. Subclass \( \mathcal{M}_D \), henceforth referred to as the data movement subclass, denotes data resource movement, while \( \mathcal{M}_C \), henceforth referred to as the computing movement subclass denotes computing resource movement. To present a compact representation of the operators, we will use the following notation, which captures preconditions and postconditions:

\[
(pre) =: \text{op} := (post)
\]

The semantics are that before operator \( \text{op} \) has been applied preconditions \( pre \) hold. After operator \( \text{op} \) is applied postconditions \( post \) hold as well. The preconditions continue to hold, unless stated otherwise. Additionally, the notation \( r \preceq p \) denotes that resource \( r \) is available at peer \( p \).
Operators of the data movement subclass all have the same signature. Each operator $\mu_{D} \in M_{D}$ of the subclass accepts as input a triplet consisting of a data resource identifier $d \in D$ and two peer identifiers. The first peer identifier $p_{o} \in P$ is the originating peer, while the second peer identifier $p_{d} \in P$ is the destination peer. The data resource is available at the originating peer. After the operation the data resource is available at the destination peer. Using our notation, this can be expressed as:

$$d \in D, p_{o} \in P, p_{d} \in P, d \triangleleft p_{o} =: \mu_{D}(d, p_{o}, p_{d}) := d \triangleleft p_{d}$$

The corresponding can be written for each operator $\mu_{C} \in M_{C}$ of the computing movement subclass:

$$c \in C, p_{o} \in P, p_{d} \in P, c \triangleleft p_{o} =: \mu_{C}(c, p_{o}, p_{d}) := c \triangleleft p_{d}$$

**Processing Operators** Processing operators can be thought of as manipulators of the data resources of a peer. We assume there is a class $R$ of available processing operators $\mu_{R} \in R$. Each operator is executed in one of the peers of the system and accepts as input the peer identifier and a set $D_{i}$ of local data resources that it manipulates. It produces a new set of data resources $D_{o}$ as output. The resulting data resources are local to the peer. Therefore, the signature of all processing operators can be expressed as:

$$D_{i} \subset D, p \in P, \forall d \in D_{i}(d \triangleleft p) =: D_{o} = \mu_{R}(D_{i}, p) := \forall d \in D_{o}(d \triangleleft p)$$

**Operator Graph Composition** The final step is composing the operator graph for a processing request that the system accepts. The modeling we use is the following. A processing request is accepted at one of the peers. The request is analyzed so that the set of necessary data resources $d_{i} \in D$ and the set of necessary computing resources $c_{i} \in C$ are identified. Each data resource is denoted by a triangle in Fig. 3(b)’s graph, while each computing resource is denoted by a circle. The identification of resources leads into the forming of the “movement” part of the graph, which is denoted by the dashed arrows in Fig. 3(b). Each dashed arrow corresponds to a data movement operator, either $\mu_{D}$ or $\mu_{C}$ depending on the subclass of movement operation the operator belongs to (correspondingly, $M_{D}$ or $M_{C}$).

The next step is combining the computing resources in order to form processing operations over the data of the system. This is depicted by solid arrows in Fig. 3(b). Note that the result of a processing operation may be directly “fed” into a subsequent processing operator (e.g., Peer 4 in Fig. 3(b)’s operator graph), or stored as a new data resource. The data resource may then be further moved to another peer so that the complete operator graph is formed (e.g., the movement from Peer 3 to Peer 4 in Fig. 3(b)’s operator graph).
4 PyraDB: A Pyragrid Database Prototype

The first step towards addressing the viability of the PG approach is to map it to a well-defined processing paradigm. The paradigm so chosen is a database system. The reasons for this choice are the following:

- A database system is traditionally expected to store massive amounts of data; the same is expected of a data grid or a P2P system. It seems natural to build a database system on top of an architecture like PG, which combines the two.
- There is a clear mapping from the PG OGM to the physical algebra used by database systems. The algebraic operators, which form the procedural way of expressing relational queries, become PG operators.
- Old ideas of relational algebraic operator decomposition [3, 4], coupled with recent advances in data stream query evaluation [9, 15], allow for completely asynchronous and asymmetric evaluation of queries. The consequence is that it is easier to decompose queries into in a way that facilitates local computation.

In the next few sections we will present how the PG OGM can be mapped to query evaluation algorithms and to the execution model employed by database systems in general. We will also discuss some initial thoughts on query optimization in PyraDB, as well as system evolution.

4.1 Query Execution

Query execution has been traditionally addressed in terms of an execution plan, i.e., a tree that captures the physical operators used in the evaluation of a query, along with their interconnections. An instance of an execution tree is shown in Fig. 4(a). This paradigm can be mapped to the PG OGM. The differences lie in that not only do we have to account for the actual operator processing, but also for the data movement across peers of the system.

The execution plan of Fig. 4(a) is depicted as an operator graph, following the conventions of the PG OGM, in Fig. 4(b). There, we see that the physical logical operators are captured as PG operators in the OGM. Moreover, two peers cooperate in evaluating the query. A temporary result is moved from one peer to another in order for the computation to complete. Note that local computation may in fact be completely asynchronous, as is implied by the use of an asynchronous join processing operator like symmetric hash join [17]; parts of the evaluation can be performed in parallel and the results asynchronously transferred between nodes for faster response time.

4.2 Query Optimization

The optimization paradigm employed by database systems ever since the seminal work of [12] has been cost-based query optimization. Simply put, the query
 optimizer iterates over alternative execution plans, estimates the cost of each plan and picks the plan with the minimum estimated cost. The basis for the cost model used has traditionally been the cardinality of the inputs. The logic behind the choice is that what really “hurts” performance in a database system is disk I/O and cardinality is a good metric of how much disk I/O is needed to evaluate a query.

Cost-based query optimization is of course applicable in the case of PyraDB; however, we need to tailor it to the distributed execution environment. First of all, cardinality is not the only metric that captures the cost of an alternative execution plan for the query. Since we are operating in a distributed execution environment, we have to take into account that data will be moved around so the rates [16] at which we can receive the data from the various peers become important. Moreover, as we have mentioned, it could be the case that necessary algorithms will have to be shipped to the peers (the computing resource movement operators of Section 3.2); in this scenario we care for the “raw” size of data movement, whether it is a data resource or a computing resource, rather than the cardinality (which is not even applicable for computing resources). Finally, we have mentioned that part of the PG architecture is locating the relevant sources in the first place. This cost needs to be taken into account when deriving the cost model of the system.

4.3 System Evolution

The system evolves in two ways. The first one is quite straightforward: by the introduction of data resources. As in the vein of a P2P system, the PG architecture allows the introduction of a new data resource and therefore a new queryable source for PyraDB. Once these resources are stored in the system’s distributed catalog, they are available for querying by any peer of the system.

Perhaps more surprisingly, the system evolves in another way: by introducing new computing resources. In the PyraDB case, a new computing resource may indeed be a new query evaluation algorithm. For instance, consider the case where a new join processing algorithm becomes available to the system. Its
signature is then known by some of the peers and the operator slowly propagates through the system. Contrast this with the case of a centralized or traditional distributed database system, where the introduction of a new algorithm implies the whole query engine and optimizer being recompiled to take into account the new algorithm. This description is admittedly simplistic, in the sense that even for PyraDB the introduction of a new algorithm will have to take some amount of “restructuring” (e.g., the cost function of the algorithm needs to be propagated and incorporated into optimization decisions). This restructuring, however, is minimal in comparison to a specialized database system that is not executed on top of a flexible architecture like the PG architecture.

5 Related Work

A host of Grid-related projects exists [14]. Computational grids like Condor [10] and Globus [5] aim at providing an operating system-like abstraction to computation. Jobs are submitted to a pool of cooperating computers and the system undertakes the task of employing the entire pool to carry out the computation by taking advantage of idle computers and migrating the process to them. Both systems address the computational grid aspects rather than the data grid ones.

Workflow-based database systems are also relevant, in the sense that they employ a database system for storage and data access. They then use the workflow of a scientific computation as the primitive under which data is retrieved from the database and manipulated. To the best of our knowledge, ZOO [1, 8] is the only such system to make this connection. In contrast to the PG approach, however, ZOO is not aimed to be used in a distributed computing environment.

Implementation of a database system over the Grid is examined in [11], while over a P2P system in [6, 7]. The PyraDB proposal is different from both Grid and P2P databases since it does not rely on any central catalog (as is the case in [11]) and allows for computing resource identification and movement, something that is not the case in either [6] or [7].

6 Conclusions

We have presented Pyragrid, a system architecture that bridges the gap between P2P systems and the Grid. The novelty of the architecture lies in the classification of system resources into data and computing resources, the same separation that is found in the distinction between computational and data grids. This separation, however, is only conceptual in the Pyragrid architecture. The system employs a distributed hash table to map both types of resources to the peers of a larger system. Handling of processing requests is performed by first decomposing the request in terms of its constituent data and computing resources and locating those resources (much in the same way that a peer-to-peer system locates relevant data). Once the resources are identified, an operator graph is composed that captures all operations that need to be performed so that the processing request is satisfied. The operators of the graph capture the movement
of data and computation from peer to peer, as well as the processing taking place at each peer. As a first step towards assessing the viability of the Pyragrid approach, we presented PyraDB, a prototype database system built on top of the Pyragrid architecture. We showed how query evaluation principles can be mapped to Pyragrid's operator graph model and briefly touched on aspects of query execution, query optimization and system evolution.
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Abstract. The architecture of a digital library service system strongly influences its capabilities. In this paper we report our experience with the OpenDLib system, which is based on a service-oriented architecture, and we describe how, in the attempt to better satisfy the user requirements, we decided to develop a digital library service-oriented infrastructure on Grid. We also briefly introduce this infrastructure and present the open issues related to its development.

1 Introduction

Four years ago, the DLib group at ISTI-CNR began to develop a Digital Library Service System (DLSS), i.e. a system for creating and managing digital libraries (DLs). In designing this system, named OpenDLib [2], our aim was to create a customizable system that, when appropriately configured, could satisfy the needs of different application frameworks.

Our first step in designing this system was to clarify what we meant for DLs and to identify the features that a system able to implement DLs should provide. This analysis brought us to understand that a DLSS is a complex system that must not only offer powerful user functionalities (e.g. search, browse, annotation) but it must also implement basic functions for supporting the fruition of the user functionality and for guaranteeing the quality of the overall DL service, e.g. its availability, scalability, performance. Moreover, it must satisfy a number of other desiderata, like be extensible, easy to install and to maintain.

In order to create the conditions for achieving the required level of quality we analyzed a range of possible system architectures and, finally, we decided to adopt a distributed, dynamically configurable, service-oriented architecture (SOA). The development of a DL system based on this architecture required a greater implementation effort with respect to the development of centralized system since a number of services dedicated to the co-ordination, management and optimal allocation of the different service instances had also to be provided. OpenDLib is now an operational system that has been used for building a number of DLs [13, 14]. Each of these DLs has its own specific distributed architectural configuration that reflects the needs of the application framework where it operates. In all these different frameworks the distributed service architecture has
proved to be a valid instrument to satisfy a number of requirements that could not have been met otherwise. The greater development effort has thus be highly compensated by the better quality of the DL functionality exposed to the users. New architectural approaches have emerged, or have been consolidated since we designed the OpenDLib system, e.g. Web services [4, 12], P2P [11], Grids [9, 10]. These approaches provide features that simplify the implementation of a distributed DL architecture and offer a number of new possibilities for implementing novel user functionalities and for enhancing the quality of the overall DL.

The DLib group at ISTI-CNR, with a number of other European research organizations and software companies, have recently set up a project, DILIGENT, for creating a DL infrastructure that exploits these new approaches. In particular, our plan is to built DILIGENT as a service-oriented application of the Grid infrastructure released by the EGEE Project [6].

In this paper we introduce the OpenDLib architecture by focusing on the aspects related to the services management and we report our experience in operating this system. We also describe why we decided to move towards the new DILIGENT architectural framework, what we expect from it, and the open research issues that must be addressed before starting its development.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the main requirements that motivated our choice of a distributed service architecture for OpenDLib; Section 3 describes the OpenDLib architecture and the lessons learned while developing and using it; Section 4 briefly introduces the DILIGENT DL infrastructure by describing its architecture and highlighting its open issues; finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 Requirements for a digital library system

The objective of the OpenDLib project was to create a software toolkit that could be used to set up a digital library according to the requirements of a given user community by instantiating the software appropriately and then explicitly submitting new documents or harvesting the content from existing sources.

The design of the system was strongly influenced by the requirements collected from some potential user communities. In particular, the requirements that mostly influenced the OpenDLib architectural choices are:

1. There is a set of core DL functionalities, such as search, retrieval, access to information objects, that any DL should provide. The format in which each of these functionalities is presented to the user is usually different since it complies with the application specific vocabularies and rules. In addition to the core functionalities, each DL, usually, must provide other specific functionalities for serving the application-specific requirements.

2. New organizations may ask to participate to the DL during its lifetime and additional functionalities may be required to satisfy new needs. A DL must be able to dynamically evolve by adapting itself to these new situations.
3. The handling of a DL can be expensive in terms of financial, infrastructural and human resources. Many organizations are confident that this problem can be overcome by adopting a DL federated model. According to this model, multiple organizations can set up a DL by sharing their resources without losing, if required, control over their own resources. For example, they can store their information objects locally or host key services on their computers.

4. The users of a DL require a good quality of the service (QoS), i.e. an acceptable level of non-functional properties such as performance, reliability, availability and security.

5. Access to content and services is usually regulated by policies. These can specify, for example, that a collection of objects is only visible to a particular group of users, or that a set of services can only be used free of charge for a given time interval.

In order to satisfy the above requirements, we decided to adopt a service-based architecture, i.e. an architecture in which all the functionalities are defined as independent services, with well-defined invokable interfaces, that can be called in defined sequences to form business processes. Following this architectural paradigm, we implemented OpenDLib as a federation of services, each of which implements a well defined functionality.

The next section describes the DL architectural framework that we designed following this choice.

3 The OpenDLib architectural framework

The OpenDLib architectural framework consists of an open and networked federation of cooperating services\(^1\). These services cooperate, via message exchange, in order to implement the OpenDLib functionality. In particular, the federation comprises a number of services that implement the user functionality. These services, collectively called application service, are listed in Table 1.

The communication among services is more complex than a simple client-server application. A service can act both as a provider and as a consumer, and use relationships may exist a priori among any subset of the services. In fact, services can be combined in different ways to support different functionality, and the same services may be used in different ways, in accordance with the restrictions placed on its use and the goal of use.

The communication among services is regulated by the OpenDLib Protocol (OLP) [3]. Such protocol imposes a set of rules that a service must follow in order to communicate with the other services belonging to the federation. OLP requests are expressed as URLs embedded in HTTP requests. All structured requests and responses are XML-based.

\(^{1}\) Hereafter, with the term “service” we mean an OpenDLib software module that supplies a certain task via a well-defined interface. Each module is able to communicate with other OpenDLib modules and can be deployed and hosted on a server.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service name</th>
<th>Main performed tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repository</td>
<td>Storage and dissemination of documents that conform to a document model termed DoMDL [1]. These documents can be structured, multilingual and multimedia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia Storage</td>
<td>Storage, streaming and downloading of video manifestation of a document, dissemination of videos either as whole documents or as aggregations of scenes, shots and frames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Management</td>
<td>Submission, withdrawal and replacement of documents. It is configurable with respect to the metadata formats accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Document retrieval parametric w.r.t. the metadata format, the set of indexed fields, the result set format and the query terms language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Mediator</td>
<td>Document retrieval by dispatching queries to the appropriate Index service instances and by merging the result sets, taking into account the peculiarities of available Index instances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browser</td>
<td>Construction and use of appropriate data structures, termed indexes, for browsing the library content, parametric w.r.t. the metadata formats, the set of browsable fields, and the result set format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interface</td>
<td>Mediations among human user and application services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. OpenDLib application services.

The OpenDLib services can be centralized, distributed or replicated on different hosting servers. An OpenDLib DL thus usually comprises multiple instances of the same service type hosted on remote servers of different organizations. This distribution provides an appropriate context for supporting the DL federated organizational model and for ensuring quality attributes such as performance and scalability.

All the OpenDLib services of the current release are highly configurable. It is possible, for example, to select the accepted metadata formats of an Index, the query language of a Query Mediator, the publishing and service hosting institutions, the number of service replica, etc. This provides a great flexibility and permits to use the system in a variety of different DL application frameworks.

OpenDLib supports three kinds of dynamic expansions: 1) new services can be added to the federation; 2) new instances of a replicated or distributed service can be mounted on either an existing or a new hosting server; 3) the configurations of the services can be modified so that they can handle new document types, new metadata formats and support new usages. By exploiting these kind of expansions new application specific needs can be easily satisfied.

The management of a dynamic, customizable, independent set of services aimed at ensuring the desired quality of service is not trivial. It involves many functions such as: security, e.g. authorization of the request, encryption and decryption as required, validation, etc.; deployment, allowing the service to be redeployed (moved) around the network for performance, redundancy for availability, or other reasons; logging for auditing, metering, etc.; dynamic rerouting...
for fail over or load balancing and maintenance, i.e. management of new versions of the service or new services to satisfy new users needs.

In the rest of this section, we focus our attention on these services management aspects presenting the approach that has been taken in OpenDLib. In particular, we describe the two elements that together supply a “basic infrastructural layer” for supporting an optimal co-operation among the distributed services: the Manager Service, which maintains a continuously updated status of the networked federation of services, checks its consistency and controls the flow of the communication, and the OpenDLib kernel module that implements the rules imposed by the protocol embedded in each application service.

3.1 The Manager Service

We have seen that OpenDLib supports different kinds of “on-the-fly” expansions. Most of these expansions, even when they regard a specific service instance, also require a change in the configuration of other instances in order to allow them to consider the new characteristic of the service. For example, when a Repository instance is modified to accept a new metadata format, at least one Index instance must be updated to index the new format; when a new Query Mediator instance is set up to reduce the workload on the existing Query Mediators, then a certain number of User Interfaces must change their communication flow and address their service requests to the new instance.

Similar updates are needed when the conditions of the underlying network change, e.g. when there is a network failure, when the number of requests sent to a service instance exceeds an established threshold.

All the above updates in the configuration of the federation are controlled by the Manager Service, which following established algorithms, always derives the best routing strategy required to achieve a good QoS.

The Manager service is partially configured by the DL administrator at the start-up of the system. Its configuration parameters contain the minimum information required to specify the DL topology: e.g. the address of the hosting servers; the list of the services and whether they are centralized, replicated or distributed; the number of instances for each service; their allocation to the servers, etc. Configuration parameters contain also a number of consistency rules that specify the legal configurations of the service instances in the federation. These rules strictly depend on the type of service and on the “use” relation that links them. For example, the language of the terms in a query that is processed by the Query Mediator must be one of the languages indexed by the used Index services, the document and metadata descriptions submitted to a Library Management Service must conform to those managed by the corresponding Repository.

By exploiting the information about the DL architecture acquired at start-up time, the Manager begins to collect more detailed information about the service instances by periodically sending them appropriate protocol requests. It then processes the information gathered, controls its consistency, and takes decisions about the organization of the federation, such as, for example, the communication paths among the services instances. These decisions can change over time.
according to the value of different parameters, such as the set of running service instances, the workload of a server and the status of the connection.

All service instances notify the Manager of any changes in their configuration and on the status of the service federation. The Manager updates the architectural map and executes the necessary steps to collect information about any new instance. The service instances periodically harvest information about the federation from the Manager. For example, each service that uses another replicated service asks for the address of the instances that can serve its requests.

The instances of the federation can configure themselves either by directly exploiting the information received from the Manager, or by sending appropriate service requests to the instances whose addresses have been obtained through the Manager. Once configured, the various instances can start the co-operation required to process the DL user requests.

3.2 The OpenDLib kernel

When designing and implementing a service-oriented architecture, a common task is to provide an high level abstraction of the communication among the distributed services. This point have been carefully planned in the OpenDLib system.

The OpenDLib kernel is the basic software layer where the OpenDLib services are built on and it includes tools and software modules that allow a service to use the OpenDLib Protocol and to speak to each other no matter what is their physical location.

In order to meet these needs, a small messages dispatcher module is installed on each OpenDLib network node. This module is in charge to dispatch the incoming messages to the appropriate service hosted on the node. When a service sends a request to a remote service, it actually interacts with the dispatcher module of the target node. Afterwards, the request is interpreted and converted in a manner that a generic OpenDLib service is able to manage.

Another main step in this direction is represented by the ProtocolManager module. This part of the kernel is responsible to build a service request according with the rules of the protocol. Moreover, it allows to interact both with remote and local services in a transparent way. In order to achieve this second functionality a careful design of the services interface has been conducted. The study produced a solution that facilitate the conversion of a network message in a local one if the producer and the consumer of the message are hosted on the same node.

Finally, the kernel provides a set of utilities that simplify the management of the configuration and status of the federation of services disseminated by the Manager Service.

Major results of these efforts are:

– if the communication needs to be changed for any reason, the change is localized in some specific points only;
– an abstraction layer is provided, so new services can be added more easily, avoiding to deal with communication details;

– a mechanism that permits an optimization of the network traffic among the different nodes is provided.

3.3 Lesson Learned

OpenDLib is now a running system. A number of DLs [13, 14] have been built using it and several others are under construction. The experience made during this experimentation has validated some of our design choices. In particular, we now firmly believe in the power of a service-oriented architecture for DLs. This type of architecture provides an extensible framework where application specific services can be added to satisfy the local requirements. Moreover, by supporting a federated maintenance model, it naturally supports the creation of large DLs obtained by dynamically and progressively aggregating resources provided by many disperse small organizations.

The experience made so far, however, has also highlighted a number of weakness of the DL system we have built. In particular:

– In the four years that have been spent in implementing and experimenting OpenDLib both the enabling technologies and the standards evolved. Today, web services and SOA are highly diffused and quite standard solutions for web applications. Many specifications dealing with common issues of this framework, e.g. security, resource description, etc., springs up in the WS-* family. Grid technology, offering also computational and storage power on demand, is now meeting these technologies with the WSRF. P2P technologies, popularized by (music) file sharing and highly parallel computing applications (e.g. SETI@home), can be employed successfully to reach some design goals such as scalability, availability, anonymity. Certainly, these new standards and technologies provide more powerful and advanced solutions than the ad-hoc one originally implemented by OpenDLib.

– Multimedia and multi-type content information objects are emerging as alternative and more powerful communication vehicles. In OpenDLib, the handling of these objects is limited since, e.g. multimedia documents may require high computational capacity to be opportunely and fully managed and employed.

– Many of the user communities that demand for DLs are small, distributed, and dynamic; they use the DL to support temporary activities such as courses, exhibitions, projects. Even if a digital library service system like OpenDLib can be used to setting a DL reducing the cost, these costs are still too high for certain communities of users. Each time a new DL is created appropriate computer and storage resources are needed for hosting the OpenDLib services. Furthermore, specialized technical staff with appropriate skills is required to configure, install and maintain the system.

Certainly, the recent advances of the technology makes now possible to propose better solutions to the requirements presented in Section 2. With this purpose
in mind and in order to overcome the above limitations, our group, with other European research and industrial organizations, has recently set up a new EU FP6 integrated project, DILIGENT, that will start its activity on September 2004. The aim of this project is to design and experiment the development of a new SOA DL infrastructure on a Grid enabled technology. The objectives of this project and the expected results are briefly introduced in the next section.

4 The next step: DILIGENT

The main objective of the DILIGENT project is to create a knowledge infrastructure that will allow members of dynamic user communities to build up on-demand transient virtual DLs (VDLs) that satisfy their needs. These DLs will be created by exploiting shared resources, where by resources we mean content repositories, applications, storage and computing elements.

The DILIGENT infrastructure will be an evolution of a DLSS. By exploiting a wider notion of sharing, this infrastructure has the potential of reducing the cost of setting up DLs thus enabling a larger adoption and use of these systems.

The DILIGENT infrastructure will be constructed by implementing a number of DL services in a Grid framework. In particular, DILIGENT will exploit the efforts of the EGEE project [6] by relying on the Grid infrastructure that will be released at the end of this project. We expect that by merging a service-oriented approach with a Grid technology we will be able to exploit the advantages of both. In particular, the Grid should provide a framework where a better control of the shared resources is possible. Moreover, it should enable the execution of very computational demanding applications, such as those required to process multimedia content.

Our current plan is to develop all the DILIGENT services following the rules established by the new Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) [5, 7]. This framework, which comprises six Web services specifications defining the WS-Resource approach to modelling and managing state in a Web services context, is very suitable to satisfy the needs of a DL application where both stateless and statefull resources cohabit.

The services that will be developed by the DILIGENT infrastructure project can be logically organized into three main layers:

– **Digital Library Layer.** This layer consists of a set of reliable and dependable production-quality services covering the core functionalities required by DL applications. This set provides submission, indexing and discovery of mixed-media objects (documents, videos, images, environmental data, etc.), and the management and processing of these objects through annotation, composition, cooperative editing, etc. It also supports the dynamic creation and access to transient VDLs. Each service of this area will likely represent an enhancement of the functionalities provided by the equivalent non-Grid-aware service as it will be designed to take full advantage of the scalable, secure, and reliable Grid infrastructure.
– \textit{Application-Specific Layer}. This layer contains the set of services provided by users communities that have decided to share their legacy content and application-specific resources.

– \textit{DILIGENT Collective Layer}. This layer is composed by services that enhance existing Grid collective services, i.e. those global services needed to manage interactions among resources, with functionalities able to support the complex services interactions required by the Digital Library Layer.

The services of the Collective Layer (see Table 2) and those provided by the Grid middleware, play the same role of the “basic infrastructural layer” in OpenDLib as they manage the federation of services and resources that implement a VDL. In this environment, however, the management is more complex since the set of servers where the DL services are hosted is not known a priori and it can vary dynamically during the VDL lifetime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service name</th>
<th>Main performed tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Service</td>
<td>Discovering and monitoring of a set of distributed resources, enabling other services to be aware of the environment, or part of it, that hosts them. By maintaining a real-time monitoring of the whole set of available resources, single services and VDLs can be enabled for self-tuning resource usage and workload-balancing maximizing the use of available resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broker &amp; Matchmaker</td>
<td>Optimal distribution of services and resources across Grid nodes, by promoting efficient usage of the infrastructure through the identification of the best Grid node where to allocate a service or a resource.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeper</td>
<td>Bringing together the set of services belonging to a VDL by assuring the QoS characteristics required. Create, address, inspect and manage the lifetime of all the resources needed to satisfy the definition criteria of the library.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic VO Support</td>
<td>Creation of the Grid operational context associating users, user requests and set of resources that enables VDLs to work accordingly with the resource sharing policies and agreements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textit{Table 2}. DILIGENT Collective Layer services.

This new DL architecture infrastructure, at least from the theoretical point of view, provides the support required to meet the requirements that we have identified previously and to overcome the limitations that we have experimented with OpenDLib. However, combining concepts and techniques belonging to different research fields and disciplines (DL, Information Retrieval, Grid, data management, Web Services, information systems, P2P, etc.), the DILIGENT project has to solve at least the following open issues:

– Sharing of resources is acceptable only if it is highly controlled. Strong and valid security and policy mechanisms that take into account the rules of the DL providers and consumers must be developed.
In order to dynamically create a VDL the system must be able to automatically select and retrieve the resources that better match the demand of the library creator. This requires an appropriate description of the DL resources and powerful discovery mechanisms.

The SOA approach proposed for the DILIGENT infrastructure defines only the higher level structure of the architecture. Each service belonging to the library can internally adopt a different architecture, e.g., an Index can be realized both using a P2P technique as well as a centralized service. This heterogeneity certainly complicates the digital library management and demands for more sophisticated algorithms.

The different architectural framework in many cases may suggest better algorithms for implementing the DL functionality. For example, a Grid framework, which offers a high computing capacity, may enable the exploitation of complex but powerful algorithms which were not realistically possible in the traditional DL frameworks. One of the challenges in DILIGENT will certainly be to identify new algorithms that exploit the capabilities of this new DL framework.

5 Conclusion

The paper describe the architecture of the OpenDLib DL service system and it introduce the main architectural plans for the DILIGENT knowledge infrastructure.

In carrying out this experience we have learnt that the realization of a DL system not only requires the implementation of the functionality that are directly perceived by the users but it also requires the development of what we called a “basic infrastructural layer”. In this paper we mainly discuss this layer from the point of view of the management of the DL services, but there are other important functionalities that a basic infrastructure layer should provide, like independence from the physical organization of the content, policy control, etc. The extent of the basic infrastructure layer strongly depends on the underlying architecture choices. The more distributed, flexible, dynamic, customizable the architecture framework is, the greater is the layer required to ensure the quality of the DL services.

In OpenDLib this layer has been constructed from scratch, by adopting ad-hoc solutions. At the present, however, more standards and powerful solutions are possible. With the DILIGENT project, our challenge is to build a new DL service system that takes into account these new openings and to contribute to the evolution of the architectural infrastructure for future DLs.
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Abstract. Nowadays, digital libraries are inherently dispersed over several peers of a steadily increasing network. Dedicated peers may provide specialized, computationally expensive services such as image similarity search. Usually, the peers of such a network are uncoordinated in the sense that their content and services are not linked together. Nevertheless, users expect to transparently access and modify all the (multimedia) content anytime from anywhere not only in an efficient and effective but also consistent way. To match these demands, future digital libraries require an infrastructure that combines various information technologies like (mobile) databases, service-oriented architectures, peer-to-peer and grid computing. In this paper, we sketch such an infrastructure and illustrate how an example digital library application can work atop it.

1 Introduction

Future digital libraries shall provide access to any multimedia content anytime and anywhere in a user-friendly, efficient, and effective way. One problem of nowadays digital libraries is that they are dispersed over a network in an uncoordinated fashion such that each peer of the network often works isolated without regarding other peers that manage related content. Another problem is to efficiently handle the steadily increasing amount of requests for multimedia content. Besides, the distributed content should be kept consistent and provided in a personalized way. Hence, an infrastructure is required for digital libraries that is a reliable, scalable, customizable, and integrated environment.

To build such an infrastructure, the best aspects of (mobile) databases, service-orientation, peer-to-peer and grid computing must be combined. We refer to such an infrastructure as a hyperdatabase [1]. Within such an environment, databases and special servers provide basic services, such as efficient and reliable storage for various kinds of multimedia data like image, audio, and video. Service-orientation [2] helps to describe, customize, and deploy complex services, such as sophisticated search of images with respect to their content and annotations. The peer-to-peer paradigm [3] allows a loosely-coupled integration of digital library services and ad-hoc sharing of information, such as recommendations and annotations. Since certain services within a digital library are computationally intensive, e.g., the extraction of features from multimedia objects to
support content-based similarity search, grid technology [4] supports the optimal utilization of the given computing resources.

In the recent years, we have developed OSIRIS (Open Service Infrastructure for Reliable and Integrated process Support) [5], which is a prototype of a hyper-database infrastructure. As common standards like WSDL and SOAP, OSIRIS helps to access a wide range of service types and allows isolated service calls. In addition, OSIRIS support processes (compound services) as a means for combining existing services and executing them under certain (transactional) guarantees. In a digital library, such services can be used, for instance, for the maintenance of dependencies among the various data repositories of the digital library. In this way, a sophisticated search may benefit from always up-to-date indexes.

In this paper, we describe how to organize such a self-contained application. The ISIS (Interactive Similarity Search) application demonstrates an efficient management and organization of large multimedia collections atop OSIRIS. It features a wide range of functions that allow for metadata management as well as efficient and effective content-based similarity search on multimedia objects. The implementation of ISIS consequently follows the idea of service-orientation. Specifically, all digital library functionality is encapsulated by services, such as storage services for arbitrary types of media objects or feature extraction services for given media types. Such services are used to compose the entire ISIS application.

The infrastructure monitors the service execution as well as the routing of the corresponding services. Whenever necessary, it distributes and replicates certain services on multiple grid peers in order to boost the performance.

In principle, any service can be executed locally in a stand-alone manner, as with mobile devices, for example. However, due to several reasons, e.g., resource or license restrictions, some services might be locally unavailable. In such cases, the service execution depends on external services, which have to be bound and invoked on demand. On the other hand, in some cases the locally available services are sufficient to completely execute a compound service. For instance, even a content-based image similarity search does not require a feature extraction service provided the reference image is already part of the collection (i.e., is already indexed).

It is important to note that the entire service execution is transparent to the service designer. She therefore can fully focus on specifying and implementing the core service functionality itself. Service runtime environment tasks (startup, updates,...) and communication with the outside world are handled by the hyper-database infrastructure. As first experimental evaluations show, this infrastructure does not only support dynamic changes of the execution environment but is also able to scale with the expected huge number of users, services, and grid peers of future digital libraries.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of ISIS together with the requirements for the underlying infrastructure. Section 3 describes such an infrastructure, OSIRIS, and discuss various important issues like service execution and service registration. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
2 ISIS – A Service-Oriented Application

ISIS (Interactive Similarity Search) is a powerful service-oriented application for efficient management and organization of multimedia collections. The application features a wide range of functions that allow meta data management as well as efficient and effective content-based similarity search on multimedia objects. The realization of ISIS consequently follows the idea of service-orientation. All basic functionality is encapsulated by a set of services.

We distinguish five classes of such services:

**Storage Services.** These services provide storage for arbitrary types of media objects. A storage service at a certain peer may be dedicated to a certain content like video clips or images. Storage services can also act as web-caches for remote content in order to speed-up access to often used data. A storage service closely monitors its attached repositories for changes. If, for example, a new object is added to one of its repositories, it will issue a “new object” event. Likewise, a (local) deletion of an object will lead to an “object-deleted” event. These events can be handled by the digital library infrastructure, for example, to keep the consistency between object data and indexed information.

**Metadata Services.** Such services maintain keyword annotations, textual descriptions, as well as other object properties, such as the membership in several (sub)collections, or predicates like “copyrighted”. As a media object might be available in different versions at different locations (e.g., as thumbnail of the image at thumbnail-storage, primary high-resolution image copy at remote storage location), metadata services also keep track of those locations and corresponding properties of the object versions at the various locations (e.g., resolution or thumbnail/primary-role). There is no fixed vocabulary for describing such properties. Hence, ISIS can store arbitrary information about the objects. For example, one might want to store textual information gathered from the surrounding web pages together with an image or the artist and the song title together with a piece of music. Besides such “per-object” information, metadata services also maintain general knowledge about the object types themselves. This includes existing feature descriptors for an object type, the availability of feature extractors and indexing containers within the digital library infrastructure that are able to manage a given feature descriptor.

**Feature Extraction Services.** Content-based retrieval depends on features that describe the raw content of media objects in a certain feature domain. For example, the pixel information of an image can be described in the color or texture feature domain [6–8], while a piece of music can be described in terms of beat and pitch [9]. A feature is therefore a kind of descriptive fingerprint for an object. In content-based retrieval, object similarity is expressed as similarity of their descriptors in a given feature domain. For a given media type, there could be several feature extraction services computing various kinds of feature descriptors. Also, there is more than one way to
describe a concept like color. For example, we could use a histogram with 64, 256 or whatsoever bins. We could also use color moments. There are many meaningful descriptors and variants around. One might want to use several of them — even in combination. In many cases, the extraction of features is a computationally very expensive task. Therefore, feature extraction can profit from grid infrastructures.

Indexing and Search Services. Indexes allow for efficient search of objects. Different indexes have to handle data from different domains: Besides often high dimensional feature descriptors, object predicates and numerical values as well as keyword annotations of the objects should be indexed efficiently. Searching over an arbitrary combination of those attributes efficiently is a non-trivial task. Efficient search strategies on this level are however beyond the scope of this paper. For further information please refer to [10–12]. At this point, we only state that concept and design of such a service should be carefully chosen in a way that it allows for massive scalability through dynamic partitioning of a query onto a set of several search services. Those services will be spread all over the grid infrastructure, similar to the extraction services.

Presentation Services. These services provide frontend functionality to browse and query the multimedia collection and also to initiate some maintenance and administrative tasks. In ISIS, this task is shared among services for the interactive part (frontend), the layout part (XML-to-HTML rendering) and supporting services (session management and template repository).

The entire ISIS application consists of a set of compound services over these basic services. Once the application logic is divided into such basic services, they can be distributed and replicated without changing the description (implementation) of any (compound) service. Figure 1 shows the insertion of a multimedia object as an example for a compound service. The given service is triggered by the “new object” event of a storage service mentioned above when a new media object physically enters the repository.

![Diagram of Compound Service Insert Multimedia Object](image)

The first activity of the compound service is to store the object, i.e., the location and available meta information about the object is stored by the metadata service. Depending on the media type, further information is extracted. In case of a web document, the object will not only contain an image, but also some text surrounding this image on the page. By analyzing the HTML source, it is
possible to gather some layout information and applying some heuristics in order to determine textual descriptions that might be relevant for the image. This text can be indexed later on. Independent of the analysis of the context of the image and its surrounding, the extract features activity uses the raw pixel information of the image to extract several descriptors for color and texture. Note that it is transparent to the user, whether this activity is a single service or a compound service which is composed of single feature extraction services. The distinction between a single and a compound service is important for the infrastructure. By explicitly knowing about the semantics of the various activities of a compound service, the infrastructure is able to further parallelize the extraction to achieve better performance. The store features activity hands all gathered object descriptors and metadata information over to the metadata service, which will in turn care for the indexing and replication of each data item in a suitable way.

**Infrastructure Requirements**

ISIS performs some complex and sometimes computational expensive tasks. As ISIS may change over time, e.g., when new feature descriptors are becoming available, we need an infrastructure that provides us with flexibility in order to define and modify the logic of the digital library applications, i.e., the corresponding compound services, as necessary. In order to focus on the core digital library tasks, the infrastructure should support a transparent way of communication among services. For example, while designing the extraction service, we do not want to explicitly deal with workload distribution, it should be sufficient to “solicit” that a certain task, e.g., a feature extraction, should be executed on any one of the potential service providers. Thus, the infrastructure must also support service discovery. Service providers should be able to declare what kind of functionality they are offering and service users should be able to find them.

As mentioned before, it can be useful, if application logic specifies compound services over the basic services (cf. the feature extraction example). In such cases, feature extraction as well as search can profit even from a higher degree of parallelism. As multimedia content tends to be storage intensive — especially with large-scale general purpose digital libraries — one might also want to distribute the storage services and searching facilities over the peers of the grid. Besides this complexity, we still demand that the overall digital library should be reliable, i.e. (temporary) unavailability of single service instances shall not jeopardize the operation of the overall system. Services once invoked (like the insertion of an object) should lead to a guaranteed execution of the defined activities and thus ensure the consistency of the data within the metadata and indexing services. Mentioning consistency, we also want to ensure highest possible “freshness”, i.e., changes should be propagated “immediately” instead of monthly updates like in Google and other major web search engines. On object deletion, references to that object should be removed immediately from all indexes. Also, changes of feature data should immediately be propagated to any indexing service related to that data.
3 Hyperdatabase Infrastructure for ISIS

In the following, we sketch how a hyperdatabase infrastructure provides us with all the required functionality as elaborated so far.

3.1 Overview of the Infrastructure

A hyperdatabase supports applications following the ideas of a service-oriented architecture. Using a distributed peer-to-peer network, service requests are transparently routed along the connected peers. Following the concept of service-oriented architecture, a service can be atomic or compound. Compound services are composed of existing services. The composition is realized using the notion of a transactional process [13]. By defining a data and control flow for processes, the involved service calls must appear in the specified application specific invocation order. Transactional processes allows for providing execution guarantees similar to transactions in classical databases. While databases focus on basic data querying and manipulation operations, a hyperdatabase orchestrates service calls. These service calls are executed according the description of the compound service.

Fig. 2. Hyperdatabase Infrastructure

In order to provide this functionality, the hyperdatabase infrastructure consists of a software layer installed on each peer of the grid (dark gray layers in Figure 2). This layer integrates the peer into the overall hyperdatabase network.
Ideally, this layer comes together with the operating system like TCP/IP stack does (comparable to the .NET framework). By this integration, local available services can be registered and used by all peers in the grid. Moreover, the local hyperdatabase layer is now enabled to transparently call remote services.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the hyperdatabase layer, which we will discuss in more detail later. Beside communication, the layer also supports management of compound services and load balancing. This functionality depends on grid common knowledge accessible via the replication manager available at every peer.

OSIRIS [14] as an implementation of a hyperdatabase is realized as a service-oriented application itself. Besides the core hyperdatabase layer, additional system functionality is needed to organize the grid and to provide service transparency and the execution of compound services. OSIRIS implements this functionality also in terms of services. As depicted in Figure 2, OSIRIS provides core services like Register Service Description, Register Service Instance, Connect, and Disconnect. The figure also shows that there is no distinction between core services and atomic application-specific services such as Extract Color or Extract Term.

3.2 Peer-to-Peer Service Execution

As mentioned before, OSIRIS distinguishes two classes of services: atomic versus compound services. The execution of an atomic service consists of one call to a function provided by a service in the grid. A call to a compound service however initiates a peer-to-peer execution. According to the description of a compound service, the contained services, i.e., the process activities, are executed sequentially. Although the execution semantics of the two service classes are different, the invocations of both services are not distinguishable to the caller. In other words, the caller does not care about whether the service is atomic or compound.
The same holds for activities of a compound service, which can be compound services themselves.

OSIRIS provides a transparent way of calling services. A service request that is sent to any peer of the network is transparently routed by the local hyperdatabase layer to an available instance of this service type. For that, OSIRIS implements a distributed service bus that provides routing and load balancing over all existing service instances.

Albeit the infrastructure hides the difference between an atomic and a compound service at the call interface, the execution within the infrastructure layer respects and exploits the differences between atomic and compound services. While the first has to be routed to a service instance, the latter must be driven by the infrastructure itself since its activities can spread over multiple peers of the grid. Therefore, each peer has to provide a minimal service manager that supports a peer-to-peer service execution. This includes the ability to call local services, to navigate to the subsequent activity of the compound service, and to handle execution failures. A compound service consists of a set of ordered services. These services have to be executed according to the order defined by the service description. This information is available at the local replication manager. After instantiating a new compound service at any peer in the grid, it is migrated to the hyperdatabase layer of a peer that provides an instance for the first activity.

Figure 3 shows the flow of the service execution of one single step in a compound service. After the service has migrated to the hyperdatabase layer, it enters the data flow module. A part of the service data is needed to prepare the call of the service. The service management module executes a function at the service instance. After the execution of the service the resulting data is incorporated into the context of the compound service. The next task is to determine the service that has to be executed subsequently. Based on the locally replicated part of the service description, the service navigation module decides which service type to call next. The load balancing module finally routes the service instance to an available service instance considering system workload. This routing requires grid configuration information. Therefore, the replication module has also to provide grid configuration information. During the execution of a compound service, the service instance migrates from one peer to the next in a truly peer-to-peer fashion. After executing the last activity of the compound service, the response is sent back to the caller, as in the case of an atomic service.

Example 1. Assume a multimedia object is inserted into the ISIS digital library by calling our example compound service Insert Multimedia Object. OSIRIS initiates a service instance for this particular service call. After initialization, the instance is routed to the provider of a service for the first activity. In this way, the service instance reaches peer A in our example in Figure 2. In the context of the compound service, then a local call to the service Store Object is performed. After this call, the service instance migrates to peer C in order to execute the service Separate Media Types. This migration is done directly using a peer-to-peer connection between A and C. The next two service calls can be performed
parallel. This requires that the service instance splits and navigates separately along the definition paths. The first part of the instance stays at peer C in order to execute the service Analyze Context, while the second part is migrated to peer K or D. Considering the current workload of the peers D and K, the service instance migrates to peer K. Finally, the service Store Features has to be executed on peer A. Since the original service instance was split and distributed on the network, OSIRIS has to synchronize and join these parts before migrating to peer A. After finishing the local call, the compound service is completely executed and the response is sent to the caller.

3.3 Registration of Service Descriptions

In the previous discussion, we have already distinguished between service types and service instances without explicitly mentioning this. In service-oriented architectures, this distinction enables a transparent routing during service execution. In fact, a service type is called. The infrastructure matches a currently available service instances to perform the execution of the requested service type. To enable this behavior — in the literature referred as enterprise service bus [15] — all available service types have to be registered in the system. While calls to atomic services just have to be routed through the system, compound services have to be executed by the infrastructure itself as described in the previous subsection. For that, the description of compound services has to be published to the infrastructure. In OSIRIS, this publication is handled by the service Register Service Description.

Whenever a service description is published using this service, it is analyzed and prepared for replication along the peers. Keep in mind that service execution is done in a peer-to-peer fashion relying on locally replicated information. To provide exactly the information that is required to perform a completely peer-to-peer execution, the service description has to be enriched and divided into parts containing all information concerning the execution of one contained service. These parts of service description is then replicated to the peers hosting an instance of the corresponding service type. This strategy allows peer-to-peer execution to have most information already available at the local replication module.

Example 2. Assume that the description of the compound service Insert Multimedia Object is inserted into the system. The service Register Service Description splits the definition into five parts — one part for each activity of the compound service. The part concerning the service Extract Features contains all information about the parameter handling the call of that service. This information is needed by the service management module of the hyperdatabase layer at the peers D, K and B, respectively. In addition, the service navigation module needs to know about the subsequent services. All this information is replicated to the peers D and K immediately after inserting the service description. The peer-to-peer service execution will route every instance of the service Insert Multimedia Object to one of these peers. Consequently, the corresponding part of the service description should be replicated there.
3.4 Registration of Service Instances

A grid infrastructure has to deal with continuous changes of the overall system configuration. Service instances may join and leave the system quite frequently. Therefore the infrastructure has to keep track of the current configuration. OSIRIS provides completely transparent service calls by dynamically replicating information about the available service instances to the corresponding grid peers. This replication is based on a publish-subscribe mechanism, which is described in [14]. While the call of a service can occur at any peer, no prior replication can be performed in order to speed up this routing. However, a temporary replication is reasonable since the probability that this information will be needed in the near future is rather high. Beside this temporary replication, information needed during execution of compound services can be predicted by analyzing the service descriptions. In addition, the information about the subsequent services are needed at a particular peer.

Example 3. In the configuration depicted in Figure 3, the peer A holds the replicated information about the current instances of service Separate Media Types since within the compound service Insert Multimedia Object this service must be invoked after the service Store Object, which is provided at peer A. This way a lot of information is replicated along the grid in order to perform and optimize peer-to-peer execution of services. Assume a new instance of the service Separate Media Types is started at peer B and registered via the service Register Service Instance. As a consequence, OSIRIS triggers the replication of additional configuration information to peer B — mainly the part Separate Media Types of the compound service Insert Multimedia Object and information on available instances of Analyze Context. Extract Features is a compound service and thus has no location associated with. Since the (parallel) activities of this compound service are Extract Color and Extract Shape, the location information about these two services are replicated to peer B.

3.5 Stand-alone Service Execution

The peer-to-peer execution of compound services relies on the transparent routing of service calls. OSIRIS can provide this transparent routing only within the same OSIRIS cell. A cell corresponds to a separate grid environment. Within such a cell, each service of the registered peers is provided to all peers of that cell. As a special case, a complete cell can be installed on one peer. This installation includes OSIRIS core services as well as all services of an application such as ISIS. This peer can also be a mobile device. Albeit local services can be used to realize a stand-alone application, some service types like Extract Features cannot be performed efficiently by the mobile peer. In order to execute such a service, the peer should join a larger cell to perform this service on a peer having more resources. We also allow peers to join a cell without registering its available services to the cell. In this case, the peer acts as a service user. This kind of a join can be performed by using a proxy service, which provides a bridge between
the two cells. As depicted in Figure 4, two instances of the proxy service can be linked in order to establish a bridge. A proxy service provides a service stub and forwards all service calls to the other cell. OSIRIS routes the call to a real service instance.

Note that this forwarding of service calls works also for compound services. However, the peer-to-peer service execution cannot use the bridge to migrate. If the mobile device calls a compound service on the remote cell the proxy service will forward the service call and the complete service will be executed at the remote cell. If a local compound service contains an activity for which only a remote service instance is available, the local proxy service provides a stub for that service. In the context of the local grid, the proxy service executes the service. Therefore, the compound service instance will stay at the local device while executing the service at the proxy service. In this way, the concept of a proxy allows for exploiting services of a remote grid cell.

4 Conclusions

As we have seen in this paper, service-orientation helps to describe and implement complex digital library applications like ISIS as compositions of services. A hyperdatabase infrastructure like OSIRIS, which combines service-orientation with peer-to-peer and grid computing, is then able to exploit the knowledge about the services and their composition to execute them in an optimal fashion. Following the idea of grid computing, the execution of service calls respects parameters like the workload of the peers to dynamically select the best fitting service instance. Besides, OSIRIS is able to replicate service instances on demand on any peer of the grid, and thus to optimize the utilization of the given
resources. The peer-to-peer style of service navigation avoids that the navigation becomes a bottleneck of the overall system, and thus provides the basis for a scalable infrastructure. The current implementation of ISIS atop OSIRIS demonstrates this very nicely.
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Abstract. Digital libraries in healthcare are hosting an inherently large collection of digital information. Especially in medical digital libraries, this information needs to be analyzed and processed in a timely manner. Sensor data streams, for instance, providing continuous information on patients have to be processed on-line in order to detect critical situations. This is done by combining existing services and operators into streaming processes. Since the individual processing steps are quite complex, it is important to efficiently make use of the resources in a distributed system by parallelizing operators and services. Grid infrastructures already support the efficient routing and distribution of service requests. In this paper, we present a novel information management infrastructure based on a hyperdatabase system that combines the process-based composition of services and operators needed for sensor data stream processing with advanced Grid features.

1 Introduction

Digital libraries in healthcare are increasingly hosting an inherently large and heterogeneous collection of digital information, like electronic journals, images, audios, videos, biosignals, three dimensional models, gene sequences, protein sequences, and even health records. Medical digital libraries therefore have to organize repositories managing this medical information [1] and to provide effective and efficient access to it. In addition, a central aspect is the collection, aggregation, and analysis of relevant information.

Due to the proliferation of sensor technology, the amount of continuously produced information (e.g., biosignals or videos) in medical digital libraries will significantly grow. These data streams need sophisticated processing support in order to guarantee that medically relevant information can be extracted and derived for further storage, but also for the on-line detection of critical situations. Biosignals, like a ECG recording, contain relevant information derived from the evaluation of characteristic parameters, e.g., the heart rate, and their deviance from average. In some cases, even the combination of different biosignals is needed for the extraction of relevant information, such as a comparison
of heart rate and blood pressure. Data stream management (DSM) addresses the continuous process streaming data in real-time. Due to the streaming origin of parts of the information stored in medical digital libraries, the latter will significantly benefit from infrastructures incorporating DSM.

Due to the service-orientation and the distributed nature of digital libraries (i.e., information is made available by means of services), Grid infrastructures are very well suited as basis for digital library applications. The composition of services and DSM operations can be realized by means of processes. The Grid then supports the efficient routing of service requests among different service providers. A very challenging aspect in process-based service composition on top of a Grid environment is that processes itself can be seen as services and therefore can be used within other processes again. This, in a way, adds recursive nature to processes and implements the well known composite pattern [2] for processes on the Grid. Moreover, also the runtime support for process execution can be considered as a special, inherently distributed Grid service.

In this paper, we introduce an integrated hyperdatabase and grid infrastructure that supports the processing of continuous data streams and that is able to distribute the processing of computationally expensive services within a Grid. By this, the requirements of efficiently processing continuous data that can be found in digital medical library applications can be seamlessly supported.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes a sample telemonitoring application in a digital healthcare library to motivate the need for a joint hyperdatabase and grid environment. In Section 3, we present a process-based approach to data stream management. The dynamic process parallelization by using Grid concepts is introduced in Section 4. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 concludes.

2 A Sample Application in a Digital Healthcare Library

In this section, we introduce a sample healthcare application to motivate the need for a flexible and reliable information management infrastructure that supports process management, data stream processing and management, and that provides Grid computing capabilities.

The left hand side of figure 1 illustrates a telemonitoring system which takes care of elderly patients suffering from chronic diseases (e.g., diabetes, heart diseases, or other age related problems like Alzheimer). This telemonitoring system is one of the information providers of the underlying medical digital libraries. Patients are equipped with an array of sensors, as for example the LifeShirt-System [3], that continuously measure the patient’s body signals (e.g., ECG). Additionally, sensors integrated in the patient’s home are detecting context information that describes what the patient is currently doing (e.g., if the patient is sleeping). This information is important to evaluate the medical meaning of vital signs — for example, the ECG signal has to be interpreted differently when a person is sleeping, compared to the case where she is active. In addition to medical monitoring, context information is also used to integrate a patient support system.
in this scenario. Patients can be remembered to turn off the oven or take their pills. In order to make use of the vast amount of sensor information, the incoming sensory data has to be processed in real-time. Medically relevant results may be stored in a digital library containing the patient’s health record. Results with unknown characteristics are stored in repositories to support medical research. Critical results may request immediate intervention by the caregiver. In this case, appropriate processes (e.g., calling the emergency service or contacting a physician) have to be triggered.

Access to the contents of a medical digital library is supported by special services and user defined processes that combine several of these services (illustrated on the right hand side of figure 1). As described above, processes for contacting the caregiver (e.g., by sending a SMS to a mobile device of a physician), or even for triggering some rescue activities in case of critical situations have to be invoked if necessary. If the physician needs more detailed information or wants to request data on previous treatments or prescriptions, he has to be served with the data in a timely fashion. For all these purposes, appropriate processes have to be available (or have to be defined) and to be executed efficiently by the underlying infrastructure.

Our infrastructure for telemonitoring applications is based on a combined hyperdatabase system \[4\] and Grid environment \[5\]. It supports the definition and execution of processes on top of (web) services but also allows to implement continuously running processes for analyzing, processing, and managing data streams in real-time. Since processing data streams for evaluating the patient’s health state requires the invocation of computationally intensive services, Grid concepts are exploited to support the distributed computation on top of heterogenous resources. Therefore, the different data streams coming from the various sensors of a patient are distributed within the Grid for parallel processing. Finally, the streams have to be joined in order to combine different sensor signals for rating medical relevance. The combination of process management and Grid concepts allows for the composition of existing services and for the efficient distribution of single service invocations within the Grid.
3 Data Stream Management for Medical Digital Libraries

In this section, we introduce an extended hyperdatabase system for the support and management of continuous data streams.

3.1 Challenges in Data Stream Management

The main challenges in data stream management (DSM) are imposed by the large number of sensors, components, devices, information systems and platforms connected by different network technologies, and by the vast amount of continuously generated data. For processing this data, existing systems and components are well in place and need to be incorporated into digital libraries. Reliability and provable correctness are new challenges that are of utmost importance particularly in healthcare applications, where failures may have perilous consequences. As described in Section 2, DSM has to interact with traditional process management in order to react to certain results (e.g., calling the ambulance) or to offer the user appropriate processes for the evaluation of DSM results. These challenges necessitate an infrastructure that combines the processing of data streams and process management, i.e., the possibility to combine services (conventional services as offered by digital libraries and services operating on data streams produced by sensors) and to execute composite services in a reliable way. Therefore, we propose an integrated information management infrastructure supporting user-defined processes, both conventional and processes performing DSM. Hyperdatabase (HDB) systems already provide an infrastructure for reliable process execution, which we will extend to enable DSM processes.

3.2 Peer-to-Peer Process Execution in the Hyperdatabase OSIRIS

A hyperdatabase (HDB) [6] is an infrastructure that supports the definition and reliable execution of user-defined processes on top of distributed components using existing services. Characteristic features of HDB’s are the possibility to i.) add transactional guarantees to the execution of processes [7], ii.) support reliable peer-to-peer execution of processes without global control, thereby supporting a high degree of availability and scalability, and iii.) apply decentralized process execution in areas of intermittently connectivity.

OSIRIS (Open Service Infrastructure for Reliable and Integrated process Support) [4] is a prototype of a hyperdatabase, that has been developed at ETH Zurich and is used as a starting point of our joint HDB and Grid infrastructure. OSIRIS follows a novel architecture for distributed and decentralized process management. OSIRIS supports process execution in a peer-to-peer style based on locally replicated metadata, without contacting any central instance (Peer-to-Peer Execution of Processes, P2PEP). With P2PEP, a component works off its part of a process and then directly migrates the instance data to nodes offering a suitable service for the next step(s) of the process according to its control flow specification. This is achieved by implementing two layers: the HDB-layer, a small software layer that is installed on each component providing a service
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and a set of global HDB repositories. These HDB repositories collect metadata on the processes to be executed, on the available components, and on their load. This meta information is smoothly distributed to the individual HDB layers – only metadata needed locally is actually replicated (e.g., only information on services and providers which might be invoked in some process are required at the local HDB layer of a component). More information on hyperdatabases and OSIRIS can be found in [6, 8, 4].

3.3 DSM enabled Extended Hyperdatabases Infrastructure

HDB’s have to be extended in order to enrich their benefits with the capabilities for DSM [9]. We consider stream-processes, which perform continuous processing of data streams. The requirements for the execution of these stream processes are similar to those of conventional processes with respect to important aspects like distributed execution, load balancing, meta information distribution, or fault tolerance. Figure 2 illustrates a stream-process, which continuously processes patient’s ECG and blood pressure. Sensor signals are recorded and preprocessed by patient’s PDA, which is wirelessly connected to patient’s PC. The PC does further processing and detects critical health conditions. Processed sensor information is continuously forwarded to the caregiver for further analysis.

Operators are the processing units of DSM. Operators perform stream operations on incoming data streams and produce outgoing data streams. Sensors are the primary sources of data streams. Sensors can be considered as operators without incoming data streams. DSM is done by combining operators, similar to the combination of activities in traditional process management. A stream-process is such a well defined set of logically linked operators continuously processing the selected input data streams, thereby producing results and having side effects. Side effects are effects on external systems imposed by processing results (e.g., feeding a digital library with medical relevant information gained by the stream process).

Based on the OSIRIS approach to fault-tolerant distributed peer-to-peer process execution, we need to distribute necessary meta information on stream processes for DSM in the same way this is done also for process management. This metadata contains the pieces of the global stream-process definition and a list of
offered stream operators of components, which are subject for smooth distribution among the suitable components offering the corresponding stream operators. A stream-process is set up by sending an activation message to the HDB-layer of the component hosting a source operator (e.g., the component is attached to a sensor or has a data stream input). Due to locally available metadata, the local HDB-Layer knows the subsequent stream operator and components, which offer these operators and is able to make the routing decision. Then the component sends an activation message to the selected subsequent components and provides them with needed data streams.

Our extended infrastructure also allows for load balancing during the execution of stream processes. Therefore, the distribution of metadata on the load of components that are able to host stream operators needs to be published. This load information is used to choose the best component during the stream-process activation. In case of high load, the overloaded component is able to transfer a running stream operator to a component with less load. When stream operations are affected that accumulate an internal state during their execution, this state has to be managed and transferred to the new host. Due to this fact, components make a backup of internal state of running stream-operators at a regular basis. Information about the backup location address is metadata, which is also smoothly distributed.

The previous techniques are also responsible to allow for sophisticated failure handling. In case a component hosting a stream operator fails, components hosting preceding parts of the same stream-process will recognize the failure because the transmission of their outgoing streams is no longer acknowledged. The infrastructure distinguishes between four failure cases. First, the failed component recovers within a certain timeout, then processing is continued in the state before the failure. This is possible since output queues of preceding components are used to buffer the data streams until they are acknowledged. Second, the failed component does not recover within the timeout period. In this case, the preceding component is in a similar situation as during the setup phase of the process. The component has to find suitable components that are able to perform subsequent stream operators. Due to local metadata, the new component is able to find the backup location and to load the old internal state for the continuation of stream processing. If the failed component recovers after the timeout, it has to be informed that its workload moved and that it is no longer in charge. Third, the failed component does not recover and there is no other suitable component. In this case, the stream-process may have an alternative processing branch (defined in the streaming process), which is now activated by the preceding component. Fourth, there is no recovery and no possibility to continue stream processing. If so, a conventional process can be invoked to handle the failure situation (e.g., calling an administrator to fix the problem).

This extended HDB system is capable of supporting telemonitoring applications by providing integrated process and data stream management in peer-to-peer style. Furthermore, it allows to seamlessly cooperate with digital libraries, e.g., by making use of the services that are provided to access information.
4 Digital Libraries on the Grid

An important challenge when dealing with service composition, especially with computationally complex services, is the efficient routing of service requests among a set of providers. OGSA (Open Grid Services Architecture) [10] compliant Grid systems are rapidly emerging and are widely accepted. These Grid systems provide support to efficiently invoke and use individual services in the Grid in a request/reply style. However, they do not support service composition and process execution. In contrast, the focus of state-of-the-art process support systems is not at all or only marginally oriented towards a tight integration into a Grid Environment.

4.1 Bringing Service Composition to the Grid

Although OSIRIS, the starting point of our integrated DSM and Grid Infrastructure, is quite powerful in doing distributed process management, it does not yet follow OGSA or WS-RF [11], the de facto standard for Grid Environments. It does also not make use of the enhanced features offered in the globus toolkit [5] (the reference implementation of OGSA) like, for example, resource management and security. In our current work, we aim to bring support for service composition to the Grid, which is done by extracting some of the ideas that can be found in OSIRIS, and integrate those with current standards and services which have recently emerged in the Grid Community. This will result in a set of new OGSA compliant services enhancing current Grid Infrastructures with the ability of recursive process composition.

There are several possibilities to decompose an application into smaller parts that can then be executed in parallel. The most important ones are master/slave type of applications, as well as the divide and conquer or branch and bound paradigms. The applicability of these paradigms of course strongly depends on the semantics of the application to be parallelized. Especially the master/slave paradigm is very suitable to Grid-enable applications [12], and is therefore widely used. In case of master/slave parallelization, the main prerequisites are: i) few or no communication among the sub parts ii) work is dividable among identical sub parts iii) work can be dis- and reassembled in a central point iv) work can be parameterized and parallelized and does not need serial iterative processing.

Since the potential for master/slave parallelization can be found in several applications, we have started to apply this paradigm to enhance the efficiency, the creation, and the ease-of-use of services in the Grid. Using the master/slave paradigm, applications developers can focus on the implementation of the problem specific subparts of the service as well as on the split into and merge of parallel subparts, but they do not need to care about the distribution of subparts. This is particularly important since the latter requires dynamic information on the currently available resources which is not available at build-time, when the services, their split and merge are defined.
4.2 The Frameworks Architecture and Use

To ease the creation of services for tomorrow’s Grid Infrastructures, we are currently developing a generic framework to handle master/slave applications where a single master process controls the distribution of work to a set of identically operating slave processes. This framework is designed to accept ordinary Web/Grid Services as destinations for calls, as well as composite services. The framework enables application developers to port new master/slave type of applications to the Grid by just implementing a very limited set of application focused methods, and declare the so implemented classes as available to the framework in a deployment descriptor file. The framework takes care about all the infrastructure related functionality like marshaling and unmarshaling, communications, failure handling and distributed invocation of services depending on availability and performance considerations. Among this functionality, the framework dynamically takes care about the level of parallelization based on the current status of the Grid, availability of nodes, and QoS restrictions.

The framework developed is based on GT3 [5]. The core part consists of a set of classes building the central master and slave services. These are OGSA-compliant Grid Services [10] bundled with corresponding stubs and some supporting classes for specialized exceptions and encapsulating the input and output parameters passed around. The work left to the application programmer is to implement abstract methods which are responsible for the application specific part, in particular methods for splitting, merging, and the actual application logic. The ones for splitting and merging used in the master service, and the calculative method is used to concretely specify what the slave has to do. In addition, a Web Service deployment descriptor (WSDD) has to be written, as specified by the Axis framework [13], which GT3 is partly based on. At runtime, the framework determines which slaves to use, out of the set of all slaves registered to provide the appropriate service. This is done by accessing an IndexService available in the Grid. The request is then forwarded to all the slaves, after being divided into subtasks. This is shown in the upper right corner of figure 3 where the service depicted as cross is provided by a set of slave services executing in parallel.

The current implementation can easily be adopted to more sophisticated distribution mechanisms based on the Service Data Elements (SDE’s) [5] provided by each Grid Service. There might be more specialized implementations that distribute to slaves based on current workload, cost or other metrics available. After having distributed the work, the MasterService registers for notifications from the slaves and waits for results. After all slaves have returned, the MasterService generates the final result by merging the results of the subparts and returns the completed result to the requestor. An important aspect here is to provide sophisticated failure handling that allows the Master Service to re-distribute requests when slaves have failed during the execution of their subpart. On the slaves side, in addition to the implementation of the actual application logic, a deployment descriptor is needed that specifies where to register this particular slave service.
In the scenario described in section 2, there is one master Grid Service which accepts streamed data from the patients life vest and ECG. This service acts, from the point of the process management system, as an ordinary step in the process chain. However, in the background it re-directs the data stream to the slaves available in the system and checks the data against local replicas of digital libraries holding characteristic pathologic and non pathologic data. The time intensive comparison of the streamed data with entries in the digital library is done in a distributed way on the Grid. The slaves report the result of their search back to the master who is then able to store the data for further usage and to trigger subsequent services or processes when needed (e.g., in critical situations).

4.3 From Master/Slave to Process Execution

A *MasterService* can generally be seen as a Grid Service that controls the execution and dataflow among a set of several services whose availability, number and distribution is only known during runtime and subject to frequent changes. Since from the point of view of the OSIRIS process execution engine, it acts just as any other operator or service, the dynamics of request distribution as well as the distribution pattern itself is transparent to the process execution engine. Figure 3 illustrates a process schema as executed by OSIRIS including a dynamically acting Grid Node. One step in this process, shown as a cross, is dispatching the request to various nodes in the Grid and awaits their feedback. The process execution engine is not aware of this dispatching behind the scenes. This leads to the more general idea that the *MasterService* can be seen as a Process Execution Service itself, calling arbitrary Grid Services — either in parallel, sequentially or in any other pattern available to the system.

This Process Execution Services can be deployed to the Grid as highly dynamic components. The distribution pattern of an algorithm can be determined at runtime based on some QoS information provided through the caller or can be hard wired to a special distribution pattern.

In order to avoid a centralized Process Execution Service that could lead to a single point of failure, we are currently integrating the distributed process exe-
cation engine described in OSIRIS. In OSIRIS, the execution plan for a process (determined by the control flow) is, prior to its invocation, split up into several execution steps. Each step consists of a service invocation, and information of all successors. This allows to move the control from a centralized component to the responsibility of each node participating in the process. Therefore, this approach is much more robust to the failure of single nodes execution and triggering the next step is up and running) than centralized solutions.

5 Related Work

5.1 Data Stream Management

DSM aspects are addressed by various projects like NiagaraCQ [14], STREAM [15], and COUGAR [16]. The main focus of these projects is on query optimization and approximate query results and data provided by sensor networks. Aurora [17] allows for user defined query processing by placing and connecting operators in a query plan. Aurora is a single node architecture, where a centralized scheduler determines which operator to run. Extensions like Aurora* and Medusa [18] also address DSM in distributed environments. TelegraphCQ [19] is a DSM project with special focus on adaptive query processing. Fjords allow for inter-module communication between an extensible set of operators enabling static and streaming data sources. Flux [20] provides load balancing and fault tolerance. PeerCQ [21] is a system that offers a decentralized peer-to-peer approach supporting continual queries running in a network of peers. The DFuse [22] framework supports distributed data fusion. Compared to other projects in this field, our infrastructure offers two unique characteristics. Firstly, dynamic peer-to-peer process execution where local execution is possible without centralized control. Secondly, the combination of DSM and transactional process management enables sophisticated failure handling.

5.2 Grid Infrastructure

The master/slave paradigm is commonly agreed as valuable asset for the development of Grid applications [12]. The master-worker tool [23] provides the possibility to integrate applications in the Grid by implementing a small number of user-defined functions concentrating on the applications main purpose. It is applied to complex problems from the field of numerical optimization [24]. While it is tightly integrated into a former Grid environment, the Globus Toolkit 2, our approach uses more recently emerged technologies and focuses on evolving into a more generally useable distributed process execution engine.

A similar approach is taken in AppLeS Master-Worker Application Template (AMWAT) [25] where the main emphasis is on scheduling issues and a workflow model to select the best locations for the master and worker services. Other Approaches focusing on other task-parallel models can be found in [26, 27] for the divide-and-conquer distribution pattern, and [28] for branch-and-bound.
In [29], BPEL4WS, the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services [30] is evaluated for the use within transactional business processes on the Grid. The authors point out that the usage of single, non-orchestrated Web Services is limited, and that there is a need for reliable and coordinated process execution on the Grid.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

The proliferation of ubiquitous computing and the huge amount of existing information sources is leading towards a world where sophisticated information management is becoming a crucial requirement. A digital library for medical applications not only has to manage discrete data, it has also to support the acquisition, processing, and storage of streaming information that is continuously produced by sensors. Essentially, both streaming and non-streaming processes and applications have to be supported. Moreover, due to the complex processing operators that are used within stream processes, the distribution of work is a major requirement to efficiently process continuous data streams. By exploiting the features of a Grid infrastructure, subparts can be executed in parallel by making use of the resources that are available at run-time. As a paradigm for the distribution of work within the Grid, we have integrated a master/slave type of interaction into a stream-enabled HDB system.

Based on this extended HDB system, we are currently building a comprehensive infrastructure that jointly addresses process-based service composition and streaming processes, and that is enriched by features from an existing Grid infrastructure. In terms of the distribution paradigms supported, we are currently extending the master/slave type of distribution to allow for arbitrary execution plans. The goal is to define a generic, distributed and OGSA compliant process execution engine. This engine has to support different control flow specifications for composite services that are controlled by the Grid-enabled Process Execution Services so that it can be exploited for process-based applications on top of medical digital libraries.
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Abstract. Current developments on Service-oriented Architectures, Peer-to-Peer and Grid computing promise more open and flexible architectures for digital libraries. They will open DL technology to a wider clientele, allow faster adaptability and enable the usage of federative models on content and service provision. These technologies rise new challenges for the realization of DL functionalities, which are rooted in the increased heterogeneity of content, services and metadata, in the higher degree of distribution and dynamics, as well as in the omission of a central control instance. This paper discusses these opportunities and challenges for three central types of DL functionality revolving around information access: metadata management, retrieval functionality, and personalization services.

1 Introduction

Currently, there is a considerable amount of R&D activity in developing viable strategies to use innovative technologies and paradigms like Peer-to-Peer Networking, Grid, and Service-oriented Architectures in digital libraries (see e.g. the European Integrated Projects BRICKS [1] and DILIGENT). The promise is that these efforts will lead to more open and flexible digital library architectures that:

– open up digital library (DL) technology to a wider clientele by enabling more cost-effective and better tailored digital libraries,
– allow faster adaptability to developments in DL services and IT technologies, and
– enable usage of dynamic federative models of content and service provision involving a wide range of distributed content and service providers.

The use of Service-oriented Architectures, Grid infrastructures, and the Peer-to-Peer approach for content and service provision has implications for the realization of enhanced DL functionality. These implications are mainly rooted in increased heterogeneity of content, services and metadata, in the higher degree of distribution and dynamics, as well as in the omission of a central control instance. On one hand, these are opportunities for better and more multifarious DL services; on the other hand, these are
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new challenges to ensuring long-term, reliable, and quality-ensured DL service provision that also exploits the technology promises. This paper discusses these opportunities and challenges for three central types of DL functionality revolving around information access: metadata management, retrieval functionality, and personalization services.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the key ideas of next generation DL architectures based on exemplary RTD projects. Section 3 discusses how these new ideas influence information access in the areas of metadata management, information retrieval, and personalization support. Related work in these areas is considered in section 4. The paper concludes with a summary of the paper’s key issues.

2 Next Generation Digital Library Architectures

Current plans for next generation DL architectures are aiming for a transition from the DL as an integrated, centrally controlled system to a dynamic configurable federation of DL services and information collections. This transition is inspired by new technology trends and developments. This includes technologies like Web services and the Grid as well as the success of new paradigms like Peer-to-Peer Networking and Service-oriented Architectures. The transition is also driven by the needs of the "DL market":

- better and adaptive tailoring of the content and service offer of a DL to the needs of the respective community as well as to the current service and content offer;
- more systematic exploitation of existing resources like information collections, metadata collections, services, and computational resources;
- opening up of DL technology to a wider clientele by enabling more cost-effective digital libraries.

To make these ideas more tangible we discuss three RTD projects in the field and discuss the relationship to upcoming e-Science activities.

2.1 Virtual Digital Libraries in a Grid-based DL Infrastructure

DILIGENT\(^1\) is an Integrated Project within the IST 6th Framework Programme. Its objective is "to create an advanced test-bed that will allow members of dynamic virtual e-Science organizations to access shared knowledge and to collaborate in a secure, coordinated, dynamic and cost-effective way."

The DILIGENT testbed will enable the dynamic creation and management of Virtual Digital Libraries (VDLs) on top of a shared Grid-enabled DL infrastructure, the DILIGENT infrastructure. VDLs are DLs tailored to the support of specific e-Science communities and work groups. For creating a VDL, DL services, content collections, metadata collections are considered as Grid resources and are selected, configured, and integrated into processes using the services of the DILIGENT infrastructure. This infrastructure builds upon an advanced underlying Grid infrastructure as it is currently evolving e.g. in the EGEE project\(^2\). Such a Grid infrastructure will already provide parts of the functionality required for DILIGENT. This includes the dynamic allocation

\(^1\) DILIGENT - A Digital Library Infrastructure on Grid ENabled Technology

\(^2\) http://public.eu-egee.org
of resources, support for cross-organizational resource sharing, and a basic security infrastructure. For effectively supporting DLs, additional services like support for redundant storage and automatic data distribution, metadata broker, metadata and content management, advanced resource brokers, approaches for ensuring content security in distributed environments and the management of content and community workflows are required in addition to services that support the creation and management of VDLs. A further project challenge are systematic method to make the treasure of existing DL services and collections utilizable as Grid resources in the DILIGENT infrastructure.

The DILIGENT project will result in a Grid-enabled DL testbed that will be validated by two complementary real-life application scenarios: one from the Cultural Heritage domain and one from the environmental e-Science domain.

2.2 Service-oriented and Decentralized DL Infrastructure

The aim of the BRICKS Integrated Project [1] is to design, develop and maintain a user and service-oriented space to share knowledge and resources in the Cultural Heritage domain. The target audience is very broad and heterogeneous and involves cultural heritage and educational institutions, research community, industry, and citizens. Such high level of heterogeneity cannot be handled with the existing centralized DL architectures. The BRICKS architecture will reduce the cost to join the system, i.e. the system will reuse existing communication channels and content of already installed DLs. Also, the BRICKS membership will be flexible, such that parties can join or leave the system at any point in time without administrative overheads. The BRICKS project will define a decentralized, service-oriented infrastructure that uses Internet as a backbone and fulfills the requirements of expandability, scalability and interoperability.

With respect to access functionality, BRICKS provides appropriate task-based functionality for indexing/annotation and collaborative activities e.g. for preparing a joint multimedia publication. An automatic annotation service will enable users to request background information, even if items have not been annotated by other users yet. By selecting appropriate items, such as definitions of concepts, survey articles or maps of relevant geographical areas, the service exploits the currently focussed items and the user’s goals expressed in the user profile. In addition, the linking information, which is generated dynamically, must be integrated into the documents. The design of the access functionality is influenced by our experiences in the 5th Framework project COLLABE.

2.3 COLLABE: A Web-based environment for document-centered collaboration

Designed as a content- and context-based knowledge working environment for distributed user groups, the COLLABE system supports both individual work and collaboration of domain experts with material in the data repository. The example application focuses on historic film documentation, but the developed tools are designed to be generic and as such adaptable to other content domains and application types. This is achieved by model-based modules.

3 BRICKS - Building Resources for Integrated Cultural Knowledge Services
The system supports collaborative activities such as creating a joint publication or assembling and creating material for a (virtual) exhibition, contributing unpublished parts of work in the form of extended annotations and commentaries. Automatic indexing of textual and pictorial parts of a document can be invoked. Automatic layout analysis for scanned documents can be used to link an annotation of individual segments. As a multifunctional means of in-depth analysis, annotations can be made individually but also collaboratively, for example in the form of annotation of annotations, collaborative evaluation, and comparison of documents. Through interrelated annotations users can enter into a discourse on the interpretation of documents and document passages.

The COLLATE collaboratory is a multifunctional software package integrating a large variety of functionalities that are provided by cooperating software modules residing on different servers. It can be regarded as a prototypical implementation of a decentralized, Service-oriented DL architecture which serves as a testbed for the collaborative use of documents and collections in the Humanities. The collaborative creation of annotation contexts for documents offers new opportunities for improving the access functionality, as we will illustrate later on.

2.4 Next Generation DL Architectures and e-Science

Scientific practice is increasingly reliant on data-intensive research and international collaboration enabled by computer networks. The technology deployed in such scenarios allows for high bandwidth communication networks, and by linking computers in "Grids" places considerably more powerful computing resources at their disposal than a single institution could afford. If we view e-Science as being primarily motivated up to now by notions of resource sharing for computationally intensive processes (e.g. simulations, visualisation, data mining) a need is emerging for new approaches, brought up by ever more complex procedures, which, on the one hand, assume the reuse of workflows, data and information and, on the other hand, should be able to support collaboration in virtual teams. Future concepts of e-Science will be less focussed on data and computing resources, but will include services on the knowledge and organizational levels as well. Embedding future DL architectures in an emerging e-Science infrastructure will meet these requirements by providing access to information and knowledge sources, and appropriate collaboration support on top of the Grid-based infrastructure.

3 Information Access in Next Generation DL Architectures

A decentralized, service-oriented architecture poses new challenges to the technologies employed for information access. DLs based on such an architecture should, for example, not only provide access and retrieval functionality for the documents residing on the local peer, but should also consider other peers which might host relevant document w.r.t. a query. In the following, we will outline possible approaches for enhanced services for information access. Such services will utilize the functions of a decentralized metadata management ensuring the availability of all documents (and their parts) while reducing overhead costs. Retrieval functions can be improved by taking into account
the annotational contexts of documents emerging for the collaborative process of interpreting and discussing items of interests by a group of users. In addition, individual users’ contexts can be used to personalize the access services.

3.1 Decentralized Metadata Management

DLs usually like to keep content under control in their local repositories. On the contrary, metadata should be available for all parties, stored in some central place accessible for everybody. Decentralized architectures by definitions avoid having central points, for the following reasons: they are candidate single point of failure and performance bottleneck. Therefore, metadata must be spread in the community. A naïve approach for metadata searching would be to distribute queries to all members, but it is obvious that the solution is unscalable. Hence, efficient metadata access and querying are very important challenges within the new decentralized settings.

Our proposal to these challenges is a decentralized Peer-to-Peer datastore that will be used for managing XML-encoded metadata. It balances resource usage within the community, has high data availability (i.e. data are accessible even if creator disappears from the system, e.g. system fault, network partitioning, or going offline), is updateable (i.e. stored data can be modified during the system lifetime), and supports a powerful query language (e.g XPath/XQuery).

XML documents are split into finer pieces that are spread within the community. The documents are created and modified by the community members, and can be accessed from any peer in a uniform way, e.g. a peer does not have to know anything about the data allocation. Uniform access and balanced storage usage are achieved by using a DHT (Distributed Hash Table) Overlay [2] and having unique IDs for different document parts.

Figure 1 shows the proposed storage architecture, where all layers exist on every peer. The datastore is accessed through the P2P-DOM component or by using the query engine that could be supported by an optional index manager. A more detailed discussion about the proposed approach, challenges and open issues can be found in [3].

In the rest of the subsection, we are giving more details how the proposed datastore could be used for managing service metadata, which are an additional type of DL metadata introduced by Service-oriented Architectures.
Service metadata describe service functionalities, interfaces and other properties. These meta-information are usually encoded by using WSDL (Web Service Description Language [4]) and published to an UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration [5]) service directory. Service discovery queries are usually more complex than simple name matching, i.e. they contain qualified, range and/or boolean predicates.

In order to realize a decentralized service directory with advanced query mechanisms, the community of service providers will create and maintain in the decentralized P2P data store a pool of the service descriptions. Every service will be able to modify its description during the lifetime and to search for needed services. Query execution will be spread at many peers, the query originator will only get the final result back.

At the same time, due to uniform data access, new community members can start using the service directory immediately after joining the system without additional setup and administration. A member decision to leave the community will not make any influence for the rest of the system, because data are replicated. Even if network partitioning happens, the service directory would provide access to service metadata available in the partition allowing some parties to continue with work without interruption.

For details about the use of the decentralized datastore in other scenarios see [6].

3.2 Decentralized Context-based Information Retrieval

DLs based on a decentralised architecture should not only provide access and retrieval functionality for the documents residing on the local peer, but should also consider other peers which might host relevant document w.r.t. a query. It is clear that for a scenario like described above appropriate search functionality has to be defined. In the following, we will outline possible approaches for enhanced retrieval services.

**Services** In order to be able to abstract from the underlying infrastructure, retrieval functionality should be implemented as a service with a predefined API and behaviour. This has the advantage that other peers are able to query the local repository, which is an important feature for enabling P2PIR. An example Web Service specification for search and retrieval is SRW\(^4\). It considers content-based retrieval functionality, but lacks context-based features as proposed above. When performing retrieval based on the annotation context (see below), such context information should be contained in the result set in order to elucidate why an item was retrieved. So a common API for queries, results and indexing requests has to be identified which is capable of taking advanced queries and context information into account.

**Annotation Context** Annotations are a certain kind of metadata providing some information about the annotated document. They can contain content about content (e.g., interpretations, comments), other information like judgements, or references to other documents [7]. Annotations can be either manually or automatically created.

Manual annotations range from personal to shared to public ones. They can include personal notes, e.g., for comprehension, and whole discussions about documents [8, 9]. Annotations are building blocks for collaboration. In a distributed, decentralized environment, especially shared and public annotations pose a challenge to the underlying

\(^4\)http://www.loc.gov/z3950/agency/zing/srw/
services. Users can create shared and public annotations residing on their peers, but this data has to be spread to other peers as well.

By automatic annotations, we mean the automatic creation and maintenance of annotations consisting of links to and summaries of documents on other peers which are similar to documents residing on the local peer. Such annotations constitute a context in which documents on a peer are embedded. For each document, agents could be triggered to periodically update the information at hand, similar to the internal linking methods like similarity search, enrichment and query generation proposed in [10]. P2PIR methods can possibly be applied for this. The underlying assumption is that a user stores potential interesting documents on her peer and is interested in similar publications. Automatic annotations can be created w.r.t. several aspects. For instance, topical similar documents can be sought after. Another interesting kind of automatic annotation can be extracted from the surroundings of a citation. If a document residing on another peer cites a document on the local peer, the surroundings of this citation usually contain some comments about the cited document (similar as reported in [11]). Since only annotations to documents residing on the peer are created, storage costs can be kept low. Regular updates performed by agents keep the user informed.

Annotations, either manual or automatic ones, constitute a certain kind of document context. Annotation-based retrieval methods [8] can employ the annotation context without the need to actual access other peers. Since annotations, being manually or automatically created, contain additional information about the document, we assert that annotation-based retrieval functions boost retrieval effectiveness. Future work will show if this assumption holds. Using annotations for information retrieval in a decentralized environment has the advantage that annotations are locally available, but reflect information lying on other peers. In this way, annotations create new access structures which help addressing problems arising when performing information retrieval on an underlying P2P infrastructure.

3.3 Cross-Service Personalization

Personalization approaches in DLs dynamically adapt the community-oriented service and content offerings of a DL to the preferences and requirements of individuals [12]. They enable more targeted information access by collecting information about users and by using these user models (also called user profiles) in information mediation.

Personalization typically comes as an integral part of a larger system. User profiles are collected based on a good knowledge about the meaning of user behavior and personalization activities are tailored to the functionality of the respective system. Within a next-generation distributed DL environment, which is rather a dynamic federation of library services than a uniform system, there are at least two ways to introduce personalization. In the simple case, each service component separately takes care of its personalization independently collecting information about users. A more fruitful approach, however, is to achieve personalization across the boundaries of individual services, i.e., cross-system or, more precisely, cross-service personalization. In this case, personalization relies on a more comprehensive picture of the user collected from his interaction with different library services.
**Cross-service Personalization Challenges** Cross-service personalization raises the following challenges: How to bring together the information about a user and his interactions collected by the different services in a comprehensive way and make up-to-date information about the user available? How to manage, update, and disseminate user models to make them accessible to the different services? How to support (at least partial) interpretation of the user model in a heterogeneous, and dynamically changing DL service environment? This requires a shared underlying understanding of the user model. Furthermore, it raises issues of privacy and security, since personal data is moved around in a distributed system.

**Approaches to Cross-Service Personalization** We identified two principle approaches which differ from each other in their architecture. A flexible and extensible user model that can capture various characteristics of the user and his/her context is in the core of both approaches. We call the operationalization of such a model context passport [13] in what follows, implying that it is accompanies the user and is “presented” to services to enable personalized support. The idea of the context passport is discussed in more detail after presenting the two approaches:

**Adaptor approach:** The adaptor approach relies on the ideas of wrapper architectures. A kind of wrapper is used to translate information access operations into personalized operations based on the information collected in the context passport. The advantage of this approach is that personalization can also be applied to services that themselves do not support personalization. The disadvantage is that every service will need its own wrapper. Unless there is a high degree of standardization in service interfaces, creating wrappers for every individual services may not be practical and does not scale well in dynamic service environments.

**Connector approach:** In contrast to the adaptor approach, the connector approach relies on the personalization capabilities of the individual services. It enables the bi-directional exchange of data collected about the user between the context passport and the personalization component of the respective service. The context passport is synchronized with individual user models/profiles maintained by services. The advantage here is that personalization of one service can benefit from the personalization efforts of another.

The context passport [13] is positioned as a temporal memory for information about the user. It covers an extensible set of facets modeling different user model dimensions, including cognitive pattern, task, relationship, and environment dimension. The context passport acts as an aggregated service-independent user profile with services receiving personalization data from the context passport. Services also report to the context passport based on relevant user interaction which add up-to-date information to the user’s context. The context passport is maintained by an active user agent which communicates with the services via a specific protocol.

A flexible protocol is required for this communication between context passport and the service-specific personalization component. Such a protocol has to support the negotiation of the user model information to be exchanged and the bidirectional exchange of user information. As the services require different meta data about a user, there has to be a negotiation and an agreement between the service and the context passport about
what information is required. In order to keep the context passport up-to-date, the services needs to inform the context passport about new knowledge gained about the user. There is thus a requirement from bidirectional information exchange so that other services may benefit from up-to-date information about the user.

4 Related Work

Metadata Management Decentralized and peer-to-peer systems can be considered as a further generalization of distributed systems. Therefore, decentralized data management has much in common with distributed databases, which are already well explored [14, 15]. However, some important differences exist. Distributed databases are made to work in stable, well connected environments (e.g. LANs) with the global system overview, where every crashed node is eventually replaced by a new proper one. Also, they need some sort of administration and maintenance.

On the contrary, the P2P systems are deployed mostly on the highly unreliable Internet. Some links can be down, network bandwidths are not guaranteed. The P2P systems allow disconnection of any peer at any time, without a need for replacement, and none of the peers is aware of the complete system architecture. Therefore, the system must self-organize in order to survive such situations.

Many distributed databases like Teradata, Tandems NonStopSQL, Informix Online Xps, Oracle Parallel Server and IBM DB2 Parallel Edition [16] are available on the market. The first successful distributed filesystem was Network File System (NFS) succeeded by Andrew File System (AFS), Coda and xFS, etc.

Current popular P2P file-sharing systems (e.g. KaZaA, Gnutella, eDonkey, Past [2]) might be a good starting point for enabling decentralized data management. However, these systems have some important drawbacks: file-level granularity and write-once access, i.e. files are non-updateable after storing. Storing a new version requires a new filename. Usually, a file contains many objects. As a consequence, retrieving a specific object would require getting the whole file first. If a object must be updated, then a whole new file version must be created and stored. In current systems it is not possible to search for a particular object inside the files. The query results contain the whole files, not only requested objects. Advanced searching mechanism like qualified, range or boolean predicates search is not supported. Usually, metadata have rich and complex structure and queries on them are more than simple keyword match. Also, metadata should be updateable. Thus, the presented P2P systems are not suitable for decentralized metadata management.

There are some attempts [17] to extend Gnutella protocols to support other types of queries. It would be quite possible to create a Gnutella implementation that understands some variant of SQL, XPath or XQuery. However, such networks would have problems with system load, scalability and data consistency, e.g. only locally stored data could be updated and mechanisms for updating other replicas do not exist.

Information Retrieval Typical Peer-to-peer information retrieval (P2PIR) methods are working decentralized, as proposed by the P2P paradigm [2]. No server is involved as it would be in a hybrid or client-server architecture. Common P2PIR approaches let the
requesting peer contact other peers in the network for the desired documents. In the worst case, the query is broadcast to the whole network resulting in lots of communication overhead. Another approach would be to store all index information on every peer and search for relevant documents locally. Peers would request the required information during the initial introduction phase, and updates would be spread from time to time. However, this approach is not feasible since the expected storage costs would be quite high. Intermediate approaches which try to balance communication and storage costs work with peer content representations like the clustering approach discussed in [18]. Such a peer content representation does not need the amount of data a snapshot of the whole distributed index would need, but conveys enough information to estimate the probability that a document relevant to the query can be found on a certain peer.

Some annotation systems [19] provide simple full-text search mechanisms on annotations. The Yawas system [20] offers some means to use annotations for document search, e.g. by enabling users to search for a specific document type considering annotations. Golovchinsky et al. [21] use annotations as markings given by users who judge certain parts of a document as being important when emphasizing them. Their approach gained better results than classic relevance feedback, as experiments showed. Agosti et al. [7] discuss facets of annotations and propose an annotation-based retrieval function based on probabilistic inference. The idea of automatic annotations is motivated by the internal linking methods described in [10] by Thiel et al.

**Personalization Support** The most popular personalization approaches in digital libraries or more general in information and content management systems are recommender systems and methods that can be summarized under the term personalized information access. Recommender systems (see e.g. [22]) give individual recommendations for information objects following an information push approach, whereas personalized information access (personalized newspapers, etc.) is realized as part of the information pull process, e.g. by filtering retrieval results or refining the queries themselves.

Personalization methods are based on modeling user characteristics, mainly cognitive pattern like user interests, skills and preferences [23]. More advanced user models also take into account user tasks [24] based on the assumption that the goals of users influence their needs. Such extended models are also referred to as user context models [25]. A flexible user context model that is able to capture an extensible set of user model facets as it is required for cross-service personalization can be found in [13]. Information for the user models (also called user profiles) are collected explicitly or implicitly [26], typically by tracking user behavior. These user profiles are used for personalized filtering in information dissemination (push) as well as in information access (pull) services. An important application area is personalized information retrieval. The information about the user is used for query rewriting [27], for the filtering of query results [28] as well as for a personalized ranking of query results [29].

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we discussed opportunities and challenges for information access support resulting from the transition of more traditional, centrally controlled DL architectures
Supporting Information Access in Next Generation Digital Library Architectures

To DLs as dynamic federations of content collections and DL services. The discussion focused on metadata management, information retrieval, and personalization support. In addition to discussing the central challenges, an advanced approach has been discussed for each of the three aspects: For metadata management a decentralized P2P data store solves the problem of systematic and efficient decentralized metadata management. Applications of annotations and annotation-based retrieval in the P2P context is considered as a way to improved information retrieval support in a decentralized environment. Finally, cross-service personalization is discussed as an adequate way to handle personalization in a dynamic service-oriented environment.

The list of the considered information access issues discussed is not meant to be exhaustive. Further challenges raise within next-generation DL architectures like effective metadata brokering and advanced methods for ensuring content security and quality. The envisaged support for information access needs to combine the approaches mentioned above in a balanced way to ensure that users will benefit from decentralized architectures, while at the same time, maintaining the high level of organization and reachability that users of DL systems are used to. Such issues are addressed in the BRICKS and the DIGENT project in which our institute is involved together with partners from other European countries.
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Abstract. We consider the problem of collaborative search across a large number of digital libraries and query routing strategies in a peer-to-peer (P2P) environment. Both digital libraries and users are equally viewed as peers and, thus, as part of the P2P network. Our system provides a versatile platform for a scalable search engine combining local index structures of autonomous peers with a global directory based on a distributed hash table (DHT) as an overlay network.

1 Introduction

The peer-to-peer (P2P) approach, which has become popular in the context of file-sharing systems such as Gnutella or KaZaA, allows to handle huge amounts of data in a distributed way. In such a system, all peers are equal and all of the functionality is shared among all peers so that there is no single point of failure and the load is balanced across a large number of peers. These characteristics offer potential benefits for building a powerful search engine in terms of scalability, resilience to failures, and high dynamics. In addition, a P2P search engine can potentially benefit from the intellectual input of a large user community, for example, prior usage statistics, personal bookmarks, or implicit feedback derived from user logs and click streams.

Our framework combines well-studied search strategies with new aspects of P2P routing strategies. In our context of digital libraries, a peer can either be a library itself or a user that wants to benefit from the huge amount of data in the network. Each peer is a priori autonomous and has its own local search engine with a crawler and a corresponding local index. Peers share their local indexes (or specific fragments of local indexes) by posting the meta-information into the P2P network, thus effectively forming a large global, but completely decentralized directory. In our approach, this directory is maintained as a distributed hash table (DHT). A query posed by a user is first executed on the user’s own peer, but can be forwarded to other peers for better result quality. Collaborative search strategies use the global directory to identify peers that are most likely to hold relevant results. The query is then forwarded to an appropriately selected subset of these peers, and the local results obtained from there are merged by the query initiator.
2 Related Work

Recent research on P2P systems, such as Chord [25], CAN [22], Pastry [24], or P-Grid [1], is based on various forms of distributed hash tables (DHTs) and supports mappings from keys, e.g., titles or authors, to locations in a decentralized manner such that routing scales well with the number of peers in the system. Typically, an exact-match key lookup can be routed to the proper peer(s) in at most $O(\log n)$ hops, and no peer needs to maintain more than $O(\log n)$ routing information. These architectures can also cope well with failures and the high dynamics of a P2P system as peers join or leave the system at a high rate and in an unpredictable manner. Earlier work on scalable distributed storage structures, e.g., [16, 28], addressed similar issues. However, in all these approaches searching is limited to exact-match queries on keys. This is insufficient for text queries that consist of a variable number of keywords, and it is absolutely inappropriate when queries should return a ranked result list of the most relevant approximate matches [6]. Our work makes use of one of these systems, namely Chord, for efficiently organizing a distributed global directory; our search engine is layered on top of this basic functionality.

PlanetP [10] is a publish-subscribe service for P2P communities and the first system supporting content ranking search. PlanetP distinguishes local indexes and a global index to describe all peers and their shared information. The global index is replicated using a gossiping algorithm. The system, however, is limited to a few thousand peers.

Odissea [26] assumes a two-layered search engine architecture with a global index structure distributed over the nodes in the system. A single node holds the entire index for a particular text term (i.e., keyword or word stem). Query execution uses a distributed version of Fagin’s threshold algorithm [11]. The system appears to cause high network traffic when posting document metadata into the network, and the query execution method presented currently seems limited to queries with one or two keywords only.

The system outlined in [23] uses a fully distributed inverted text index, in which every participant is responsible for a specific subset of terms and manages the respective index structures. Particular emphasis is put on three techniques to minimize the bandwidth used during multi-keyword searches: Bloom filters [3], caching, and incremental result gathering. Bloom filters are a compact representation of membership in a set, eliminating the need to send entire index lists across servers. Caching reduces the frequency of exchanging Bloom filters between servers. Incremental result gathering allows search operations to halt after finding a certain number of results.

[18] considers content-based retrieval in hybrid P2P networks where a peer can either be a simple node or a directory node. Directory nodes serve as super-peers, which may possibly limit the scalability and self-organization of the overall system. The peer selection for forwarding queries is based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence between peer-specific statistical models of term distributions. The approach that we propose in this paper also uses such statistical measures but applies them in a much more light-weight manner for better scalability,
primarily using bookmarks rather than full index information and building on a completely decentralized directory for meta-information.

Strategies for P2P request routing beyond simple key lookups but without considerations on ranked retrieval have been discussed in [30, 8, 7], but are not directly applicable to our setting. The construction of semantic overlay networks is addressed in [17, 9] using clustering and classification techniques; these techniques would be orthogonal to our approach. [27] distributes a global index onto peers using LSI dimensions and the CAN distributed hash table. In this approach peers give up their autonomy and must collaborate for queries whose dimensions are spread across different peers.

In addition to this recent work on P2P Web search, prior research on distributed IR and metasearch engines is potentially relevant, too. [4] gives an overview of algorithms for distributed IR like result merging and database content discovery. [12] presents a formal decision model for database selection in networked IR. [21] investigates different quality measures for database selection. [13, 19] study scalability issues for a distributed term index. GLOSS [14] and CORI [5] are the most prominent distributed IR systems, but neither of them aimed at very-large-scale, highly dynamic, self-organizing P2P environments (which were not an issue at the time these systems were developed).

A good overview of metasearch techniques is given by [20]. [29] discusses specific strategies to determine potentially useful local search engines for a given user query. Notwithstanding the relevance of this prior work, collaborative P2P search is substantially more challenging than metasearch or distributed IR over a small federation of sources such as digital libraries, as these approaches mediate only a small and rather static set of underlying engines, as opposed to the high dynamics of a P2P system.

3 Chord - A Scalable P2P Lookup Service

The efficient location of nodes in a P2P architecture is a fundamental problem that has been tackled from various directions. Early (but nevertheless popular) systems like Gnutella or KaZaA rely on unstructured architectures in which a peer forwards messages to all known neighbors. Typically, these messages include a Time-to-live (TTL) tag that is decreased whenever the message is forwarded to another peer. Even though studies show that this message flooding (or gossipping) works remarkably well in most cases, there are no guarantees that all relevant nodes will eventually be reached. Additionally, the fact that numerous unnecessary messages are sent interferes with our goal of a highly scalable architecture.

Chord [25] is a distributed lookup protocol that addresses this problem. It provides the functionality of a distributed hash table (DHT) by supporting the following lookup operation: given a key, it maps the key onto a node. For this purpose, Chord uses consistent hashing [15]. Consistent hashing tends to balance load, since each node receives roughly the same number of keys. Moreover, this load balancing works even in the presence of a dynamically changing hash range, i.e., when nodes fail or leave the system or when new nodes join.
Chord not only guarantees to find the node responsible for a given key, but also can do this very efficiently: in an $N$-node steady-state system, each node maintains information about only $O(\log N)$ other nodes, and resolves all lookups via $O(\log N)$ messages to other nodes. These properties offer the potential for efficient large-scale systems.

The intuitive concept behind Chord is as follows: all nodes $p_i$ and all keys $k_i$ are mapped onto the same cyclic ID space. In the following, we use keys and peer numbers as if the hash function had already been applied, but we do not explicitly show the hash function for simpler presentation. Every key $k_i$ is now assigned to its closest successor $p_i$ in the ID space, i.e. every node is responsible for all keys with identifiers between the ID of its predecessor node and its own ID.

For example, consider Figure 1. Ten nodes are distributed across the ID space. Key $k_{54}$, for example, is assigned to node $p_{56}$ as its closest successor node. A naive approach of locating the peer responsible for the key is also illustrated: since every peer knows how to contact its current successor on the ID circle, a query for a key $k_{54}$ initiated by peer $p_8$ is passed around the circle until it encounters a pair of nodes that straddle the desired identifier; the second in the pair ($p_{56}$) is the node that is responsible for the key. This lookup process closely resembles searching a linear list and has an expected number of hops of $O(N)$ to find a target node, while only requiring $O(1)$ information about other nodes.

Figure 1. Chord Architecture
To accelerate lookups, Chord maintains additional routing information: each peer \( p_i \) maintains a routing table called *finger table*. The \( m \)-th entry in the table of node \( p_i \) contains a pointer to the first node \( p_j \) that succeeds \( p_i \) by at least \( 2^{m-1} \) on the identifier circle. This scheme has two important characteristics. First, each node stores information about only a small number of other nodes, and knows more about nodes closely following it on the identifier circle than about nodes farther away. Secondly, a node’s finger table does not necessarily contain enough information to *directly* determine the node responsible for an arbitrary key \( k_i \). However, since each peer has finger entries at power of two intervals around the identifier circle, each node can forward a query at least halfway along the remaining distance between itself and the target node. This property is illustrated in Figure 2 for node \( p_8 \). It follows that the number of nodes to be contacted (and thus the number of messages to be sent) to find a target node in an \( N \)-node system is \( O(\log N) \).

Chord implements a stabilization protocol that each peer runs periodically in the background and which updates Chord’s finger tables and successor pointers in order to ensure that lookups execute correctly as the set of participating peers changes. But even with routing information becoming stale, system performance degrades gracefully. Chord can also guarantee correct lookups if only one piece of information per node is correct.

Chord can provide lookup services for various applications, such as distributed file systems or cooperative mirroring. However, Chord by itself is not a search engine, as it only supports single-term exact-match queries and does not support any form of ranking.
4 Design Fundamentals

Figure 3 illustrates our new approach which closely follows a publish-subscribe paradigm. We view every library as autonomous. Peers, i.e. libraries acting as peers, can post meta-information at their discretion. Our conceptually global but physically distributed directory does not hold information about individual documents previously crawled by the peers, but only very compact aggregated information about the peers’ local indexes and only to the extent that the individual peers are willing to disclose to other peers. We use a distributed hash table (DHT) to partition the term space, such that every peer is responsible for a randomized subset of terms within the global directory. For failure resilience and availability, the entry for a term may be replicated across multiple peers.

Every peer publishes a summary (Post) for every term in its local index to the underlying overlay network. A Post is routed to the peer currently responsible for the Post’s term. This peer maintains a PeerList of all postings for this term from across the network. Posts contain contact information about the peer who posted this summary together with local IR-style statistics (e.g., TF and IDF values [6]) for a term and other quality-of-service measures (e.g., length of the index list for a given term, or average response time for remote queries).

Users wishing to pose a query are equally modelled as peers. Their potential input to the global directory consists of local bookmarks that conceptually represent high-authority documents within the overall document space.

The querying process for a multi-term query proceeds as follows: First, the querying peer retrieves a list of potentially useful libraries by issuing a PeerList request for each query term to the global directory. Next, a number of promising libraries for the complete query is selected from these PeerLists (e.g., based on the quality-of-service measures associated with the Posts). Subsequently, the query is forwarded to these carefully selected libraries and executed based on their local indexes. Note that this communication is done in a pairwise point-to-point manner between the peers, allowing for efficient communication and limiting the load on the global directory. Finally, the results from the various libraries are combined at the querying peer into a single result list.

![Figure 3. P2P Query Routing](image-url)
We have chosen this approach for the following reasons:

– The goal of finding high-quality search results with respect to precision and recall cannot easily be reconciled with the design goal of unlimited scalability, as the best information retrieval techniques for query execution rely on large amounts of document metadata. In contrast, posting only aggregated information about local indexes and executing queries at carefully selected peers exploits extensive local indexes for good query results while, at the same time, limiting the size of the global directory and, thus, consuming only little network bandwidth.

– If each peer were to post metadata about each and every document it has crawled, the amount of data moved across the network and, thus, the amount of data held by the distributed directory would increase drastically as more and more peers enter the network. In contrast, our design allows each peer to publish merely a concise summary per term representing its local index. As new peers enter the network, we expect this approach to scale very well as more and more peers jointly maintain this moderately growing global directory.

This approach can easily be extended in a way that multiple distributed directories are created to store information beyond local index summaries, such as information about user bookmarks or relevance assessments derived from peer-specific query logs, click streams, or explicit user feedback. This information could be leveraged when executing a query to further enhance result quality.

5 System Model

In this section we formalize the design that we have previously presented. Let $P := \{p_i | 1 \leq i \leq r\}$ be the set of peers currently attached to the system. Let $D := \{d_i | 1 \leq i \leq n\}$ be the global set of all documents; let $T := \{t_i | 1 \leq i \leq m\}$ analogously be the set of all terms.

Each peer $p_i \in P$ has one or more of the following local data available:

– Local index lists for terms in $T_i \subseteq T$ (usually $|T_i| \ll |T|$).
  The local index lists cover all terms in the set of locally seen documents $D_i \subseteq D$ (usually $|D_i| \ll |D|$).

– Bookmarks $B_i \subseteq D_i$ ($|B_i| \ll |D|$)
  Bookmarks are intellectually selected links to selected documents or other peer profile information and, thus, are a valuable source for high-quality search results as well as for the thematic classification of peers.

– Cached documents $C_i \subseteq D$
  Cached documents are readily available from a peer.

Separate hash functions $hash_{terms} : T \rightarrow ID$, $hash_{bookmarks} : D \rightarrow ID$, and $hash_{cached} : D \rightarrow ID$ can be used in order to build conceptually global, but physically distributed directories that are well-balanced across the peers in the ID space.

Given hash functions that assign identifiers to keys using $id_{k,j} := hash_j(k)$ with $j \in \{terms, bookmarks, ...\}$, the underlying distributed hash table offers a function $lookup : ID \rightarrow P$ that returns the peer $p$ currently responsible for an $id$. 
Building on top of this basic functionality, different PeerList requests \( p_{lr_j} \) can be defined as functions \( p_{lr_{terms}} : T \times P \rightarrow 2^P \), \( p_{lr_{bookmarks}} : D \times P \rightarrow 2^P \), and \( p_{lr_{cache}} : D \times P \rightarrow 2^P \) that, from a peer \( p \) previously determined using \( \text{lookup} \), return lists of peers that have posted information about a key \( id \) in dimension \( j \). Note that \( id_{k,j} \) for a specific key \( k \) is unambiguously defined across the directory using \( hash_j(k) \).

In order to form a distributed directory, each peer \( p_i \) at its own discretion globally posts subsets \( T_i \subseteq T \), \( B_i \subseteq B \), and \( C_i \subseteq C \subseteq D \) (potentially along with further information or local QoS statistics) forming the corresponding global directories:

- \( \text{systerms} : T \rightarrow 2^P \) with \( \text{systerms}(t) = p_{lr_{terms}}(t, \text{lookup}(\text{hash}_{\text{terms}}(t))) \)
  This directory provides a mapping from terms to PeerLists and can be used to identify candidate peers that hold index information about a specific term.

- \( \text{sysbm} : D \rightarrow 2^P \) with \( \text{sysbm}(d) = p_{lr_{bookmarks}}(d, \text{lookup}(\text{hash}_{\text{bookmarks}}(d))) \)
  This function provides information about which peers have bookmarked specific documents and is a combination of the above methods analogously to \( \text{systerms} \).

- \( \text{syscd} : D \rightarrow 2^P \) with \( \text{syscd}(d) = p_{lr_{cache}}(d, \text{lookup}(\text{hash}_{\text{cache}}(d))) \)
  This function provides information about the availability of documents in the caches of local peers, which is a valuable information for the efficient gathering of results.

We consider a query \( q \) as a set of \((\text{term}, \text{weight})\)-pairs and the set of available queries as \( Q := 2^{T \times \mathbb{R}} \). In order to process a query \( q \), first a candidate set of peers that are confronted with the query has to be determined. This can be done using the functions \( \text{selection}_{\text{terms}} : Q \rightarrow 2^P \), \( \text{selection}_{\text{bookmarks}} : 2^D \rightarrow 2^P \), and \( \text{selection}_{\text{cached}} : 2^D \rightarrow 2^P \) that select candidate subsets for each dimension by appropriately combining the results returned by \( \text{systerms} \), \( \text{sysbm} \), and \( \text{syscd} \), respectively. These candidate subsets are combined (e.g., by intersection or union) using a function \( \text{comb} : 2^P \times 2^P \times 2^P \rightarrow 2^P \).

Combining the above, the final candidate set is computed using a function

\[
\text{selection} : Q \times 2^D \times 2^D \rightarrow 2^P
\]

\[
\text{selection}(q, B_!^0, C_!^0) := \text{comb}(\text{selection}_{\text{terms}}(q), \text{selection}_{\text{bookmarks}}(B_!^0), \text{selection}_{\text{cached}}(C_!^0))
\]

where \( B_!^0 \subseteq B_0 \) and \( C_!^0 \subseteq C_0 \) are the bookmarks and cached documents, respectively, that the querying peer has chosen to support query execution. For example, a peer may choose its own bookmarks and a sample of its cached documents as \( B_!^0 \) and \( C_!^0 \), respectively.

The execution of a query is a function \( \text{exec} : 2^P \times Q \rightarrow 2^D \) that combines the local results returned by the peers that are involved in the query execution into one single final result set. Finally, we can define the global query execution function \( \text{result} : Q \times 2^D \times 2^D \rightarrow 2^D \) that is evaluated as

\[
\text{result}(q, B_!^0, C_!^0) := \text{exec}(\text{selection}(q, B_!^0, C_!^0), q)
\]

\[
= \text{exec}(\text{comb}(\text{selection}_{\text{terms}}(q), \text{selection}_{\text{bookmarks}}(B_!^0), \text{selection}_{\text{cached}}(C_!^0)), q)
\]
6 Implementation

Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of a single library peer as part of our distributed system. Each peer works on top of our globally distributed index which is organized as a distributed hash table (DHT) that provides a mapping from terms to peers by returning a PeerDescriptor object representing the peer currently responsible for a term. A Communicator can be established to send messages to other peers. Every peer has an Event Handler that receives incoming messages and forwards them to the appropriate local components.

![Figure 4. System Architecture](image)

Every peer has its own local index that can be imported from external crawlers and indexers. The index is used by the Local QueryProcessor component to answer queries locally and by the Poster component to publish per-term summaries (Posts) to the global directory. To do so, the Poster uses the underlying DHT to find the peer currently responsible for a term; the PeerList Processor at this peer maintains a PeerList of all Posts for this term from across the network. When the user poses a query, the Global QueryProcessor component analogously uses the DHT to find the peer responsible for each query term and retrieves the respective PeerLists from the PeerList Processors using Communicator components. After appropriately processing these lists, the Global QueryProcessor forwards the complete query to selected peers, which in turn process the query using their Local QueryProcessors and return their results. Finally, the Global QueryProcessor merges these results and presents them to the user.

We have built a prototype system that handles the above procedures. Our system uses a Java-based reimplementation of Chord [25] as its underlying DHT, but can easily be used with other DHT’s providing a lookup(key) method. Communication is conducted socket-based, but Web-Service-based [2] peers can easily be included to support an arbitrarily heterogeneous environment. The local index is stored in a database. It consists of a collection of standard IR measures, such as TF and IDF values. Result ranking is based on a smoothed TF*IDF quality measure. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the user interface of our prototype. The user creates a peer by either creating a new Chord ring or by joining an existing
Both actions require the specification of a local Chord port for communication concerning the global directory and a local application port for direct peer-to-peer communication. The join operation requires additional information on how to find an already existing peer. Status information regarding the Chord ring is displayed. The Posts section provides information about the terms that a peer is currently responsible for, i.e., for which it has received Posts from other peers. The button Post posts the information contained in the local index to the DHT. The Queries section can be used to execute queries. Similar to Google, multiple keywords can be entered into a form field. After query execution, the results obtained from the system are displayed.

Figure 5. Prototype GUI

7 Ongoing and Future Work

Our prototype implementations allow for the easy exchange of strategies for query routing (i.e., selecting the peers to which the query is sent) as well as for merging the results returned by different peers. We are currently analyzing different strategies and preparing extensive comparative experiments. We want to contact as few peers as possible to retrieve the best possible results, i.e., we want to estimate a benefit/cost ratio when deciding on whether to contact a specific peer. While a typical cost measure could be based on expected response time (network latency, current load of remote peer), meaningful benefit measures seem harder to find. Possible measures could follow the intuition that good answers are expected to come from peers that are similar to the query, but at the same time have only little overlap with our local index and, thus, can potentially contribute new results. We also take a closer look at existing
strategies for combining local query results from metasearch engine research and try to fit those with our P2P environment.

We investigate the trade-offs of not storing all Posts for a term, but only the top-\(k\) posts (based on some quality measure) to reduce space consumption of the global directory. While this seems intuitive at first sight (good results should come from good peers), early experiments indicate that this strategy might be dangerous for multi-term queries, as good combined results are not necessarily top results for any one of the search terms.

Due to the dynamics typical for P2P systems, Posts stored in the PeerLists become invalid (peers may no longer be accessible, or the responsibility for a specific term may have moved to another peer). A possible mechanism to handle these problems is to assign a TTL (Time-to-live) stamp to every Post in the list. Every peer periodically revalidates its Posts. Stale Posts will eventually be removed from the PeerList. We address the question of choosing a good time period for refreshing the Posts and compare this strategy to a strategy of actively moving Posts to other peers as responsibilities change.
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Abstract. Several features of today’s Grids are based on centralized or
hierarchical services. However, as Grid sizes increase, some of their func-
tions should be decentralized to avoid bottlenecks and guarantee scal-
ability. A way to provide Grid scalability is to adopt Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
models and protocols to implement non-hierarchical decentralized Grid
services and systems. A core Grid functionality that could be effectively
redesigned using the P2P model is resource discovery. This paper pro-
poses an architecture for resource discovery that adopts a P2P approach
to extend the model of the Globus Toolkit 3 information service. The
Open Grid Services Architecture is exploited to define a P2P Layer of
specialized Grid Services that support resource discovery across different
Virtual Organizations in a P2P fashion. The paper discusses also a pro-
tocol, named Gridnut, designed for communication among Grid Services
at the P2P Layer.

1 Introduction

The Grid computing model offers an effective way to build high-performance
computing systems, allowing users to efficiently access and integrate geograph-
ically distributed computers, data, and applications. Several features of today’s
Grids are based on centralized or hierarchical services. However, as Grids used
for complex applications increase their size from tens to thousands of nodes, it
is necessary to decentralize their services to avoid bottlenecks and ensure scal-
ability. As argued in [1] and [2], a way to provide Grid scalability is to adopt
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) models and techniques to implement non-hierarchical de-
centralized Grid systems.

In the latest years, the Grid community has undertaken a development effort
to align Grid technologies with Web Services. The Open Grid Services Archi-
tecture (OGSA) defines Grid Services as an extension of Web Services and lets
developers integrate services and resources across distributed, heterogeneous,
dynamic environments and communities [3]. Web Services define a technique for
describing software components to be accessed, methods for accessing these com-
ponents, and discovery methods that enable the identification of relevant service
providers. Web Services and OGSA aim at interoperability between loosely cou-
pled services independently from implementation, location or platform. Recently
the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) has been proposed for a more complete integration between Web and Grid Services [4]. OGSA defines standard mechanisms for creating, naming and discovering persistent and transient Grid Service instances, provides location transparency and multiple protocol bindings for service instances, and supports integration with underlying native platform facilities. The OGSA effort aims to define a common resource model that is an abstract representation of both real resources, such as processors, processes, disks, file systems, and logical resources. It provides some common operations and supports multiple underlying resource models representing resources as service instances. The OGSA model provides an opportunity to integrate P2P models in Grid environments since it offers an open cooperation model that allows Grid entities to be composed in a decentralized way.

A core Grid functionality that could be effectively redesigned using the P2P model is resource discovery. Resource discovery is a key issue in Grid environments, since applications are usually constructed by composing hardware and software resources that need to be discovered and selected. In the OGSA framework each resource is represented as a Grid Service, therefore resource discovery mainly deals with the problem of locating and querying information about useful Grid Services.

In Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3) - the current implementation of the OGSA - information about resources is provided by Index Services. An Index Service is a Grid Service that holds information (called Service Data) about a set of Grid Services registered to it. A primary function of the Index Service is to provide an interface for querying aggregate views of Service Data collected from registered services. There is typically one Index Service per Virtual Organization (VO). When a VO consists of multiple large sites, very often each site runs its own Index Service that indexes the various resources available at that site. Then each of those Index Services is included in the VO’s Index Service [5].

This paper proposes an architecture for resource discovery that adopts a P2P approach to extend the model of the GT3 information service. In particular, a P2P Layer of specialized Grid Services is defined to support discovery queries on Index Services of multiple VOs in a P2P fashion. The paper outlines also a modified Gnutella protocol, named Gridnut, designed for communication among Grid Services at the P2P Layer. Gridnut uses appropriate message buffering and merging techniques to make Grid Services effective as a way to exchange messages in a P2P fashion.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the architecture of the framework. Section 3 discusses the Gridnut approach and its performances. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 The P2P Architecture

From the perspective of the GT3 information service, the Grid can be seen as a collection of VOs, each one indexed by a different Index Service. As mentioned before, Index Services of different sites can be included in a common higher-
level Index Service that holds information about all the underlying resources. However, for scalability reasons, a multi-level hierarchy of Index Services is not appropriate as a general infrastructure for resource discovery in large scale Grids. Whereas centralized or hierarchical approaches can be efficient to index resources structured in a given VO, they are inadequate to support discovery of resources that span across many independent VOs. The framework described here adopts the P2P model to support resource discovery across different VOs.

Figure 1 shows the general architecture of the framework. Some independent VOs are represented; each VO provides one top-level Index Service (IS) and a number of lower-level Index Services.

A P2P Layer is defined on top of the Index Services’ hierarchy. It includes two types of specialized Grid Services: Peer Services (PS), used to perform resource discovery, and Contact Services (CS), that support Peer Services to organize themselves in a P2P network.

There is one Peer Service per VO. Each Peer Service is connected with a set of Peer Services, and exchanges query/response messages with them in a P2P mode. The connected Peer Services are the neighbors of a Peer Service. A connection between two neighbors is a logical state that enables them to directly exchange messages. Direct communication is allowed only between neighbors. Therefore, a query message is sent by a Peer Service only to its neighbors, which in turn will forward that message to their neighbors. A query message is processed by a Peer Service by invoking the top-level Index Service of the corresponding VO.
A query response is sent back along the same path that carried the incoming query message.

To join the P2P network, a Peer Service must know the URL of at least one Peer Services to connect to. A convenient number of Contact Services is distributed in the Grid to support this issue. Contact Services cache the URLs of known Peer Services; a Peer Service may contact one or more well known Contact Services to obtain the URLs of registered Peer Services.

As shown in Figure 1, a Client Application can submit both local and global queries to the framework. A local query searches for information about resources in a given VO. It is performed by submitting the query to the Index Service of that VO. A global query aims to discover resources located in possibly different VOs, and is performed by submitting the query to a Peer Service at the P2P Layer. As mentioned before, the Peer Service processes that query internally (through the associated Index Service), and will forward it to its neighbors as in typical P2P networks.

The main difference between a hierarchical system and the framework described here is the management of global queries. Basically, in a hierarchial information service two alternative approaches can be used:

- the query is sent separately to all the top-level Index Services, that must be known by the user;
- the query is sent to one (possibly replicated) Index Service at the root of the hierarchy, that indexes all the Grid resources.

Both these approaches suffer scalability problems. In the P2P approach, conversely, global queries are managed by a layer of services that cooperate as peers. To submit a global query, a user need only to know the URL of a Peer Service in the Grid.

In the next subsection the design of the Peer Service and Contact Service components is discussed.

### 2.1 Services Design

Both Peer Service and Contact Service instances are identified by a globally unique handle. This handle is a URL - called grid service handle (GSH) in the OGSA terminology - that distinguishes a specific Grid Service instance from all other Grid Service instances.

The Peer Service supports four operations:

- **connect**: invoked by a remote Peer Service to connect this Peer Service. The operation receives the handle of the requesting Peer Service and returns a reject response if the connection is not accepted (for instance, because the maximum number of connections has been reached).
- **disconnect**: invoked by a remote Peer Service to disconnect this Peer Service. The operation receives the handle of the requesting Peer Service.
- **deliver**: invoked by a connected Peer Service to deliver messages to this Peer Service. The operation receives the handle of the requesting Peer Service and an array of messages to be delivered to this Peer Service.
– **query**: invoked by a client application to submit a global query to this Peer Service. Query responses are returned to the client through a notification mechanism.

The Contact Service supports one operation:

– **getHandles**: invoked by a Peer Service to register itself and to get the handles of one or more registered Peer Services.

The **Web Services Description Language (WSDL)** is used in OGSA to expose the interfaces of Grid Services to remote clients. Figure 2, for instance, shows the Contact Service WSDL definition.

![Contact Service WSDL definition](image)

**Fig. 2.** Contact Service WSDL definition.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 describe, respectively, the main software components of Peer Services and Contact Services.
The Peer Service (see Figure 3) is composed by three main modules: Connection Manager, Peer Manager, and Client Manager.

The goal of the Connection Manager is to maintain a given number of connections with neighbor Peer Services. A Peer Connection object is used to manage the connection and the exchange of messages with a given Peer Service. A Peer Connection includes the grid service reference (GSR) of a given Peer Service, and a set of transmission buffers for the different kinds of messages directed to it. The Connection Manager both manages connection/disconnection requests from remote Peer Services, and performs connection/disconnection requests (as a client) to remote Peer Services. Moreover, it may invoke one or more Contact Services to obtain the handles of Peer Services to connect to.

The Peer Manager is the core component of the Peer Service. It both manages the messages delivered from other Peer Services, and interacts with the Client Manager component to manage client requests and to provide responses. It performs different operations on delivered messages: some messages are simply forwarded to one or more Peer Connections, whereas query messages need also a response (that in general is obtained by querying the local Index Service). Moreover, the Peer Manager generates and submits query messages to the network on the basis of the Client Manager requests.

The Client Manager manages the query requests submitted by client applications. It interacts with the Peer Manager component to submit the query to the network, and manages the delivery of query results to the client through a notification mechanism.

The Contact Service (see Figure 3) is composed by two software modules: Contact Manager and Cache Manager.

The Contact Manager manages the execution of the getHandles operation. Basically, it receives two parameters: the handle $h$ of the invoker, and the number
n of handles requested by the invoker. The Contact Manager first inserts (or updates) the handle $h$ into a Cache, then it extracts (if available) $n$ distinct handles from the Cache and returns them to the invoker. The handles can be extracted from the Cache on the basis of a given policy (e.g., randomly). If a Peer Service does not receive the requested number of handles, it can try to invoke the Contact Service later.

The Cache Manager performs maintenance operations on the Cache. For instance, it removes oldest (not recently updated) handles, performs content indexing, etc.

3 A P2P Grid Services-Based Protocol

Although Grid Services are appropriate for implementing loosely coupled P2P applications, they appear to be inefficient to support an intensive exchange of messages among tightly coupled peers. In fact, Grid Services operations are subject to an invocation overhead that can be significant both in terms of activation time and memory/processing consumption [6]. The number of Grid Service operations that a peer can efficiently manage in a given time interval depends strongly on that overhead. For this reason, standard P2P protocols based on a pervasive exchange of messages, such as Gnutella [7], are inappropriate on large OGSA Grids where a high number of communications take place among hosts.

To overcome this limitation, in [8] we proposed a modified Gnutella protocol, named Gridnut, which uses appropriate message buffering and merging techniques to make Grid Services effective as a way for exchanging messages among Grid nodes in a P2P fashion. The Gridnut protocol is designed for communication among Peer Services to support resource discovery across many independent VOs.

There are two main differences between Gnutella and Gridnut:

1. In Gnutella, messages are sent as a byte stream over TCP sockets, whereas in Gridnut messages are sent through a Grid Service invocation (by means of the Peer Service’s deliver operation).
2. In Gnutella, each message is forwarded whenever it is received, whereas in Gridnut messages are buffered and merged to reduce the number of Grid Service invocations and routing operations executed by each Peer Service.

In particular, the basic principles adopted by Gridnut to reduce communication and routing overhead are

- **Message buffering**: messages to be delivered to the same Peer Service are buffered and sent in a single packet at regular time intervals.
- **Message merging**: messages with the same header (i.e., same type, identifier, and receiver) are merged into a single message with a cumulative body.

Similar to Gnutella, Gridnut defines both a protocol to discover active Peer Services on the network, based on a *Ping/Pong* mechanism, and a protocol for searching the distributed network, based on a *Query/QueryHit* mechanism. We implemented and evaluated the Gridnut discovery protocol, even if we are also designing a general Gridnut search protocol.

In the following subsection we briefly compare the performance of Gridnut and Gnutella discovery protocols under different network and load conditions. Further details about performance measurements can be found in [8].

### 3.1 Performance Evaluation

The goal of our tests is to verify how significantly Gridnut reduces the workload - number of Grid Service operations - of each Peer Service. In doing this, we compared Gridnut and Gnutella by evaluating two parameters:

1. $ND$, the average number of *deliver* operations processed by a Peer Service to complete a discovery task. In particular, $ND = \frac{P}{(N \times T)}$, where $P$ is the total number of *deliver* operations processed in the network, $N$ is the number of Peer Services in the network, and $T$ is the overall number of discovery tasks completed.

2. $ND(d)$, the average number of *deliver* operations processed by Peer Services that are at distance $d$ from the Peer Service $S0$ that started the discovery task. For instance: $ND(0)$ represents the number of *deliver* operations processed by $S0$; $ND(1)$ represents the number of *deliver* operations processed by a Peer Service distant one hop from $S0$.

Both $ND$ and $ND(d)$ have been evaluated considering different network topologies. We distinguished the network topologies using a couple of numbers $\{N, C\}$, where $N$ is the number of Peer Services in the network, and $C$ is the number of Peer Services directly connected to each Peer Service (i.e., each Peer Service has exactly $C$ neighbors).

### Number of Deliver Operations

Figure 5 compares the values of $ND$ in Gridnut and Gnutella in five network topologies: $\{10, 2\}$, $\{30, 3\}$, $\{50, 4\}$, $\{70, 4\}$ and $\{90, 4\}$, under different load conditions. A parameter $R$ is used to define the load of the network. In particular,
$R$ indicates the number of simultaneous discovery tasks that are initiated in the network at each given time interval. For Gridnut networks the values of $ND$ when $R = 1, 3, 5, \text{ and } 10$ are represented, whereas for Gnutella networks the average of the $ND$ values measured when $R = 1, 3, 5, \text{ and } 10$ is represented.

We can see that the number of deliver operations is lower with Gridnut in all the considered configurations. In particular, when the load of the network increases, the Gridnut strategy maintains the values of $ND$ significantly low in comparison with Gnutella.

**Distribution of Deliver Operations**

Figure 6 compares the values of $ND(d)$ in Gridnut and Gnutella in five network topologies, with $d$ ranging from 0 to 2, and $R$ fixed to 1.

We can see that Gridnut implies a much better distribution of deliver operations among Peer Services in comparison with Gnutella. In Gnutella, the Peer Service that started the discovery task and its closest neighbors must process a number of Grid Service operations that becomes unsustainable when the size of the network increases to thousands of nodes. In Gridnut, conversely, the number of Grid Service operations processed by each Peer Service remains always in the order of the number of connections per peer.

This Gridnut behavior results in significantly lower discovery times since communication and computation overhead due to Grid Services invocations are considerably reduced as shown in Figure 6.
4 Conclusions

Resource discovery is a key issue in Grid environments, since applications are usually constructed by composing hardware and software resources that need to be discovered and selected. This paper proposed a framework for resource discovery that adopts a P2P approach to extend the model of the Globus Toolkit 3 information service. It defines a P2P Layer of specialized Grid Services that support resource discovery across different Virtual Organizations in a P2P fashion.

The paper discussed also a protocol, named Gridnut, designed for communication among Grid Services at the P2P Layer. Gridnut uses message buffering and merging techniques to make Grid Services effective as a way for exchanging messages among Grid nodes in a P2P mode. Experimental results show that appropriate message buffering and merging strategies produce significant performance improvements, both in terms of number and distribution of Grid Service operations processed.
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Abstract. A distributed digital library has been designed and implemented for the support of community radios. This framework, developed by the StreamOnTheFly IST project of the EU, provides a common background for preparation, archival, exchange and reuse of radio programmes and supports radio personalization. The architecture is based on a decentralized and self-organizing network, which uses a new common metadata schema and exchange format and automatic metadata replication. Local, regional and Internet-based radios are expected to join the network all over Europe.

1 Introduction

Nowadays many community radio stations (non-profit, independent stations) exist, but there is little cooperation among those. One of the causes for this is the lack of technical support for easy exchange of radio programmes. A significant part of the programmes produced at community radio stations are of high quality and worth to be broadcast more than once, and listened to by a larger number of people in a wider geographical range.

The StreamOnTheFly IST project [7] was set out to find and demonstrate new ways for archival, management and personalization of audio content. Within the project Public Voice Lab (Austria) and MTA SZTAKI DSD (Department of Distributed Systems at the Computer and Automation Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences) are development partners and Team Teichenberg (Austria) provides connections to community radio stations and associations.

The project team envisioned a network of digital archives and helper tools for radio stations. The general aim of this network was to foster alternative, self-organized and independent media by new ways of content distribution, international community based presentation platforms and many added values for local production and organizational work. In the following we will give an overview on the world of radio, describe self-organizing systems on the Internet, present the StreamOnTheFly network and the work done so far.
Community Radios in Europe

Community radio stations developed during the past 30 years in most countries of Europe, enriching the existing media world with a “third sector”, next to public broadcasting as the first and commercial media as the second. Community radios are non-profit-oriented, open to the general population and have a local or regional range. They provide access to radio production facilities for organizations, groups and individuals who aim to make their own radio shows. There are over 1500 non-profit stations in the whole of Europe, an estimated third of them is provided with a full and permanent 24 hour broadcasting license on their own frequency.

The global umbrella organization AMARC defines community radio as “which is for, by and about the community, whose ownership and management is representative of the community, which pursues a social development agenda, and which is non-profit.” The success of a community radio cannot be measured by audience ratings and revenues. What is important here is the effect that a broadcast series has on the targeted community. A radio show in a language spoken by a small minority will be highly appreciated by this group of people, although they would not be considered a big enough market to be targeted by other media.

There is a number of projects existing that aim to foster production of programmes for an international audience that can be aired all over Europe or even world wide. With AMARC’s “Radio voix sans frontieres” (Radio without frontiers), more than 30 stations in Europe share a full day of live broadcasting once a year on the UN anti-racism day. Many exchange projects are oriented around themes of an international meaning, like migration, sustainable development or Human Rights.

What keeps programme exchange from becoming a day-to-day routine, is the technical and structural thresholds. The existing programme exchange platforms on the Internet are not connected to each other and do not follow a common metadata scheme and user interface, which makes it harder to search and offer content on an international scale, as every programme needs to be uploaded and indexed in different standards for every country. The user might not even be able to understand the language a sharing platform's website is written in.

Building on the experiences made at Orange 94.0 in Vienna and in other community radio stations in Austria, we researched the requirements of producers and editors for easy access to online archiving and content sharing. A common metadata scheme and the ability to search in all databases at once is a main criteria, the other is making access to the repositories as convenient as possible. Participating in exchange of audio content needs to work as easy as sending an email or using a search engine, with programme recording and uploading being done automatically.

Only an easy-to-use system that encourages more people to enter their day-to-day programmes into an international platform will create a critical mass of content that can be searched and re-used in local production. Such a platform would certainly help to strengthen the position of community radio and foster international cooperation in Europe.

The StreamOnTheFly Network

The project aims to create a network of radio content that develops in an organic and dynamic way, in decentralized structures that build synergies on an international,
community-based level. The content is offered by local producers or stations to the network, but it’s the international communities who choose which content is presented and how it is presented. International publishing on the net is not a form of archiving or recycling anymore, but a motivation to communicate with a whole new group of people.

The StreamOnTheFly network consists of the following elements: nodes, stations and portals (Fig. 1). Nodes together can be seen as a distributed digital library specialized for audio content. Stations send content to the nodes for archival, and portals present thematic selections of the contents of nodes.

For example, Orange 94.0, a community radio in Vienna, may send some of its broadcast material on the node running in Austria. These programmes are archived at the node and become accessible for the whole StreamOnTheFly network for a given period of time. A German radio may find a programme on the German node that they want to rebroadcast locally. They find the contact for this programme, in this case Radio Orange and ask for their permission for rebroadcast. If there is a portal in France for the Turkish people, its portal editor may include some of the Turkish programmes of Radio Orange in the recommendation list. Users may also go directly to a node, query/browse the whole content of the network, and listen to selected programmes.

### 3.1 Services of the Network

The StreamOnTheFly network tries to serve the whole lifecycle of a radio programme, starting with the creation and ending with various (re) uses and discussions of the programme.
Nodes. Nodes implement the basic digital library infrastructure for the network. Each node hosts a set of radio stations. For each station the node archives radio programmes with a rich set of metadata and other associated content. For example, the content may be present in several formats of audio, or photos may be attached to the audio content.

Users get transparent access to the contents of the whole network at any node. They can browse through radio stations or in topic trees or search in the archive. There is an advanced query facility, which enables registered users to construct and save complex queries to be executed frequently. Interesting items can be collected into a playlist. These playlists can also be seen as a kind of personalized radio. Users may listen or download audio content in different formats (e.g. MP3, Ogg/Vorbis) and in different bit rates or quality.

The network gathers and forwards information about radio programmes back to their creators. This involves the collection of various statistics (download, listen, etc.), the collection of comments, references and rating information.

Editors have a comfortable ‘console screen’ where they get an overview about all their programmes, they can publish new programmes and manage existing ones. Access privileges can be controlled on various objects: stations, series, programmes etc.

Stations. A station management tool has been developed by the project, which connects radio stations to the network. This tool provides an easy way to feed a node with radio programmes. Furthermore, it helps in the scheduling work of the station, and leads the creators’ hands before and after the broadcast of a radio programme. Authors may add metadata to their programmes and publish them on a node. Programmes are sent to the node using XBMF format (see 3.2).

In the case when no prerecorded audio is available for a radio programme (e.g. live shows), a recording tool can be used. This software records the broadcasted audio of a station, and automatically cuts the stream into individual radio programmes.

Portals. In the StreamOnTheFly project a radio portal offers a selection of radio programmes in a custom design. Portals may serve ethnical groups, topics or geographical regions by selecting relevant content from the whole network. Additionally, a portal can offer editorials and more readings or pictures about the selected programmes. Visitors of a portal may listen to programmes individually or listen to a continuous stream playing the list of selected programmes over and over again. Visitors may also rate, comment and discuss programmes. Comments and ratings made on portals are forwarded to the nodes, and the comments are delivered to the creators of the programme via e-mail.

Editors can select programmes for the portal either one by one or using queries. In the first case editors assemble a playlist on the node and send it to the portal. In the second case a saved query from the node can be displayed in a box of the portal. The contents of such boxes will always be refreshed to show the current results of the query as executed on the node.

3.2 Issues on Metadata

At the time of the design phase the project team found many emerging activities for attaching metadata to multimedia. These solutions provide schemas for metadata and
methods to attach or embed metadata into the content (see SMPTE [1], AAF [2], MPEG-7 [3]). Schemas often contain an object hierarchy for metadata description and controlled vocabularies for the values of object properties. We found that these activities were overlapping and were all targeted at large radio and television stations and associations, with a highly detailed and complex format and structure. The project received feedback from various forums and radios that thought the use of these metadata formats is not practical for them and they would welcome a simpler and more suitable recommendation for metadata usage.

The European Broadcasting Union (EBU) prepared a recommendation on a core metadata set for radio archives [5] based on Dublin Core [4]. This document defines how to use the Dublin Core elements in the area of radio archives. StreamOnTheFly project participated in the launch of an initiative called Shared Online Media Archive (SOMA). The SOMA Group (consisting of AMARC, OneWorld, CMA and Panos) published the SOMA Metadata Element Set [6], which builds upon the EBU Core Metadata Set.

The SOMA metadata set became the part of the new exchange format called XBMF (Exchange Broadcast Binary and Metadata Format) defined by the project. XBMF is designed for transfer and archival of radio programmes coupled with metadata. This is a simple container format, in which metadata (in XML format), content files, and other associated files can be packaged together. XBMF may contain the main content in several audio formats, and any other files connected to the content (e.g. photos, documents, logos). XBMF can also be applied for video. The concept of XBMF was presented at community radios, and received a positive response.

StreamOnTheFly will use and support both the SOMA and the XBMF standards. Within the SOMA metadata standard, StreamOnTheFly will need to store some additional data. To assure compatibility there is an “additional data” field integrated into the SOMA standard by request of the StreamOnTheFly consortium.

3.3 The Operation of the Network

Unified access to the audio content was one of the main considerations in the network. In order to provide fast and robust search functionalities we decided to automatically replicate all metadata on each node of the network. As audio can take a large amount of disk space, the content is only available at the node where it has been published (its ‘home node’). Each object in the network receives a globally unique identifier, which also provides information about the location and type of the object.

Transparent listening of audio content was solved with the help of an XML-RPC controlled streaming engine called Tamburine [8] and ‘icecast’, the well-known open source streaming server. When the user starts listening to a programme, the node asks Tamburine to handle the task of streaming. Tamburine then contacts the other Tamburine instance running on the home node of the programme, which starts to stream the audio to the user node. This transparent routing solution creates the possibility to provide a more reliable streaming solution with the use of caching and other optimization techniques.

Another requirement was to build the StreamOnTheFly network in a distributed, decentralized and self-organizing way. Most of the archives or digital libraries for audio and video in the world are not distributed. An example for a centralized service with similar goals to StreamOnTheFly is the Open Meta Archive
Learning from distributed digital libraries (e.g. NCSTRL) and peer-to-peer file-sharing networks (e.g. Napster, Gnutella), StreamOnTheFly network goes further towards self-organization (described in more detail in section 4).

There is no central server in the network, each node has a set of neighbours, and nodes periodically exchange new and modified metadata with their neighbours. These neighbour connections draw the graph of the whole network. If a node is down, the rest of the network is still functional, and data flow can still find another way in the graph if there are enough ‘redundant’ connections. Multiple neighbour connections also help to speed up metadata propagation and correct data loss or errors in replication. On the other hand, nodes with a low budget can lower their network traffic by decreasing frequency of metadata exchange.

Nodes accept data exchange requests only from allowed neighbours, a list maintained by the node administrators. In this way authorization is decentralized as well: if a node wants to be the part of a network, it needs to establish a neighbour relationship with at least one node from that network.

The network uses a few controlled vocabularies for descriptive metadata, e.g. topic or genre names. Users at any node with proper privileges can translate entries into local languages or add new entries to vocabularies. The propagation of the changes is done with the same mechanism as metadata replication.

The framework was implemented using PHP and Postgres DBMS. All user interfaces are accessible via web browsers. HTTP and XML-RPC are used for communication between components. The framework was built using open source and free software components and tools, and the framework itself will also be made available to the public.

4 Principles of Self-organization

StreamOnTheFly network architecture is based on the principles of self-organization. Self-organization in community life (such as within the community of radios stations in Europe) means that the (social) rules governing the activities within the community evolve in time in order to adapt the community to the new challenges appearing within this sector. In system theory the field of self-organization seeks general rules about the growth and evolution of systemic structure, the forms it might take, and finally methods that predict the future organization that will result from changes made to the underlying components. [9]

Distributed data repositories based on the principles of self-organization should reflect the community (social) structure and it is important that repositories could be adapted according to their evolutions. Key features for self-organizing networks are the following: this type of networks encourages users to contribute information. The StreamOnTheFly network helps editors to contribute radio shows. The network can thus be considered as a virtual platform for collaborative, community-based radio content production, distribution, and evaluation. Of equal importance, self-organizing networks aggregate and qualify the most relevant information in (semi-) automated fashion. The results are twofold: users of the systems can find quality information with confidence, while administrators and developers require less work to manually sift through large amounts of information. StreamOnTheFly network provides
services for content rating (and other statistical information about the actual use of audio content) and backward propagation of this information to the authors. Self-organizing networks create a community-like environment, and attempt to emphasize and visualize relationships between users thus increase user participation [10]. StreamOnTheFly network users are clustered according to their roles (e.g. station manager, editor, series editor, metadata classification scheme editor, general listener, etc.) and system is structured according to their feature requirements. The lack of central control within StreamOnTheFly network reflects the actual rather chaotic community structure of European community radios, and the easy way of joining and leaving the network mimics the dynamics of movements in this sector.

The StreamOnTheFly system is a special example that is also based on the general principles of computational self-reflection [11] but the self-reflected system architecture (in which the self description of the actual system is an active part of the system itself) is substituted by a live human community and its social structure. An active (social) community (the community radios in Europe) is thus in the loop, the system is structured according to their (social) relationships. The community mimed system (service) structure emphasize the openness, thus the system is rather an open infrastructure than a closed and static network, in which users can change and adapt the system itself to their own patterns of usage. Adaptation is possible on both syntactic and semantic level via the portal and the metadata related service components. Dynamics within the community can also be reflected easily. New StreamOnTheFly nodes can join or leave according to the actual changes in the community. A new classification scheme or evolution of the actual classification scheme can immediately be embedded in an automatic way.

Summarizing the needs for a self-organizing collaborative media-sharing network, the following principles were used:

- No central role, server or governance, rather provision of an open, evolving infrastructure
- Easy to join and leave, but keep the possibility to limit or exclude partners
- Free and unified access and content publishing
- Support for personalization on several levels (e.g. content, user interface, community)
- Support for information (e.g. awareness, rating) propagation also back to the authors

5 Conclusions and future work

The project is after the second validation scenario. In this scenario everyday work in a radio station was simulated with the software. These test sessions justified the requirement of a station management tool, in order to minimize the effort needed to publish a programme on the network. Using this tool can also be an incentive for radio stations operating with home-brewn station management solutions to join the network. Several radio stations are waiting to become part of the network, and some existing networks with simpler infrastructure are also considering joining in. In order to connect the network into a wider but simpler level of distribution, an Open Archive Initiative compliant gateway will be added to StreamOnTheFly.
With StreamOnTheFly being fully implemented and tested, we will start to set up a number of nodes all over Europe, together with partners and regional umbrella organizations. Existing platforms will be encouraged to participate in the network, by changing to the StreamOnTheFly system or by creating interfaces to it. Several series and broadcasts, especially those for an international target audience, will be uploaded and presented in showcases on our own radio portals, to show the potentials of StreamOnTheFly and encourage more editors to participate.
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Abstract. The Digital Business Ecosystem Integrated Project funded by the EU aims at the development of a Europe-Wide virtual economic environment where European SMEs will advertise themselves and their service offerings with the purpose of competing, collaborating and co-evolving with other SMEs. One of the main strategic goals for this project is to model, design and implement such an environment based on observations made on biological ecosystems where several species live together, compete and co-evolve as the physical environment of the ecosystem changes. From a technical point of view, the DBE will provide a Distributed Open-Source Infrastructure which will be the glue that will bring together the European SMEs and will enable knowledge sharing and intelligent discovery of partners and services. The focus of this paper is on the Knowledge Management Infrastructure of the DBE. We firstly discuss the problem, we then present the proposed approach, and finally we identify some of the research issues that we will concentrate on.

1 Introduction

J.F. Moore describes a Business Ecosystem as “An economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations and individuals - the organisms of the business world. This economic community produces goods and services of value to customers, who are themselves members of the ecosystem. Over time, they co-evolve their capabilities and roles, and tend to align themselves with the future directions...” [1]. The Digital Business Ecosystem is the enabling technology for the Business Ecosystem. A Digital Business Ecosystem is defined as "evolutionary self-organising system aimed at creating a digital software environment for small organisations" that support regional and local development by empowering open, distributed and adaptive technologies and evolutionary business models for the growth of small organisations.

The Digital Business Ecosystem vision is in fact based on two fundamental ideas: those of self-organisation and biological evolution. The concept of self-organisation implies intelligent behaviour and the ability to learn on a short time scale, whereas
evolution implies an ability of the system to optimise itself through differentiation and selection of its components on a long time scale. These ideas can be only realized if the (eco) system as a whole is able to learn over time and adapt to this knowledge that itself produces as well as to knowledge that it is derived from its biosphere.

Thus, a fundamental objective of DBE is that it aims to build an infrastructure for supporting Knowledge-Based Business Communities. The Knowledge Base of such a system is one of its core infrastructural components and it will be the enabling factor for the advanced features that were previously described. Within the DBE the purpose of Knowledge Base is to provide a common and consistent description of the DBE world and its dynamics, as well as the external factors of the biosphere affecting it. The Knowledge Base will provide a consistent Knowledge Representation Model for storing Business and Service Ontologies, Business and Service Descriptions, Regulatory Framework, and usage history regarding the day-to-day activities in the DBE. This knowledge will be exploited by other core components for many purposes. One of the main usages of the Knowledge Base is for enabling valuable recommendations (in terms of partnerships and evolutionary actions) by the recommendation infrastructural service to the SMEs “living” in the ecosystem. Personalized recommendations are provided by a special system component, the recommender, which takes into account business and service models, usage histories, and fitness parameters, in order to recommend best-suited partners and services for the user SMEs. The knowledge Base will store the suggestions made by the recommender, in order to provide feedback for the evolutionary procedures, which will lead to the long-term study and adaptation.

This paper presents ongoing work done in the DBE project. Its focus is on the knowledge modelling and management requirements and the architectural approach envisioned for DBE Knowledge Base Infrastructure.

2 The DBE Knowledge Base Requirements

The DBE Knowledge Base (KB) provides a common and consistent description of the DBE world and its dynamics, as well as the external factors of the biosphere affecting it.

Its content includes, among others, representations of the SME’s Business Models and Ontologies, the Service Models and Ontologies, the SME views of the ecosystem, the user models, and models for gathering statistics. The KB is being used in order to provide a consistent knowledge model and input for the Service Description / Business Modeling Language, the recommendation process and the Service Composition process.

An important aspect of the KB management is to support the sharing of its content. For that it should follow a scalable design/implementation that can support virtually any number of DBE users as well as organization-wide transactions and/or cooperation. The KB provides a variety of advanced content services (and tools) that include the following:
• **Content management services:**
  these services provide functionality for storing, finding, retrieving and presenting any type(s) of the aforementioned content that it hosts.

• **Content personalization services:**
  the services of this type utilize DBE user profiles and content access patterns to create and/or present customized content to each DBE user.

• **Content group services:**
  such services provide scheduled delivery of content according to predefined business rules, as well as packaging the content for individual DBE users (e.g. services for DBE users that participate to a special cooperation schema).

• **Content aggregation services:**
  These services include automatic combination of content from a variety of content sources and (probably) formats (i.e. other KBs and/or legacy systems).

  Another important aspect of the KB management is to support the sharing of its content in a P2P environment. At first glance, many of the challenges in designing P2P systems seem to fall clearly under the banner of the distributed systems community. However, upon closer examination, the fundamental problem in most P2P systems is the placement and retrieval of data. Indeed, current P2P systems focus strictly on handling semantics-free, large-granularity requests for objects by identifier (typically a name), which both limits their utility and restricts the techniques that might be employed to distribute the data. These current content sharing systems are largely limited to applications in which objects are large, opaque, and atomic, and whose content is well-described by their name; for instance, today’s P2P systems do not emphasize content-based retrieval of text files or fetching only the abstracts from a set of text documents. Moreover, they are limited to caching, pre-fetching, or pushing of content at the object level, and know nothing of overlap between objects.

  These limitations arise because the current P2P world is lacking in the areas of semantics, data transformation, and data relationships, yet these are some of the core strengths of the data management community. Organizational Information is complex and has complex relationships in the real business world, and the DBE seeks to capture and manage such information. Queries, views, and integrity constraints can be used to express relationships between existing objects and to define new objects in terms of old ones. Complex queries can be posed across multiple sources, and the results of one query can be materialized and used to answer other queries. Data management techniques can be used to develop better solutions to the data placement problem at the heart of any P2P system design: data must be placed in strategic locations and then used to improve query performance. On the other hand businesses in the real world are independent and they may cooperate, but at the same time compete. The environment is clearly a P2P environment where some, but not all the information of the business is revealed to the outside world. From the above, it becomes clear that the use of relational database management technology for managing the DBE KB content is very important, and it can leverage the increased scalability, reliability, and performance of a successful P2P architecture for the DBE project.

  The DBE KB supports the Recommendation Services that will act as an autonomous processes that manage SME preferences (either business preferences or service preferences) and matches theses preferences with available business
descriptions and service descriptions. An important assumption and investigation focus of DBE which is used in the design and implementation of the Recommendation mechanisms is the existence of powerful business and service Ontologies that capture the semantics of business models and service descriptions. These Ontologies are used to define the corresponding preferences for businesses and services. These preferences are attached to the business model of each SME in the DBE environment. The Ontologies within DBE are described in an XML based language (XMI) and mapping mechanisms will be used to ensure the transformation from different Ontology languages to the standard Ontology descriptions used in the DBE. The DBE Ontologies can thus be used by the recommendation mechanisms regardless of the particular models used by each SME in the DBE environment.

3 A Preliminary Knowledge Management Architecture

In this section we present a preleminary conceptual architecture (i.e. a set of logical layers and components and relationships) for the DBE Knowledge Base Infrastructure and other system components that directly or indirectly exploit this infrastructure. The purpose of this architecture is to show how the DBE Knowledge Base will be perceived by the rest DBE System Components and how it will be exploited by them.

The abstract architecture of the DBE Knowledge Base illustrated in Figure 1 clearly distinguishes between the client modules (front-end applications that provide
GUIs with which one can create and access knowledge), the enterprise-level services (a set of core services that expose the functionality of the KB to the client modules), the middle-tier management modules (which implement the core logic of the Knowledge Base) and the back-end persistency infrastructure that permanently stores the DBE Knowledge.

3.1 System Components

In this section we briefly describe the main components that appear in Figure 1 and in particular their use with respect to Knowledge Base Infrastructure. We start by describing the Core DBE Services that are used to export the functionality of the DBE Knowledge Base Infrastructure to the rest System and then we describe several components that exploit the aforementioned services and are used to create, store, modify, and present Knowledge which is finally stored in the DBE Knowledge Base.

From a technical point of view, the DBE KB will implement a MOF-Based Repository utilizing the Java Metadata Interface (JMI) specification. This approach will provide a standard and flexible mechanism for handling different knowledge models. The persistency of the KB contents will be achieved through a java-based relational database management system providing this way a fully platform independent solution. Thus, meta-data browsing can be done through standard interfaces (JMI) while advanced recommendation mechanisms (requiring powerful querying features) can be implemented on-top of the RDBMS where the real contents are stored.

- **KB SERVICE:** The KB Service is a Core DBE Service that encapsulates all the functionality of the DBE Knowledge Base and provides a standard interface through which the other DBE components can use this functionality in a coherent and consistent manner. Each higher level application that wants to exploit the Knowledge Base has to invoke the required KB Service operations. The core logic of the KB service is implemented by the Knowledge Base Manager which is responsible for semantically organizing and managing the various KB Data as well as handling the requests for accessing those data that are coming through the KB Service. In the distributed DBE environment, although the KB Service will be perceived as a single service, it will actually be a set of KB Service Instances (each instance will be hosted in an SME node) that will be self-coordinated and will operate as a whole over a P2P network following this way a SOA approach.

- **RECOMMENDER SERVICE:** The Recommender Service is a Core DBE Service responsible of handling SME preferences that specify the needs of each independent SME in the DBE environment in terms of partnerships with other SMEs as well as services needed to compose more complex services for its customers. It provides a standard interface that hides the technical details of the underlying Recommendation Mechanisms that implement powerful matching algorithms using the DBE Business and Service Ontologies. The produced recommendations are permanently stored in the Data Management System (Persistency Tier). As with the KB Service, in the distributed DBE environment, this service will be a set of Recommender Service Instances over a P2P network.
• SEMANTIC REGISTRY SERVICE: It provides a standard interface capable to implement a Semantic Registry Service functionality required in the DBE environment. The Semantic Registry Service provides standard representation hierarchies and query facilities provided by the standard registries. It should be noted that this service simulates the functionality of a Semantic Registry and it is not a repository itself. On the contrary, it exploits the Data Management System (Persistency Tier) for the storage and retrieval of its contents. At the Middle-Tier a Registry Manager is used to implement the advanced functionality of this Service and to handle the requests for retrieving and accessing the stored content. The Semantic Registry Service is a Core DBE service and from a technical point of view is a set of Semantic Registry Service instances that are hosted on special peers (super peers) over a P2P network.

• ONTOLOGY EDITOR: The Ontology Editor is a component that provides a GUI to the end user and it is used for the management (creation/update/retrieve) of the Ontologies (Service and Business Ontologies) that are developed and used in the DBE environment. In order to import a new ontology in the DBE an extension of the DBE Knowledge Base is required. Such a task is under the responsibility of the Ontology Editor. It accesses the KB by “talking” to the (local instance of the 1) KB Service for manipulating the various Ontologies (store/retrieve/update Ontologies). The mechanisms that perform the real manipulation of the Ontologies are implemented at the Middle-Tier by the Ontology Management Module. The final modifications are stored in the persistent Data Management System.

• BML EDITOR: It is a Tool that resides on each DBE node (at least on the Nodes that provide DBE Services) and it uses the Business Ontologies (created with the Ontology Editor) in order to describe SMEs according to their business models, policies, assets, competencies, partners, etc. It also uses the Service Ontologies in order to describe the services that are offered by the SMEs. It interacts with the KB Service for accessing Business Ontologies and storing/updating/retrieving Business Descriptions and Service Descriptions.

• SERVICE MANIFEST CREATOR: It is a Tool that resides on each DBE node (at least on the Nodes that provide DBE Services) and it is used to integrate the BML Description and SDL Description of DBE Services producing their Service Manifest. It interacts with the local instance of the KB Service to store/update/retrieve Service Manifests.

• SERVICE PUBLISHER: It is a tool that is used to publish a Service Manifest to the Semantic Registry. It “talks” with the KB Service in order to retrieve Service Manifests and with the Semantic Registry Service in order to publish/update/remove Service Manifests (the published ones). The Semantic Registry Service is based on the Data Management System for the storage of this content.

• SERVICE BROWSING/DISCOVERY TOOL: It is a Tool that resides on each SME node and it is used to contact the Semantic Registry Service through its local instance in order to browse and retrieve the contents of the Semantic Registry of the DBE. This tool has two modes: The simple one, where it just browse the

---

1 Local Instance means that both the KB Service Client (e.g. the Ontology Editor) and the Service Instance are running on the same host.
registry for Services, and the advanced one where using Business and Service Ontologies it provides guidance for query formulation when a user looks for particular services. In this mode, the discovery of services is actually an iterative process through which the user is guided to form the query request that expresses his/her needs in the best possible way. After the query formulation the user submits the query and gets a ranked set of results (Published Service Manifests). Beyond the interaction with the Semantic Registry Service, this tool needs to interact with the KB Service in order to retrieve (parts of) Business and Service Ontologies for guiding the user in formulating queries.

• PREFERENCES EDITOR: Using Service and Business Ontologies an SME describes its preferences for desired services. SMEs are also able to describe business requirements that must be satisfied by the providers of those services (e.g. business policies, accounting policies, etc.). The SME may ask explicitly for recommendations according to its preferences or may browse the recommendations that the Recommender Service had automatically produced. The Preferences Editor is a tool that provides a GUI and uses the KB Service for storing/retrieving and updating preferences, and accessing Ontologies. It also uses the Recommender Service in order to ask for explicit recommendations according to the defined preferences. At the middle-tier special management modules implement the advanced functionality that is required for the realization of the aforementioned behavior.

• MANUAL COMPOSER: The Manual Composer component provides a GUI through which the end-user can compose new services. It interacts with the Semantic Registry Service or explores the suggestions made by the Recommender Service in order to discover candidate constituent services and to publish the newly created (composite) services. Also it interacts with the KB Service in order to store/retrieve/update Orchestration Specifications and Service Manifests of Composite Services and to retrieve the Required Ontologies for performing the required Service Matchmaking.

4 Knowledge Management in P2P Environment

In the DBE environment a large number of SME nodes will be pooled together to share their resources, information and services while keeping themselves fully autonomous. The SMEs will share data that will have rich structure and semantics, and thus advanced mechanisms for querying and discovering knowledge from these data are needed.

Taking these into account above, the DBE knowledge base should be built upon an efficient P2P data management system. The tasks during the development of the DBE KB include conceptual modeling, exhaustive study of current P2P data sharing technologies and investigation of strategies for deploying data management systems over P2P networks.

The design of the DBE KB should take into account the benefits of the P2P networks that can be concluded in adaptation, self-organization, load balancing, fault
tolerance and high availability. Despite these benefits the deployment of P2P networks can introduce in many cases performance and consistency problems. Also current P2P solutions do not support advanced mechanisms for data management.

The challenge in designing and developing the DBE KB is to enable the effective support of rich semantics, data transformation, data relationships, data constrains and complex queries across multiple sources in the DBE network. KB will have to place data in strategic locations in order to improve the performance of the retrieval mechanisms, since the data sharing of enormous amounts of data is useless without advanced search mechanisms that will allow SMEs to quickly locate and use the desired information.

Current service oriented architectures and standards almost completely ignore the modeling of the business environment including business models, business processes, business environment models, domain specific specializations, instantiations etc. In addition many of the service oriented standards proposed are too close to a centralized or “one-owner” environment, and not a real P2P environment. The objective of the DBE KB is to organize, store, and efficiently retrieve description metadata about businesses and services. The KB will have to handle a lot of metadata that follow different schemas, since a great variety of business and service models will exist. Thus, techniques and strategies for message and query routing in schema-based P2P systems (should be investigated and deployed)[8],[9],[10] The KB is responsible for matching and accessing semantic data across the DBE network nodes by offering to the SME users a set of Core Services for transparently searching and accessing DBE Knowledge.

The search mechanism to be deployed determines the behavior of peers in three areas: Topology (how peers are connected to each other), Data placement (how data or metadata are distributed across the network of peers) and Message routing (how messages are propagated through the network) [2].

While designing the search mechanism and defining the peer behavior, the query language, the returned results and the autonomy of peers (e.g. an SME may wish to define what data wants to store, or share data only within a group of SMEs) should also be considered.

A P2P model can either be pure or it can be hybrid. In a pure model, there is no centralized server (e.g. Gnutella and Freenet). In a hybrid model, a server is approached first to obtain meta-information, such as the identity of the peer on which some information is stored, or to verify security credentials. From then on, the P2P communication is performed. Examples of a hybrid model include Napster, Groove, Aimster. There also intermediate solutions with Super Peers, such as KaZaa. Super Peers contain some of the information that others may not have. Other peers typically lookup information at Super Peers if they cannot find it otherwise.

Pure P2P systems tend to flood the network with query messages and the limited capabilities of some peers cause performance bottlenecks. So, pure P2P systems present efficiency weaknesses that make them unsuitable for the DBE. On the other hand hybrid systems perform better but they are not scalable and fault tolerant.

Super peer systems are trying to combine the two previous approaches to take advantage of the efficiency of a centralized search and the autonomy, load balancing and robustness of a distributed search. Super-peer based P2P infrastructures usually exploit a two-phase routing architecture, which queries first in the super-peer
backbone, and then distributes them to the peers connected to the super peers. Super-peer routing is based on different kinds of indexing and routing tables [6], [7].

The DBE KB architecture follows the super peer network paradigm for the efficiency benefits that it presents and its capability of taking advantage of the heterogeneity of the peers by assigning greater responsibility to those peers that are more capable to handle it [3]. However the choice of the super peer model does not solve all the problems that the DBE KB will face, since the design should consider several of challenging issues like: dynamic self-organization of peers and super peers, performance trade offs, load-balancing among equivalent peers and among simple peers and super peers, avoidance of single-point of failure in the super peers, search performance using super peers, data placement and indexing across super peers and other research issues.

In the DBE environment many IT systems will have to be integrated in a common network. These systems will be developed, managed and integrated using a range of methodologies, tools and middleware. We have witnessed during the last few years, especially as a result of efforts at OMG and W3C a gradual move to more complete semantic models as well as data representation interchange standards. OMG’s Model Drivel Architecture (MDA) provides an open, vendor-neutral approach to the challenge of interoperability, building upon and leveraging the value of OMG’s established modeling standards: Unified Modeling Language (UML), Meta-Object Facility (MOF), XML Metadata Interchange XMI etc. [12,13,14].
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**Figure 2: The DBE KB P2P Infrastructure**

One of the most challenging objectives for the DBE is to enable common business understanding and at the same time to provide for differentiation between businesses and organisations. From a technical point of view, this means that while each SME may have its own model for service or business description, at the same time it needs
to communicate with other SMEs and to understand each other. We have decided to follow a multi-layered approach in the Knowledge Modelling and Representation where each level in a top-down fashion adds more semantics into knowledge modelling concepts through specialization. For that, we are adhering to the rules of the MDA technology [12]. The top layer (M3) in MDA is the MOF meta-meta-model [13] that provides a mechanism for defining meta-models (meta-meta-data) which are actually residing at the M2 layer. M2 meta-models are used to provide specific models (meta-data) of representing knowledge (data). Thus the various types of content included in the KB are represented via XMI [14] so that multiple participants can query the stored content in a standardized and consistent manner. The KB Manager is responsible for the implementation of the appropriate structures for managing contents described with XMI. The manager uses the metamodel descriptions to determine how to manage contents that are actually instances of these meta-models. Figure 2 shows the DBE approach to metadata layering.

The P2P Knowledge Base infrastructure is shown in Figure 3. Three instances of core DBE services run at each SME node that belongs to the DBE network: the Recommender Service (RS), the Semantic Registry Service (SRS), and the KB Service (KBS). These services cooperate with the other instances in the peer network to perform the distributed knowledge update or retrieval tasks. These core services export a transparent common interface to DBE applications that need access in the DBE KB and hide the complexity of the necessary P2P communications between the service instances.

As we have described above, the distributed KB will follow the super peer network paradigm. Some SME peers that have enough bandwidth and processing capabilities will have more responsibilities than other SME peers. These SMEs will also run the three core service instances (of the KB infrastructure) that will behave differently than the service instances of the simple SME peers. The SME super peers will form a network among them and will be aware of the topology. These super peers act as servers to a group of SMEs are accepting recommendation, knowledge extraction and service discovery requests from their clients and based on the information distribution strategy that will be applied, forward the requests to the appropriate super peers that are able to satisfy or can reference to simple nodes that can satisfy the submitted requests.

For example the Service Publisher application (as shown in Figure 3) publishes the Service Manifest Advertisement (probably a summary of the Service Manifest that contains the most valuable information of a Service Description) accessing the local instance of the Semantic Registry Service. The local instance communicates with the respective service instance of the super peer that the SME is connected to and sends the advertisement. The super peer Service processes the Service Manifest Advertisement and based on the distribution strategy either it stores the service description in the local registry node (data management system) or it forwards the advertisement to the appropriate super peer Semantic Registry Service where it should be stored. The KB service acts in the same way as the Semantic Registry service. For example, BML descriptions produced by the BML Editor are pushed to the local KB-Service. This Service processes the description and forwards the public description to the super peer KB-service.
The super peer KB service identifies the appropriate super peer that will handle the storage of the public information to the data management systems contributed by other SME peers. On the other hand the Recommender service acts autonomously. Periodically the local Recommender Service Instance asks the super peer Recommender Service for new system recommendations. The super peer Recommender service based on declared or automatically produced SME preferences in cooperation with other super peers identifies a group of SMEs that might contain information or services that should be recommended to the SME. The recommendation request is forwarded then to the Recommender Service instances of the qualified SMEs where is being processed and the recommendation results are sent (in P2P manner) back to the SME Recommender Service that requested them.

5 Conclusions and Open Issues

The previously described infrastructure for knowledge management will be an ontology-based P2P meta-data management system that its architecture can be used in many different environments. Some of the research issues related to the P2P Knowledge Management that will be examined during the project are the following:

- Ontology management (insertion, maintenance, conflict resolution and utilization) in P2P systems with the use of Relational Databases at each peer following a Service Oriented Architecture.
- Business model ontologies, business process ontologies, environmental ontologies, domain specific ontologies and their use and interplay in a dynamic service environment.
- Distributed Semantic Recommendation and Service Composition mechanisms
Self-organization of the P2P network.
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Abstract. The transition from traditional paper libraries to digital libraries enables new strategies for the use and maintenance of artifact collections. Distributed software development can be regarded as a special case of digital library utilization, where developers or groups of developers are working on the same software geographically dispersed in time zones which might differ. We present a hierarchical super peer network which represents the organizational structures of distributed software development in a natural way and is able to integrate distributed resources like version control systems as well as local devices. This approach is then generalized to support the self-organization of widely distributed, loosely coupled, and autonomous digital library systems.

1 Introduction

The transition from traditional paper libraries to digital libraries enables new strategies for the use and maintenance of artifact collections. Collections are globally distributed and maintained by different organizations and even private persons. Digital binding techniques allow for the construction of project specific reference libraries by reorganizing existing library material and for the reintegration of project results [1]. As production, storage and classification of documents are now accomplished digitally, library support for intermediate and final results of collaborative writing can be achieved. Furthermore the collection and organization of assets other than documents, as for example works of art or services, is possible by referencing them from within the digital library.

Taking advantage of digital libraries in the described manner calls for a flexible support by a system architecture which enables the combination of collections against the background of different organizational, topical, and technical contexts, offering simple access to potential library users on the one hand and guaranteeing autonomy to library patrons on the other hand.

Distributed software development can be regarded as a special case of digital library utilization, where developers or groups of developers are working on the same software geographically dispersed in time zones which might differ. As the
use of a central repository for shared artifacts might have substantial drawbacks like slower and less reliable network connections, software developers rely on distributed artifact collections, or in other words on distributed digital libraries of software engineering artifacts.

In this paper we introduce a hierarchical super peer network for software development as an example for a flexible distributed digital library architecture. Distributed teams, in particular for open source software projects, can be regarded as peer-to-peer systems themselves. The support granted to them by the super peer network begins with the formation of new developer groups and projects and enables the flexible self-organization of the involved organizational units and their respective relationships. Apart from artifacts, distributed resources like version control systems as well as local devices can be integrated, so that developers are able to access and use shared artifacts any time and anywhere within the network.

Beyond the context of software engineering, hierarchical super peer networks can be regarded as a general approach to achieve flexibility and autonomy for a loose coupling of digital library collections. For this purpose, the organizational units and their relationships in the area of software engineering have to be reconsidered and transformed to more general units applicable to digital libraries in general.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes peer types representing the four central organizational units in the area of software engineering and maps the structures of distributed software development projects into a peer-to-peer architecture. The integration of additional resources like version control systems is demonstrated in section 3. Section 4 shows how peers can be organized in a hierarchical peer-to-peer network and how an appropriate lookup service can be designed. Section 5 generalizes the presented approach and describes a super peer network to support cooperation between arbitrary distributed digital libraries and collections. After presenting related work in section 6 we conclude and outline some future work in section 7.

2 Organizational Units and their Relationships

Peer-to-peer architectures are often characterized as the opposite of Client/Server architectures. The most distinctive difference is that in peer-to-peer networks the peers are capable of acting as client and server at the same time. Furthermore, peers are accessible by other peers directly without passing intermediary entities [2].

In case of distributed software development each developer can be considered a peer. A developer peer can offer and access artifacts within the peer-to-peer network. Developers are often organized in groups which are managed by special group peers. Beyond, developers and groups of developers are organized in projects to reach a common goal. A project peer offers the needed project management services. Organizations (e.g. an enterprise or institution) consist of projects, groups and developers and are managed by organization peers. The en-
The entirety of the described organizational units constitutes a hierarchical structure. Figure 1 depicts a logical view of a possible structure of peers which does not necessarily reflect the physical structure of the involved computers. $P_2$ and $G_3$, for example, could physically reside on the same computer.

In order to model the relationships between the different peer types, the UML notation for aggregation, composition, and association is used (cf. figure 1):

- **Aggregation** and **composition** describe a close cooperation between organizational units or peers, respectively, and can also be used to describe their hierarchical order. Typically, to establish an aggregation or composition relationship a peer registers at a superior peer. The superior peer has the special ability to control its registered peers. In figure 1, for example, group peer $G_1$ has control over the single peers $S_3$ to $S_5$. The group peers $G_2$ and $G_4$ are connected by a composition relationship. This means that peer $G_4$ cannot exist without group peer $G_2$ whereas in an aggregation relationship the partners of the aggregation can exist without each other.

- **The association** describes a loosely coupled cooperation with widely autonomous partners. No clear hierarchical structure can be extracted from an association relationship. The groups $G_1$ and $G_2$ in figure 1 cooperate. The same is true for the developers within these groups so that access to resources

![Diagram of a hierarchical structure of organizational units](image)
of the respective other group can be granted to them. The developer at single peer $S_3$ is associated to group peer $G_3$ which means that he cooperates with the group $G_3$. Since an association signifies a loose connection only, a developer can be associated to more than one group at a time.

3 Resource Integration

For cooperative software development developer groups typically use a number of tools like version control systems (e.g. CVS or subversion) and CSCW systems. In the following such tools, storages, or services are understood as resources. In the context of a tight cooperation organizational units share resources among each other. A project peer for example usually shares its resources with the involved groups, i.e. the group peers are granted access to these resources. Group peers typically share their resources with single peers, i.e. all developers in a project can use the resources which are connected to the appropriate project peer.

![Diagram](Fig. 2. Resource peer)

Resources can directly be integrated into a peer-to-peer network as can be seen in figure 2. The resource peer $R$ connects to the resources $A$ and $B$ in an application specific way. Externally another interface (e.g. in form of a web service) is offered to the rest of the peers. The peers connect to a resource through a special adapter which uses the corresponding external interface of the resource peer. The resource peer either manages access control lists of the peers which have access to the resources or queries another peer, like the project peer $P$ in figure 2, whether to grant access to the requesting peer. All in all, the following steps are necessary to connect to a resource which is integrated into a peer-to-peer network:
1. The requesting peer (e.g. $S_2$) asks the resource peer for access to a resource.
2. The resource peer asks the responsible peer for access rights or consults its access control list.
3. Afterwards, access is granted or denied to the requesting peer.
4. If access is granted, the resource can be accessed.

By using the interfaces of a resource peer other peers can for example access documents which are stored on a CVS server or a local device. Another example for the shared use of resources is the registration of group members for a forum or a groupware system carried out by their group peer via a resource peer.

4 Multi-tier Look Up Service

The lookup service is a central requirement for peer-to-peer systems. It assigns and locates resources and artifacts among peers [3]. Distributed “flat” peer-to-peer lookup services are e.g. Chord [4], CAN [5], Pastry [6] and Tapestry [7]. The approach presented in this paper is the introduction of a hierarchical multi-tier lookup service where peers are organized in disjoint clusters as it is depicted in figure 3. Super peers route the messages along clusters to the destination cluster. Within the clusters the messages move through the hierarchical structure of the peers. The hierarchical peer structures in combination with their super peers form a hierarchical super peer network [8]. The super peers hold a common metadata index of available artifacts which are distributed over the different organizational units or peer types, respectively. They are able to answer simple queries. Detailed queries additionally pass through the hierarchical structure of the peers. The exchange of the located artifacts takes place directly from peer to peer.

Super peer networks have some advantages in comparison to pure peer-to-peer networks. They combine the efficiency of the centralized client-server model with the autonomy, load balancing, and robustness of distributed search. They also take advantage of the heterogeneity of capabilities across peers. Parameters like cluster size and super peer redundancy have to be considered by designing a super peer network. Redundancy decreases individual super peer load significantly whereas the cluster size affects the behavior of the network in an even more complex manner [9, 10].

The most important benefits of the approach discussed in this paper are scalability and administrative autonomy. A super peer can independently route messages within its cluster. Similarly, organization, project, and group peers can route the messages to subordinated peers using their own strategy. Queries to selected organizational units do not flood the entire network, but can be routed directly.

4.1 Metadata Index

The super peers are connected to each other and share a common metadata index of the available artifacts. Physically, any peer which has enough computing
Fig. 3. Multi-tier lookup service in a hierarchical super peer network
power, storage capacity, and an adequate network connection can be chosen to be a super peer. In figure 3, a ring of super peers is shown for reasons of simplicity. There are other techniques like HyperCuP [11] that are able to increase the scalability and reduce the lookup time drastically. Peers which are registered at a super peer make up a cluster as depicted in figure 3.

There are different ways in which super peers can collect metadata. Typically peers which are linked to other peers by associations only register at the associated peers and send their metadata directly to the super peer whereas peers which are in an aggregation or composition relationship register at the superior peer and send their metadata there. Thus, a superior peer has extensive knowledge of the subordinated peers. The superior peers send the available metadata to higher peers in the hierarchical order until the super peer is reached. One advantage of this approach is that not every peer in a network needs an internet connection to make its metadata available. Furthermore, the superior peers have control over the metadata which is sent to a super peer. Hence, superior peers have the ability to decide whether metadata of subordinated peers is made available or unavailable to superior peers or the global index, respectively.

Within the metadata index additional information on the organizational units like group members, project goals and capabilities of developers is stored. Moreover, metadata can also be extracted from resources which are connected to a resource peer. In figure 3 a simplified view of resource connections is illustrated in which the resource peer is not explicitly visible. In this case the associated peers are assumed to have the capabilities of a resource peer.

5 A General Super Peer Network for Digital Libraries

The hierarchical super peer network for distributed software development described above can be generalized to support the flexibility and self-organization of widely distributed, loosely coupled, and autonomous digital library systems. The architecture allows for the search over collections of arbitrary artifacts as for example traditional documents, on-line books, digital images, and videos, which is a basic service requirement for digital libraries [12]. Beyond, the network enables library users to also store, administer, and classify their own artifacts. Thus, it supports scenarios like the construction of personal or group reference libraries and collaborative authoring.

Figure 4 depicts a hierarchical super peer network for digital libraries. The organizational units and their respective peer types are adapted to the situation within a general digital library. Persons are able to search for artifacts and offer artifacts on their own. They are therefore supplied with person peers. On the next organizational level, the artifacts are grouped within collections managed by collection peers. Collection peers offer functionality relating to collection organization as for example the provision of a common classification scheme. A digital library can combine a number of different collections and is associated with a digital library peer. A digital library peer supports the integration of different collections, for example by offering merging services for different classification
schemes [13]. Furthermore, it manages access to the digital library artifacts, for example by ensuring a certain mode of payment [14]. Person peers and collection peers can also exist independently from a superior peer and autonomously offer artifacts.

Fig. 4. A hierarchical super peer network for digital libraries

Person peers, collection peers, and digital library peers, as in the approach for distributed software development presented above, are clustered. The clusters again are connected via super peers in the described manner (cf. sect. 4) and searched via super peers and superior peers.

The described network represents a first step in order to capitalize on the advantages of peer-to-peer technology for digital libraries. For personal or project
reference libraries most of the upcoming traffic will remain within subareas of the network where co-workers cooperate intensely. For specialized collections which focus on special topics or special media types queries can be routed directly to selected collections or even library experts without flooding the entire network. Precision and query performance can hence be improved. Additionally, a self-organization of collections and libraries is possible. Scalability and administrative autonomy are also ensured.

6 Related Work

Enabling interoperability among heterogeneous, widely distributed, autonomous digital library services is also the purpose of some other projects as described for example in [12]. The goal of establishing a manageable system of personal and project reference libraries as pursued in [1] also calls for a flexibility which can be achieved by the use of a super peer network.

The design of a super peer network is described in [9]. The costs and benefits of a new hybrid approach called structured super peers is explored in [10]. It partially distributes lookup information among a dynamically adjusted set of high-capacity super peers to provide constant-time lookup. Super peer based routing strategies for RDF-based peer-to-peer networks are described in [15].

In hierarchical peer-to-peer systems, peers are organized into groups, and each group has its autonomous intra-group overlay network and lookup service. A general framework and scalable hierarchical overlay management is provided in [8].

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented a super peer network approach for autonomous and self-organizing digital libraries and artifact collections and substantiated it by describing a network instance for special libraries dedicated to software development tasks.

One future challenge with regard to hierarchical super peer networks is to analyze the dynamic behavior of the network, particularly if peers fail. Enhancing the availability of artifacts and peer services by replication seems to be one promising approach to solve this problem.

Another issue is to gain further understanding on how the presented approach can be refined against the background of reference libraries. The use of project peers as they have already been introduced for distributed software development could be an option. Yet, the project peers have to be adequately fit into the overall hierarchical structure of the network.
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Abstract. This paper presents the architecture and the features of an annotation service for digital libraries. Firstly, it describes the relevant aspects of annotations and the different way of using them. Then it shows how the characteristics of the annotations drive the design choices of the architecture. Finally it discusses the design choices and the architectural alternatives for developing the annotation service.

1 Introduction

The main objective of this research is to create an Annotation Service (AS) for Digital Libraries (DL), which deals with many aspects of annotations, such as creation, management, access and retrieval of both manual and automatically created annotations. The service at hand is innovative because in fact it is able to actively exploit annotations in order to select and retrieve documents from a digital library in response to a user query.

Over past years a lot of research work regarding annotations has been done [18]: user studies for understanding annotation practices and discovering common annotation patterns [12–14, 22]; investigation and categorization of various facets of the annotation [3, 8, 13]; employment of ad-hoc devices or handheld devices which enable reading appliances with annotation capabilities [15–17, 21]; design and development of document models and applications which support annotations in digital libraries, in the Web, in collaboratory systems and working groups [3, 8, 10, 18, 20, 23, 24]. All this research work has led to different viewpoints about what annotations are:

- **annotations are metadata**: they are additional data about an existing content. For example, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [10, 23, 24] considers annotations as metadata and interprets them as the first step in creating an infrastructure that will handle and associate metadata with content towards the Semantic Web;

- **annotations are contents**: they are additional content about an existing content; they increase existing content and allow the creation of new relationships among existing contents, by means of links that connect annotations together and with existing content. In this sense we can consider that existing
content and annotations constitute a hypertext, according to the definition of hypertext provided in [1]. For example, [13] considers annotations as a natural way of enhancing hypertexts by actively engaging users with existing content in a digital library [12, 15, 21];

- **annotations are dialog acts**: they are part of a discourse with an existing content. For example, [8] considers annotations as the document context, intended as the context of the collaborative discourse in which the document is placed.

In the following for annotation we mean any piece of additional content associated with an existing content and we consider that annotations and existing contents constitute a hypertext. Note that digital libraries do not usually provide a hypertext that links documents together; thus annotations can represent an effective means for creating a hypertext that links annotations and existing content together. This hypertext can be exploited not only for providing alternative navigation and browsing capabilities, but also for offering advanced search functionalities. Finally the hypertext existing between documents and annotations enables different annotation configurations, that are threads of annotations, i.e. an annotation made in response or comment to another annotation, and sets of annotation, i.e. a bundle of annotations on the same passage of text. A comprehensive presentation on annotations and their facets can be found in [3, 4].

Furthermore annotations introduce a new content layer devoted to elucidate the meaning of an underlying information resource and they can make hidden facets of the annotated information resource more explicit. Thus, we can exploit annotations for retrieval purposes, and add the evidence provided by annotations themselves in order to better satisfy the user’s information needs. For example, suppose that we have the following query: “good survey grid computing”. A relevant document for this query could be ranked low because it does not contain the terms “good” and “survey”. On the other hand, if the following annotation “good survey, which clearly explains the topic” is linked to the document, we can exploit it in order to better rank the document. Note that the annotation itself does not clearly states what topic is explained but this information can be still obtained exploiting the hypertext and navigating the link that connects the annotation to the document. Thus we can combine two distinct sources of evidence, the one coming from the document and the one coming from the annotation. This way the annotation and the document can cooperate together in order to better satisfy the user’s information need. Indeed the combining of these multiple sources of evidence can be exploited to improve the performances of an information management system, i.e. to retrieve more relevant documents and to better rank them with respect to the case of a simple query without annotations. This is what we mean for “to actively exploit annotations in order to select and retrieve documents from a DL in response to a user query”.

Finally, today the notion of isolated applications or data is increasingly disappearing in favour of a distributed and networked environment with an information centric view. This allows us to provide integrated services and applications to users, without any distinction between local and remote information resources.
In this context we can envisage a scenario in which a DL can become not only a place where information resources can be stored and made available, but also a daily work tool, which can be integrated into the way the user works, so that the user’s intellectual work and contents which are provided by the digital library can be merged together, constituting a single working context. Thus the digital library is no longer perceived as something external to the intellectual production process or as a mere consulting tool but as an intrinsic and active part of the intellectual production process. Annotations are effective means used in enabling this paradigm of interaction between users and digital libraries for all the reasons previously explained and, in particular, because annotations allow users to naturally create an hypertext that seamlessly merges personal contents with the contents provided by the digital library.

The presentation of the findings is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the design choices and the features of the architecture of the annotation service, while Section 3 describes each component of the annotation service and its functionalities.

2 Annotation Service Architecture

In the context introduced in Section 1, architectural choices become a key factor for enabling the design and development of an advanced annotation service capable of both modelling the different facets of the annotation and effectively exploiting annotations for search and retrieval purposes.

We need to design an architecture with a twofold aim: firstly, it has to model the behaviour of the AS in a modular way, so that we can easily add new functionalities to the AS without the need of redesigning the architecture of the AS. Secondly, the architecture has to be flexible enough to be implemented according to different architectural paradigms, such as Web Services (WS) or Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architectures (figure 1). Indeed a flexible architecture allows the AS to have a great reach and a widespread usage, so that users can benefit from its functionalities without limitations due to the architecture of a particular DL, allowing a strict interaction between users and digital libraries.

Thus the annotation service has to comply with the following constraint: it must be able to work with diverse DL systems.

We introduce this constraint for three reasons:

– annotations are a key technology for actively engaging users with a DL. Users need to have an annotation service easily available for each DL they work with and they should not change their annotative practices only because they work with a different DL system. Thus the annotation service must be capable to be integrated into various DL systems in order to guarantee a uniform way of interaction to the users;
– annotations create a hypertext that allow users to merge their personal content with the content provided by diverse DL systems, according to the scenario envisage above. This hypertext can span and cross the boundaries
of a single DL and thus the annotations service must be able to interact with
diverse DL systems;
− annotations and information resources managed by the DL provide multiple
sources of evidence for answering to a user’s query. Since these sources of
evidence can come from different DL systems and we need to combine them
in order to answer the query, the annotation service must be able to work
with diverse DL systems.

To comply with the constraint just defined, we have decided to adopt an
architecture using a gateway which mediates between the DL and the core func-
tionalities of the AS. Furthermore we have mapped this choice into a three layer
architecture, which allows us to have a better modularity. Figure 2 demonstrates
this architecture, where the AS is depicted on the right, and in the cloud the
external DL system is represented.

The architecture is organized along two dimensions:

− vertical decomposition (from bottom to top): consists of three layers – the
data, application and interface logic layers – and it is concerned with the
organization of the core functionalities of the AS.
This decomposition allows us to achieve a better modularity within the AS
and to properly describe the behaviour of the AS by means of isolating
specific functionalities at the proper layer. Moreover it makes it possible
to clearly define the workflow within the AS by means of communication
paths that connect the different components of the AS itself. This way we
can achieve the first aim of our architecture, that is to model the behaviour
of the AS in a modular way.
horizontal decomposition (from left to right): consists of the DL system, the gateway and the core services of the AS. It separates the core functionalities of the AS from the problem of integrating the AS into a specific DL system. The horizontal decomposition allows us to achieve the second aim of our architecture, since we can integrate the AS with a different DL system simply by changing the gateway. Furthermore, the architecture is presented in the context of a DL, but it is suitable for integration also with other systems that manage documents and offer information retrieval capabilities, such as a search engine or a collaboratory system [4].

In order to achieve a great flexibility, we design the architecture of the AS at a high level of abstraction, that is we define the functionalities of each component of the AS in terms of abstract Application Program Interface (API). This way we can model the behaviour and the workflow within the AS without worrying about the actual implementation of each component. Different alternative implementations of each component could be provided, still keeping a coherent view of the whole architecture of the AS.

On the whole, we have two levels of abstraction: the first level is the separation of the core features of the AS from the integration with the DL and the organization of the AS into different layers in order to clearly determine the
different functionalities of the AS; the second level is built on top of the first one and makes it possible to describe at a higher level of abstraction the behaviour of each component of the AS, separating its behaviour from the actual implementation of the AS. This way we can have multiple implementations of the AS all referring to the same architecture and API.

We achieve the abstraction levels described above by means of a set of interfaces, which define the behaviour of each component of the AS in abstract terms. Then, a set of abstract classes partially implement the interfaces in order to define the behaviour of each component. This way this behaviour becomes common to all of the implementations of that component. Finally, the actual implementation is left to the concrete classes, inherited from the abstract ones, that fit the AS into a given architecture, such as a WS or P2P architecture. Furthermore, we apply the abstract factory design pattern [9], which uses a factory class for providing concrete implementations of a component, compliant with its interface, in order to guarantee a consistent way of managing the different implementations of each component.

The AS is developed using the Java programming language, which provides us great portability across different hardware and software platforms.

3 Components of the Annotation Service

In the following sections we describe each component of the AS, according to figure 2 from bottom to top.

3.1 Data Logic Layer

Annotation Storing Manager (ASM) manages the actual storage of the annotations and provides a persistence layer for storing the Annotation objects, that are used in the upper layers for representing annotations.

The ASM provides a set of basic operations for storing, retrieving, deleting and searching annotations in a SQL–like fashion. Furthermore it takes care of mapping Annotation objects into their equivalent representation for the actual storage, according to the Data Access Object (DAO) and the Transfer Object (TO) design patterns. This way all of the other components of the AS deal only with Annotation objects, which represent the TO of our system, without worrying about the details related to the persistence of such objects.

Annotations are modeled according to the Entity–Relationship (ER) schema of figure 3, which is described in detail in [4]. Briefly, the ER schema of figure 3 represents the fact that an Annotation must Annotate one and only one digital object, identified by its handle DOHandle, while it can Relate To one

---

1 http://java.sun.com
2 http://java.sun.com/blueprints/corej2eepatterns/Pages/Pages/DataAccessObject.html
3 http://java.sun.com/blueprints/corej2eepatterns/Pages/Pages/TransferObject.html
or more digital objects. Moreover one or more Signs, e.g. a piece of text or a graphic mark, contribute to Express an Annotation and each Sign can have one or more Meanings, that define its semantics.

Note that the ER schema of figure 3 can be easily mapped to different designing models, such as a relational schema, a Resource Description Framework (RDF) schema or a eXtensible Markup Language (XML) schema. This way it gives us great flexibility with respect to different architectural choices and allows us to provide different implementations of the ASM in a completely transparent manner for the other components of the AS.

**Annotation Indexing Manager (AIM)** provides a set of basic operations for indexing and searching annotations for information retrieval purposes.

The AIM is a full-text information retrieval system and deals with the textual content of an annotation. It is based on the experience acquired in developing IRON (Information Retrieval ON), the prototype information retrieval system that we have developed to be used in the Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) evaluation campaigns since 2002; the main functionalities of IRON are described in [2, 7].

**Annotation Abstraction Layer (AAL)** abstracts the upper layers from the details of the actual storage and indexing of annotations, providing uniform access to the functionalities of the ASI and the ASM.

The AAL provides the typical Create–Read–Update–Delete (CRUD) data management operations, taking care of coordinating the work of the ASM and the ASI together. For example when we create a new annotation, we need to put it in both the ASM and in the ASI or, when we delete an annotation, we need to remove it from both the ASM and the ASI.

![Fig. 3. Entity–Relationship schema for modelling annotations.](image-url)
Furthermore the AAL provides search capabilities forwarding the queries to the ASM or to the AIM. At the moment there is only the AIM for providing full text search capabilities but, in the future, other specialised information retrieval engines can be added to the system, for example for indexing and searching the graphical content of an annotation and other types of digital media. In any case the addition of other information retrieval engines becomes transparent for the upper layers, since the AAL provides uniform access to them.

Note that both the ASM and the AIM are focused on each single annotation in order to properly store and index it, but they do not have a comprehensive view of the relationships that exist between documents and annotations, that is they do not take into consideration the hypertext mentioned in Section 1. On the contrary, the AAL has a global view of the annotations and their relationships and exploits it for managing purposes. For example, if we delete an annotation that is part of a thread of annotations, what policy do we need to apply? Do we delete all the annotations that refer to the deleted one or do we try to reposition those annotations? The ASM and AIM alone would not be able to answer this question but, on the other hand, the AAL can drive the ASM and the AIM to perform the correct operations.

Thus, on the whole, the AAL, the ASM and the AIM constitute an information management system specialised in managing annotations, as a database management system is specialised in managing structured data.

### 3.2 Application Logic Layer

**Information Retrieval on aNNotations (IRON²)** provides advanced search capabilities based on annotations, such as those previously introduced.

As an important consequence of our architecture, we know everything about annotations but we have no knowledge about documents managed by the DL. This is due to the fact that we directly manage annotations while documents and information pertaining to them are provided by the DL.

This architectural choice influences the way in which our search strategy is carried out and retrieving documents by using annotations involves a complex strategy. Firstly, the AS receives a query from the end-user, the query is used to select all the relevant annotations, an annotation hypertext can now be built and used to identify the related documents. Now we aim to combine the source of evidence coming from annotations with the one coming for the documents managed by the DL, as previously explained. Since the source of evidence concerning the documents is completely managed by the DL, the AS has to query the DL, which gives back a list of relevant documents. Only after that the AS has acquired this information from the DL, it can combine it with the source of evidence coming from annotations in order to create a fused list of result documents that are presented to the users to better satisfy his information needs.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) sequence diagram [19] of figure 4 shows how this search strategy involves many of the components of the AS.
Automatic Annotation Manager (AAM) creates automatic annotations for a given document.

Automatic annotations can be created using topic detection techniques to associate each annotation with its related topic, which forms the context of the annotation. In this way a document can be re-organized and segmented into topics, whose granularity can vary, and annotations can present a brief description of those topics. Then by applying automatic hypertext construction techniques, similar to those presented in [5], document topics and annotations can be linked together, proposing an alternative way of navigating the content of a digital library.

Annotation Service Integrator (ASI) integrates the underlying components and provides uniform access to them. It represents the entry point to the core functionalities of the AS for both the gateway and the user interface, dispatching their requests to underlying layers and collecting the responses from the underlying layers.
The ASI can be further exploited for creating a network of P2P annotation services that cooperate together. In this scenario, when the ASI receives a request from the gateway or from the user interface – for example a search request – it forwards the request also to the other ASI peers and then collects their answers in order to provide access to the whole network of P2P annotation services.

Thus, our architecture allows us to implement the annotation service not only as a stand–alone service, that can be integrated into different DL systems, but also as a network of P2P annotation services that cooperate in order to provide advanced annotation functionalities to different DL systems.

Gateway (GW) provides functionalities of mediator between the core functionalities of the AS and the DL system. Simply by changing the gateway, we can share the same AS with different DL systems. We can envisage three kinds of gateway: firstly the AS could be connected to a DL which uses a proprietary protocol and in this case the gateway can implement it. This is the case, for example, of the OpenDLib digital library [6], with which the AS is going to cooperate [3]. Secondly we could employ Web Services to carry out the gateway, so that the AS is accessible in a more standardized way. Finally the gateway can be used to adapt the AS to a P2P digital library.

Note that the decoupling of the core functionalities of the AS from its integration within a specific DL is independent from the possibility of implementing the AS as a stand–alone service or as a network of P2P services. Indeed we can adapt both of these implementations to any kind of DL system by means of a proper gateway: in both cases the gateway represents the unique access point for the DL to the functionalities of the stand–alone AS or of the P2P network of AS.

3.3 Interface Logic Layer

User Interface (UI) provides an interface to end–users for creating, modifying, deleting and searching annotations. As show in figure 2 the UI is connected to the ASI, so that it represents the user interface of AS itself and it is independent of any particular DL system.

On the other hand, we can connect or integrate the UI directly in the gateway, so that it represents a user interface tailored to the specific DL for which the gateway is developed. In this case the gateway forwards the request of the UI to the ASI, for which the gateway acts also as user interface. For example, this choice has been adopted in integrating the AS into the OpenDLib digital library in order to obtain a user interface more coherent with those of the other OpenDLib services.

The design choice of connecting the UI to the gateway or to the AS gives interesting possibilities for programmatically accessing the functionalities of the AS. As an example, if the gateway is implemented using Web Services, another service can programmatically access the AS in order to create more complex applications that exploit also annotations.
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Abstract. Databases and Grid computing are a good match. With the service orientation of Grid computing, the complexity of maintaining and integrating databases can be kept away from the actual users. Data access and integration is performed via services, which also allow to employ an access control.

While it is our perception that many proposed Grid applications rely on a centralized and static infrastructure, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technologies might help to dynamically scale and enhance Grid applications. The focus does not lie on publicly available P2P networks here, but on the self-organizing capabilities of P2P networks in general. A P2P overlay could, e.g., be used to improve the distribution of queries in a data Grid. For studying the combination of these three technologies, Grid computing, databases, and P2P, in this paper, we use an existing application from the life sciences, drug target validation, as an example. In its current form, this system has several drawbacks. We believe that they can be alleviated by using a combination of the service-based architecture of Grid computing and P2P technologies for implementing the services.

The work presented in this paper is in progress. We mainly focus on the description of the current system state, its problems and the proposed new architecture. For a better understanding, we also outline the main topics related to the work presented here.

1 Introduction

There are many cases in which the integration of data from different sources gains additional value [13]. This is why most of the proposed applications of Grid Computing have data integration at their core.

In the Grid community, it is a common assumption that certain sets of Grid participants form virtual organizations (VOs) that exist only for a limited time and aim at jointly achieving a certain, well-defined goal [5]. The members of a VO, however, may be limited in their rights to access data from other members of their VO. Therefore, data access should be exposed to VO members only via services. The access control is then performed on the basis of these services.

A VO could, e.g., be formed by different life science research laboratories, both in universities and in companies. As continuous example in this paper, we
use a typical application from the life sciences, namely validation of drug targets. Here, the involvement of a protein in a disease and the potential of treating the disease by activating or inhibiting the protein is evaluated with a variety of biochemical and in-silico methods.

The potential targets and the data gathered in validating them are the intellectual property of the respective pharmaceutical companies and their contracted biotech partners. These companies typically maintain huge database libraries containing information about expression of the proteins in different tissues, protein-protein interactions, interactions between proteins and small molecules (potential drugs), etc. Some of the relevant information, e.g. protein and gene sequences, is publicly available from different research institutions, but comes in a variety of formats, often flat files due to historical reasons.

Today, pharma companies replicate the contents of the publicly available databases to local repositories, where they are pre-processed and integrated with the in-house data to allow complex queries while ensuring that proprietary information does not leave the company. This means, however, that data not replicated in the in-house repository cannot be accessed. Furthermore, many pharma companies outsource biochemical analyses to specialised biotech companies (e.g. profiling the interactions of a target protein or solving 3D structures) and need to integrate their results with the in-house data. Finally, today’s globally operating pharma companies are faced with the problem of integrating data from their various sites, with often separately evolved database systems.

Here, Grid Computing with its service orientation is a promising approach to reduce the database maintenance overhead of individual institutions. Ideally, the required external databases could be remotely queried in their up-to-date state without the need to repeatedly copy and pre-process them locally. E.g., database services could be defined with the OGSA-DAI toolkit [10] and then be used to integrate the different data sources.

Collaboration of separate companies within a VO is very unlikely to result in open sharing of data between different parties. Especially biotech companies that perform services for different pharma companies need to give their individual clients access only to specific subsets of their results. Furthermore, since information gathered about a target protein is confidential, it should not be accessible to competitors. Pharma companies do not want to let their competitors know about the specific research performed by deducing patterns from the queries made by them. Hence some kind of “query obfuscation” needs to be employed to reduce this risk.

In order to protect the intellectual property of a company, all queries have to be executed on local database servers. To relieve the database servers from the high load posed on them, distributed query evaluation is needed. There are two extreme types of distributed evaluation. First, with data shipping, all data relevant to a query is transferred to one node which then has the burden to do all the processing associated with the query and afterwards return the result. Query shipping, on the other hand, transfers (parts of) the query to the data sources, where intermediary results are generated. These intermediary results
are exchanged between the data sources in order to construct the final result. Mixed forms of these two approaches are conceivable.

As mentioned above, shipping data to third parties might be problematic, since companies do not want their competitors to access their proprietary and sensitive data. Therefore, in this paper, we present our ongoing work to evaluate architectures for query shipping which allow to reduce the processing load put on the nodes. The approach we are currently following is to use a P2P overlay for scheduling queries on node subsets of VOs. The constitution of these subsets is controlled by particular companies, which is why the subsets can be considered trustworthy. The size of the subsets can be adapted dynamically to scale the system with increasing load, since the nodes in the subsets organize themselves in a P2P manner.

In order to provide interoperability with existing applications, our P2P query execution mechanisms on these subsets will be exported as a standard Grid service, e.g. using the interfaces defined by OGSA-DAI. This hides the functionality of query scheduling behind OGSA-DAI's standardized interfaces. By doing this, we can also employ the service description methods of OGSA-DAI to semantically integrate different data sources using appropriate ontologies.

The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we describe the current architecture of the application example explained above. Then, we point out the major issues with it. After outlining the work related to ours in section 3, section 4 describes and discusses the architecture of an improved system which is to remove the previously mentioned issues. We then conclude in section 5 by highlighting the future directions of our work.

2 Problem Definition

In the last section, we gave a general overview of the drug target validation application. The currently employed architecture of this system is depicted in figure 1. Each pharma company replicates (some of) the content stored in public databases into its own database. Additionally, data generated by contracted third parties is merged into the local database. This data is only to be used by the respective pharma company. Note that although depicted as if the data were sent over the Internet, it is quite common to send these data on CDs to the pharma companies. Both the data retrieved from public databases and from third party contractors are manually integrated with the proprietary data of the pharma companies. Then, in-silico methods can be applied to the data.

This simple and pragmatic solution has several drawbacks:

1. Since the public databases have a size of several gigabytes, the data transfer takes a long time. Additionally, bandwidth and storage are aggressively consumed by the repeated replication of the full databases, even if only parts of them are actually accessed. Likewise, even databases that are only rarely accessed need to be replicated to the local system in order to be integrated with the other databases.
2. Content stored in the public databases changes frequently. Hence, even more bandwidth and processing power is consumed by constant updating. Furthermore, it sometimes occurs that the data is outdated once the in-silico calculations have finished. The full cycle then has to be repeated.

We aim at eliminating these drawbacks while retaining the strong confidentiality constraints posed on the system: No proprietary data is allowed to leave a company and no other party than the pharma company itself must know about the analyses performed on the data.

Note that these security requirements are implicitly fulfilled in the system depicted in figure 1: All computations are performed at the respective pharma companies. If a third party were to do these computations, it might deduce some knowledge about the projects run by the pharma companies. We do not want the third party contractors or the public database providers to be able to gain insight into the intellectual property of a pharma company. This includes relations between facts that could be derived from query patterns.

3 Related Work

The work presented in this paper is related to several research areas. In this section, we point out their main characteristics and especially those relevant to our work.
3.1 Grid Computing

The term Grid Computing is associated with the sharing of resources in virtual organizations (VOs) formed by multiple institutions [5]. A VO is formed for following a common goal which is to be jointly achieved. As in real life, the participation of institutions is constrained by rules. Example applications of Grid computing include manufacturing, where each supplier in the chain is member of the VO, high energy physics with its vast storage requirements and many more. Grid applications typically have vast processing or storage requirements.

Grid computing employs a service-oriented approach and is heavily focused on standardization [4]. Services are defined and accessed by using standardized languages. Since all services use the same set of standards and languages, convenient service discovery through registries is enabled. Participants of a VO might be limited in their rights to access certain resources and therefore resource access has to be restricted using security services [4].

As discussed by Watson [13], the combination of different data sources provides added value. Many applications rely on databases, however existent database management systems (DBMSs) are not especially designed for Grid environments. Since huge investments have been made for the development of DBMSs and for maintaining the data, one cannot simply develop new DBMSs for Grids. Existent DBMSs have to be integrated with the Grid [13].

Kunszt et al. [9] discuss how databases can be fit into the standards and the Grid service model. An example implementation for wrapping commodity databases into Grid services has been produced in the OGSA-Database Access and Integration project (OGSA-DAI) [13, 10]. This toolkit is easy to use and adapt to new requirements.

3.2 Peer-to-Peer Overlays

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks are powerful way to enable resource sharing between hosts, called peers here. The peers connect to each other using certain rules for creating a virtual network topology which is overlaid to the underlying physical network. Links in this topology are realized as transport channels while the P2P protocols are situated at the application layer in the layer model of the Internet.

Early P2P overlays were so-called unstructured P2P networks. There, the formation of the overlay topology is very flexible and does not prescribe the choice of overlay links or the number of links. The flexibility of unstructured P2P networks allows nodes to choose “good” links, e.g. with low delay. However, since the topology is random, data items cannot be deterministically located. This is the reason why unstructured P2P networks like Gnutella [8] employ flooding or random walks in order to locate items.

To overcome the scalability and efficiency problems of flooding-based P2P protocols, structured overlay networks, e.g. Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs), have been proposed. There, the topology formation rules are quite rigid to assure routing efficiency. Each node is assigned a pseudo-random identifier, based on
which packet routing is done in the overlay. Nodes have to choose their links according to a pre-defined scheme in order to provide routing guarantees. I.e., a node commonly maintains $O(\log n)$ links and thus the average lookup path length in the overlay also is $O(\log n)$, where $n$ is the number of nodes participating in the overlay. A widespread example of structured overlays is Chord [12].

The virtualized topology of structured overlays commonly does not match with the topology of the underlying physical network. Therefore, latencies for sending messages in the overlay are a multiple of the latency observed when sending the message between the source and sink in the underlay. This multiple is called the relative delay penalty (RDP). A lot of work has been done on reducing the RDP in structured overlays, however success is limited by the respective type of the overlay [6].

A lot of applications have been proposed to be run on P2P overlay networks. In unstructured overlays, file sharing was a typical application. Research on structured overlays also started with this application type, however there has been a shift to other applications like multicast recently. In this light, we see P2P overlays as a powerful technology to perform application-specific routing independent of some physical network constraints.

As was already mentioned by Foster [5, 3], current P2P systems have not yet reached the state where protocol integration and interoperability are desired. However, both Grid computing and P2P systems are concerned with the sharing of resources and have similar objectives [3]. Therefore, the combination of insights from both approaches seems to be promising.

3.3 Distributed Database Systems

In the described application, there is a multitude of databases which are to be integrated in order to run combined queries over them. Since these databases are individually controlled and have different schemas — they in fact can also use different data models — the system can be seen as a distributed multidatabase system [11].

There are several points to be handled in distributed multidatabase system (Distributed Multi-DBMS). If the Multi-DBMS should have its own global schema, the schemas of the individual databases have to be integrated. This is a very complex task. We do not consider schema integration here since we assume that the data coming from different databases are disjoint and queries mainly involve joining them. There, the attributes to join on are already specified in the queries.

Another point which is not of interest here is transaction management. We assume that the public and the third party databases cannot be modified by the companies using them. Therefore, no serialization problems can occur.

Apart from schema integration and transaction management, distributed query execution is another important aspect of Distributed Multi-DBMSs. As explained by Özsu et al. [11], a Distributed Multi-DBMS can be seen as a layer on top of the individual DBMSs. Each individual database runs an instance of this layer. This layer can be seen as a wrapper which exports the database's
functionality to be used in a distributed system. It is responsible for distributing queries across multiple databases, which can be decomposed into several steps. In a simplified form of the steps presented by Özsu et al. [11], the distributed execution of queries involves the splitting of a query across the databases, the translation of queries into the respective languages for each database and the integration of results.

The access to the databases in our example could e.g. be exported as an OGSA-DAI [10] service. OGSA-DQP, an engine for distributed query processing [1], can perform distributed queries over data sources defined with OGSA-DAI.

4 Architectural Considerations

We have outlined how the system is currently structured and employed in section 2. Along with that, we have pointed out the major problem with this system. A natural way to improve it, reducing the occurring problems, is to cast database access and integration, and processing into services. The architecture of this improved, Grid-like system is shown in figure 2.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss the advantages, disadvantages, and consequences of restructuring different parts of the system as services.
4.1 Public Databases

By offering access to the public databases as a Grid service, the need to repeatedly download, replicate, and integrate the data is cancelled. Database maintenance then only has to be performed by the database host. The consumption of bandwidth is reduced since with the service-based approach, only the required data is queried from the databases.

4.2 Third Party Contractors

The access to data provided by third party contractors can also be done via services. Since these data are not public and only to be accessed by pharma companies paying for it, AAA mechanisms (authentication, authorization, and accounting) are required to restrict access.

4.3 Public and Third Party Databases

The transformation of data access into a service solves problems, but also introduces new ones. In section 2, we have stated that we do not want outsiders to deduce knowledge about currently running projects from the request pattern of the pharma companies. With the current architecture, this problem does not occur since little knowledge is gained from the fact that a full database is used by a pharma company. Using the service-based approach, the data providers get to see the request patterns of the pharma companies, yielding more comprehensive knowledge.

In order to achieve the goal, the actual requests have to be disclosed from the data providers as far as possible. To this end, bogus requests might have to be interspersed in the stream of requests originating from a pharma company. This of course has to be done before the stream of requests reaches the data provider’s database.

Another advantage of providing data access via a service is that new databases or databases other than the purchased ones can be automatically discovered. If the data services are semantically annotated, pharma companies can learn of databases which might be useful to them, but they have not purchased yet.

4.4 Processing Power Providers

The Grid approach also gives rise to new business opportunities. E.g., in figure 2, a provider of processing power was added to the system. Since data integration does not necessarily have to be performed at the respective pharma companies any more, data processing could be outsourced by them. By seeing these processing providers as contracted partners, we assume their machines to be trusted parties. Since potentially all pharma companies participating in the system might want to outsource their processing resources, again AAA mechanisms are required to restrict access to the nodes installed by the processing providers. For the strict security and confidentiality reasons mentioned above, processing
jobs originating from different pharma companies must be completely shielded from each other. Neither must a pharma company A see what kind of processing is performed by company B, nor must it see any of its data involved in the processing.

### 4.5 Distributed Querying

In order to execute queries over the distributed databases, we plan to use the toolkits mentioned in section 3. By exporting database access as an OGSA-DAI service and using OGSA-DAP for distributed querying, we can use existing standards and implementations to get a working system soon. Then, we plan to transparently improve the distributed querying facility by employing a P2P overlay approach.

As shown [1] and in a simplified version in figure 3, distributed querying requires **query planning**. A query plan is the result of compiling and optimizing a query. As indicated by the dashed lines, this plan is partitioned across the databases, which execute their parts of the query. The partial results have to be integrated afterwards, i.e. by the operation depicted by the node in the overlapping region of the partitions.

There are two degrees of freedom in this: First, the partitioning of the query plan. This might require redundant data storage at multiple sites. And second, the implementation of the physical operators for integrating the results (typically join operations). PIER is an example of how join operations can be implemented using a DHT [7]. Both degrees of freedom require the definition of a cost model for making appropriate choices.

E.g., if the databases are arranged in a P2P overlay, the link weights (delay, bandwidth) could be used to guide the selection of particular partitioning. The integration of the partial results does not necessarily have to take place at one of the database sites. We assume that each pharma company defines a subset of all nodes in the VO as trustworthy, i.e. by using AAA mechanisms. Then, the task of integrating partial results can be assigned to any node in this trustworthy node subset.

This approach of shipping queries together with partial results to nodes also has to take into account the transmission and processing costs of jobs. We envision a P2P overlay formed by the set of trustworthy nodes which organizes itself according to a cost model for query shipping. Queries can then be routed in this network towards suitable nodes, providing a load balancing mechanism. By dynamically adding more nodes to the query overlay, e.g. by renting more processing power from a provider, the system can be scaled in a self-organizing way.

### 5 Future Work

The next steps in our project involve a detailed analysis of the available database types and typical queries posed to the system. With this information, we can
Fig. 3. Query Plan for Distribution

further specify the requirements of the distributed query processing component. Important topics there are the formation of the query overlay, the implementation of physical database operators using P2P approaches, and suitable AAA mechanisms and policies for achieving the rigid security requirements of the application.
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Abstract. Component-based service-oriented digital library (DL) architectures are being used to provide superimposed information services such as annotations. Although much attention is paid to the issues in building components for these services, not enough attention has been paid to their deployment, specifically to distribution. We believe that extending DL services with superimposed information services is important, and that it is essential to understand the distribution alternatives for the components that provide such services. We use our middleware architecture for superimposed information management, called the Superimposed Pluggable Architecture for Contexts and Excerpts (SPARCE), for illustration. We describe four distribution alternatives and their trade-offs. We also define some metrics to compare the performance of the alternatives.

1 Introduction

Our research on superimposed information focuses on allowing users to superimpose new information such as annotations and summaries on top of existing base information such as web pages and PDF documents. In addition to superimposing annotations, a user may select parts of existing information and create new linkages among those selections. For example, a user may create an alternative organization of sections in a PDF document, or the user may create a table of selected contents. We use a component-based middleware architecture called the Superimposed Pluggable Architecture for Contexts and Excerpts (SPARCE), [2], for superimposed information management.

Some digital library (DL) systems too support creation of annotations and metadata over their information [9, 7] using component-based architectures. Some of the benefits of component-based architectures are that architectural components may be replaced with alternatives and new components may be plugged in easily. They make it easier to build new services using component stacks.

Another benefit of component-based architectures, one that does not receive as much attention, is flexibility of deployment. With proper interface design and abstraction, components (both data and executable) may be deployed centrally or distributed, without affecting the services they provide. This flexibility is important
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*Author’s work has been supported by US NSF grant IIS 9817492.
because placing a component at the right location can improve performance, especially for frequently used services.

In this paper, we present four distribution alternatives and their trade-offs when providing superimposed information services such as annotations in a DL. We use our component-based middleware architecture called the Superimposed Pluggable Architecture for Contexts and Excerpts (SPARCE), [2], to illustrate the alternatives. We present the alternatives without a specific DL architecture in mind because they should apply to component-based DL architectures in general.

To motivate, we present a simple ODL [5] annotation system (Figure 1) and describe two distribution alternatives for it. This system has three components: user interface, annotation, and an archive. A distribution alternative, Alternative A, is to run the user interface and the annotation components on a patron’s (client’s) computer, and run the archive component within a DL server. Alternative B is to run the user interface on a patron’s computer, and run the other two components within a DL server. These alternatives could differ significantly in performance and maintainability. For example, Alternative B may be more maintainable because few components run outside the DL server, but it has the potential to increase the load on the server. The alternatives differ also in the interface a DL server needs to provide to the outside world. Alternative A requires a DL server to provide interface to the Archive component (the Annotate component connects from the patron’s computer to the Archive component in the DL server), whereas Alternative B requires the server to provide interface to the Annotate component.

![Fig. 1. An ODL-style annotation system. Each dotted rectangle contains components collocated in the distribution alternative called out](image)

Proximity of components can affect the overall system performance. To give an idea, we present results from a simple experiment we conducted. Table 1 shows the mean round-trip time for three web-service methods based on SOAP [8] bound to HTTP. From the table we see that the mean round-trip time over a WAN is about 60 times that over a LAN when sending and receiving 400 bytes. Although the exact numbers would depend on the method-invocation technology employed, comparable ratios are common with any technology.

The numbers in Table 1 tell us that performance could be improved by placing components with a higher number of round trips between them closer to each other (based on network distance, not geographic distance). For example, if we know that the Annotate component makes many round trips to the Archive component to serve a
single request from the user interface, we may benefit by collocating the Annotate and Archive components in a DL server as in Alternative B.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 give an overview of superimposed information and SPARCE respectively. Section 4 defines some metrics, and details four distribution alternatives and their trade-offs. Section 5 discusses some issues in employing the distribution alternatives. Section 6 provides a brief overview of related work. Section 7 concludes the paper.

Table 1. Mean round-trip time (in milliseconds) for SOAP-based web service methods via HTTP. Columns Input and Output denote the number and type of inputs and outputs respectively for the methods; Column Local shows round-trip time when client and server are on the same computer, LAN shows round-trip time when client and server are connected over a LAN (100 MBPS, one hop), WAN shows round-trip time when the client and server are connected over a WAN (756 KBPS DSL connection, more than 18 hops)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Mean round-trip time (milliseconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>2.94 3.13 146.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 integers</td>
<td>10 integers</td>
<td>3.13 3.36 137.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One 400-byte array</td>
<td>One 400-byte array</td>
<td>7.87 10.53 689.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Superimposed Information

Superimposed information refers to data placed over existing information sources to help select, access, organize, connect, and reuse information elements in those sources. Existing information sources reside in the base layer, and data placed over one or more base sources resides in the superimposed layer (see Figure 2(a)). Word-processor documents, databases, and web pages are examples of base documents. A stand-off annotation is an example of superimposed information (because it is stored separately from the object of annotation, and it maintains a link to the object). An application that manipulates base information is called a base application; an application that manipulates superimposed information is called a superimposed application.

2.1 Marks

A superimposed information element (such as an annotation) refers to a base information element (such as a selection in a spreadsheet) using an abstraction called a mark. Figure 2(a) shows the superimposed layer using marks to address base elements. Several implementations of the mark abstraction exist, typically one per base type. In order to address a selection in a base document, a mark implementation supports an addressing scheme appropriate for that base type. For example, an implementation for PDF documents may use page number and index of the first and last words in a text selection, whereas an implementation for XML documents may use XPath. All mark implementations provide a common interface to address base information, regardless of the base types or access protocols they support. A superimposed application can work uniformly with any base type by virtue of this common interface.
Figure 2(b) shows some superimposed information elements created and organized in our superimposed application called RIDPad [2]. It shows four items labeled ‘Statement’, ‘FONSI’, ‘Details’ and ‘Issues,’ each linked to a selection in the base layer. For example, the item labeled ‘Issues’ is linked to a selection in an MS Excel spreadsheet; the item labeled ‘FONSI’ is linked to a selection in a MS Word document. The box labeled ‘Decision’ groups items. Figure 3(a) shows the MS Word mark of the ‘FONSI’ item activated.

![Superimposed Layer](image)

**Fig. 2.** (a) Layers of information in a superimposed information management system. A mark connects a superimposed information element to the base layer. (b) Superimposed information organized using RIDPad, a superimposed application

### 2.2 Excerpts and Contexts

Superimposed applications may occasionally need to incorporate the content of base-layer elements in the superimposed layer. For example, an application might use the extracted base-layer content as the label of a superimposed element. We call the contents of a base-layer element an **excerpt**. An excerpt can be of various types. For example, it may be text or an image. An excerpt of one type might also be transformed into other types. For example, formatted text in a word processor could also be seen as plain text, or as a graphical image.

In addition to excerpts, superimposed applications may use other information related to base-layer elements. For example, an application may group superimposed information by the section in which the base-layer elements reside. To do so, the application needs to retrieve the section heading (assuming one exists) of each base-layer element. We call information concerning a base-layer element, retrieved from the base layer, its **context**. Presentation information such as font name and location information such as line number might be included in the context of a mark. Each such piece of information is a **context element**, and context is a collection of context elements. Because we use the same mechanism to support both contexts and excerpts, we often use the term “context” broadly to refer to both kinds of information about a base-layer element. Figure 3(b) shows the context of a MS Word mark in a browser (for the mark activated in Figure 3(a)).
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3 SPARCE

The Superimposed Pluggable Architecture for Contexts and Excerpts (SPARCE) is a middleware-based approach for mark and context management [2]. It is designed to be extensible in terms of supporting new base-layer types and context-element types, without adversely affecting existing superimposed applications. Figure 4 shows the SPARCE reference model. The Mark Manager provides operations such as creating and storing marks. It also maintains a marks repository. The Context Manager retrieves context information. Superimposed applications use the managers to create marks and access context (which in turn use base applications).

The Mark Manager supports three operations for marks: creation, retrieval, and activation. **Mark creation** is the operation of generating a new mark corresponding to a selection in a base layer. This operation consists of three steps: generating the address of base information (and other auxiliary information), using the information generated to create a mark object, and storing the mark object in the mark repository. Details of each mark, such as the address of the container and the selection inside it, are stored as an XML file. The mark repository is a database of such XML files.

The **mark retrieval** operation returns a mark from the mark repository. **Mark activation** is the operation of navigating to a location inside the base layer, using the information supplied by a mark.

SPARCE uses mediators called **context agents** to retrieve context information for a mark from the base layer. A context agent interacts with a base application to retrieve context. The name of the context agent to use for each mark instance is one of the details stored in the mark repository. SPARCE uses this information to instantiate an appropriate context agent for a mark instance. A superimposed application receives a reference to the instance of context agent from SPARCE, and then works directly with the agent instance to retrieve context.

The components of SPARCE (see Figure 4) may be mapped to those of the ODL-style annotation system we introduced in Figure 1. Superimposed applications (patron applications) provide the user interface. These could be desktop applications or browser-based applications (applets) running on a patron’s computer. The Mark
Manager, the Context Manager, and the base applications constitute the Annotate component. The base documents and a DL’s interface to access them (if required) roughly constitute the Archive component.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 4.** The SPARCE reference model. Solid arrows show dependency, dotted arrows show data flow (not all data-flows shown). The dashed lines map components to those in Figure 1

### 4 Distribution Alternatives

We describe four distribution alternatives for SPARCE (see Figure 6) when providing superimposed information services in a DL.

Four components of SPARCE (see Figure 4) are candidates for distribution: the patron (superimposed) application, the Mark Manager, the Context Manager, and base applications. For simplicity, we assume the following for all alternatives:

- The DL server contains base documents (and that an appropriate interface in the DL server is used to access the documents).
- The two manager modules (the Mark Manager and the Context Manager) run on the same computer.
- The mark repository is stored wherever the Mark Manager is deployed.
- The patron application always runs on a patron’s computer.
- The superimposed information is stored on a patron’s computer.

We first present a goal for distribution and some related metrics. We do not provide results based on these metrics, but estimate trends based on a few rules of thumb (see Section 4.6). We assume a patron uses a high-speed (such as broadband) Internet connection to a DL server. We also assume that the ratios of the mean round-trip times shown in the third row (for 400-byte array input and output) of Table 1 hold.

A note on terminology: the term “patron’s computer” in the rest of this paper may mean a stand-alone computer or a computer in a network local to the patron. Our description of alternatives would be valid for either meaning of the term.

#### 4.1 Goals and Metrics

Several metrics such as latency (for example, time to serve a request), load (for example, the number of active processes) and throughput (for example, the number of requests processed per unit time) should be considered for a thorough analysis of the alternatives. However, due to space constraints, we discuss only latency.
The latency of a patron application’s request \( (T_{pm}) \) is the duration between the patron initiating a request in the patron application (to a manager module) and the patron receiving a corresponding response. It is made up of the following components (see Figure 5):

- \( t_{bb} \): Time taken by a base application to complete a requested operation. For example, time to retrieve a context element’s value.
- \( t_{mb} \): Round-trip time between a manager module and a base application. This time measures the duration between a manager module receiving a request from a patron application and the manager module returning a corresponding response, after discounting the time the base application takes to complete its work.
- \( t_{pm} \): Round-trip time between a patron application and a manager module. This time measures the duration between the patron initiating a request in the patron application (to a manager module) and the patron receiving a corresponding response, after discounting the time the manager module needs to complete its work.

![Fig. 5. Components of latency of a patron application’s request. The subscripts \( p \), \( m \), and \( b \) stand for patron application, manager module, and base application respectively. They identify the pair of architectural components with which a latency term is associated.](image)

In distributing the architectural components, one of our goals is to minimize the latency of a patron application’s request \( (T_{pm}) \). Because this latency is the sum of the times \( t_{pm} \), \( t_{mb} \), and \( t_{bb} \), our sub-goals are to minimize these terms. The distribution alternatives we describe vary the location of architectural components to highlight the affect of each alternative on these latency terms.

### 4.2 Distribution Alternative A

Alternative A is to run the patron applications, the manager modules, and the base applications on a patron’s computer (Figure 6). That is, a DL server only supplies base information. The patron opens base documents using appropriate base applications running on his or her computer. Marks and superimposed information are stored on the patron’s computer. Because all components run within the patron’s computer, the round-trip times between them would be quite low. Base documents would still be accessed over the network because they reside within the DL server. This cost is likely incurred only once per document per session, because documents accessed over the Internet are usually (automatically) first downloaded to the client’s computer. Base applications then access the documents locally. This alternative requires that each patron have all base applications locally, even for rarely encountered base types.
4.3 Distribution Alternative B

Alternative B is to run the patron applications on a patron’s computer, and run the manager modules and the base applications within a DL server. Marks are stored in the DL server, and superimposed information is stored on the patron’s computer. Because the base applications operate within the DL server, the patron would be able to view base documents in their native applications only if those applications are also available locally on the patron’s computer. However, because the manager modules run inside the DL server, the mark activation operation would be unable to exploit any base application available on the patron’s computer. When the patron activates a mark (for example, the MS Word mark in Figure 3(a)), the DL server prepares the context elements needed to display the excerpt and sends it to the patron application (possibly in HTML as in Figure 3(b)). The patron may request additional context elements to view as needed.

Fig. 6. Distribution alternatives for SPARCE. The dashed lines denote network boundaries

Because the manager modules and the base applications run within a DL server, the round-trip time between them would be low, but the round-trip time between a patron application and the manager modules ($t_{pam}$) would be high. Consequently, patron applications must strive to minimize the number of round-trips to the manager modules. Combining requests for context elements can reduce the number of round trips.

4.4 Distribution Alternative C

Alternative C is to run the patron applications and the two manager modules on a patron’s computer, but run the base applications within a DL server. As in Alternative A, marks and superimposed information are stored on the patron’s computer. Like Alternative B, the patron would be able to view base documents in their native applications only if those applications are also available locally. Unlike Alternative B, because the manager modules run on the patron’s computer, the mark activation operation would be able to exploit any base application available on the patron’s computer. In other cases, the Context Manager module would have to retrieve the necessary context elements to provide a view of marked regions. Because the manager modules run on the patron’s computer, but the base applications run within the DL server, the round-trip time between them ($t_{mb}$) would be high.
4.5 Distribution Alternative D

Alternative D is to run the patron applications modules on a patron’s computer, the two manager modules in a middle tier, and run the base applications within a DL server. As in Alternative A, the superimposed information is stored on the patron’s computer, but marks are stored in the middle tier. The capabilities of a patron application are similar to those in Alternative B. The performance of this alternative is also similar to that in Alternative B, except the round-trip time $t_{ab}$ would also be higher because the manager modules run in the middle tier.

With the manager modules running in a middle tier, they can connect to more than one DL server. Further, it may be possible to deploy the base applications in the middle tier to minimize the round-trip time between the manager modules and the base applications. A federation of DLs may like to maintain such a middle tier to distribute the cost of operations.

4.6 Summary of Distribution Alternatives

Table 2 provides a summary of the location of components, the role of the DL server, and the profile of the components on the patron’s computer for each alternative. A DL server operating as an information server is similar to a file server, whereas an application server runs applications on behalf on clients. A thin client profile means a minimal amount of code runs on the patron’s computer. Patron applications tend to be browser-based (applets for example). A fat client profile means large amounts of code run on the patron’s computer. Patron applications tend to be desktop applications, and are often richer in functionality than browser-based applications.

**Table 2. Summary of alternatives.** Client profile is the profile of the components on the patron’s computer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Client profile</th>
<th>Location of components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>Patron, Patron, Patron, Info server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Thin</td>
<td>Patron, DL, DL, App server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>Patron, DL, App server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Thin</td>
<td>Patron, Middle tier, DL, App server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 summarizes the trend we expect for maintenance cost and performance of the resulting systems from the alternatives. Two rules of thumb drive our expectation of maintenance cost: A thin client is less expensive to maintain than a fat client, and it is less expensive to maintain components that run within a DL server than those deployed elsewhere. For components that run outside the DL server, changes made to a component need to be propagated to all locations where that component is deployed.

The load on a DL server increases as the number of components running within the server increases. The trend Medium for Alternatives C and D indicates that the load on the DL server would be greater than that for Alternative A, but less than that for Alternative B. (The manager modules run outside the DL server in Alternatives C and D.)

Two rules of thumb guide our expectation of round-trip times: placing components closer to each other reduces the round-trip time between them; the reduction is greater
if the number of round-trips between them is large (especially when the components exchange large amounts of data).

Table 3. Summary of maintenance cost and performance. Columns $t_{pm}$ and $t_{mb}$ are round-trip times as defined in Section 4.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Maintenance Cost</th>
<th>Round-trip time</th>
<th>$t_{pm}$</th>
<th>$t_{mb}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Discussion

In reality, DL systems are likely to employ a mixture of distribution alternatives. For example, some DL providers might wish to support patron applications of different capabilities (for example, fat clients and thin clients). Doing so requires the DL server to provide many kinds of interfaces (expose manager modules and base applications) for patron applications to choose from. Also, a patron may work with more than one DL, and those DLs may employ different distribution alternatives. In this case, patron applications must be able to discover the alternative a DL system employs.

Hosting base applications outside a patron’s computer (as in Alternatives B, C, and D) can cause some problems. Without the necessary base application available locally, a patron will be unable to see a mark in its context (as in Figure 3(a)). In such cases, the context manager would have to retrieve the context elements necessary to provide a “broad enough” view of the selection, but the combined size of the context elements could be excessively large. Alternatively, the context manager could retrieve the context elements needed to display just the excerpt of the mark (but nothing surrounding it). In either case, the context manager needs to transform context elements to a format such as HTML or GIF, so the patron application may render the view. This transformation may not be easy for some base types. This problem is more likely with Alternatives B and D, because the manager modules run outside the patron’s computer, and they are unable to “call back” base applications on a patron’s computer. Mechanisms do exist for manager modules to call back applications on patron’s computers, but they present security concerns. Also, calling back may require the manager modules to cope with many versions of the same base application.

Sharing annotations is an emerging need among DL patrons. When sharing superimposed information, the corresponding marks may be shared or replicated. It is also possible to share just the marks, but not the superimposed information that use them. In reality, we envision that some marks and superimposed information may be shared, and some marks may be replicated.

Distributing components and sharing information each increase security risks. DL systems may need to implement more than one alternative to balance security and performance. A small number of DL server interface points, and narrow functionality of those interface points can help reduce security risks. For example, the number of interface points in the SPARCE manager modules is fewer than that in most base
applications. They are also narrower in functionality. If a patron connects to a DL server over a public network such as the Internet, it may be better to present an interface to the manager modules rather than to base applications (Alternatives B and D). However, base applications may be exposed to a patron connecting over a local intranet (Alternative C).

In discussing the distribution alternatives, we mentioned that combining requests to retrieve contexts can help reduce latency. Such intelligence may be added to the Context Manager, thus benefiting all patron applications. Caching context may also be useful for some applications. The location of the cached context may be chosen based on needs. A context cache placed within a DL server can help with requests from many patrons, whereas a cache on a patron’s computer can help with requests from only that patron. Finally, a DL server may replicate instances of the manager modules and the base applications to handle large number of requests.

6 Related Work

The DELOS-NSF Working Group’s report on Digital Library Information-Technology Infrastructures [1] highlights the importance of services and infrastructure for metadata and annotation services in DLs. OAI-PMH and its extension XOAI-PMH have demonstrated the feasibility of component-based architectures for metadata and annotation services respectively in a DL [7, 6].

Some DL systems that support annotations do not consider distribution alternatives of both data and executables. The UC Berkeley Digital Library Project uses superimposed behaviors in multivalent documents to support annotations [9]. That work facilitates distributed annotation and base data, but not distribution of executables. InfoBus [3] defines a mechanism for interaction among UI clients, proxies, and repositories. (SPARCE’s manager modules may be viewed as proxies.) It also defines service layers that are available to clients, proxies, and repositories. However, it does not consider distribution of executables.

FEDORA [4] and XOAI-PMH [6] provide promising frameworks for integration of superimposed information services with other DL services. The parameterized disseminators of FEDORA could be used to address (access) parts of documents. XOAI-PMH does not explicitly specify sub-document objects, but its extensibility mechanism could be used a create item instances that serve the purpose.

7 Summary

We have described four distribution alternatives to provide superimposed information services in DLs and defined some metrics to compare the performance of the alternatives. We have illustrated the distribution alternatives using SPARCE, our middleware architecture for superimposed information management. We have also discussed some of the issues in employing the distribution alternatives.
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Abstract. The process of converting documents in digital forms is fundamental for office automation, and is continually becoming a more and more powerful tool in those fields where information still comes from hybrid sources (papers, books, files, etc.), e.g., in digital libraries. In this paper we present the JDAN (Java-based environment for Document Applications on Networks) framework, that, on the basis of a component architecture, is able to manage both document images and forms. We argue that JDAN could be a starting point for developing more complex architectures for digital libraries, as it is based on XML technologies and has a good modularization that allows its integration in both Service-and Grid-based scenarios.

1 Introduction

The process of converting documents in digital forms is fundamental for office automation, and is continually becoming a more and more powerful tool in those fields where information still comes from hybrid sources (papers, books, files, etc).

Up to now, many different approaches have been used but widely agreed upon standards are still lacking. Typical problems of document analysis systems are: layout segmentation and syntactic parsing, but also the selective extraction of information such as document types and semantic contents; most document processing packages are designed either for document recognition (i.e., indexing and archiving of document images) or for data acquisition (i.e., extracting data from filled forms).

Document recognition is essentially the process of converting paper documents into digital images and indexing such data. Images are stored as data files (typically as TIFF files) and together with indexes are stored in a content management system. As far as data acquisition is concerned, most form-oriented
products available on the market today instead require the user to redesign his forms in order to achieve acceptable recognition rates.

In this paper we present the JDAN (Java-based environment for Document Applications on Networks) framework, that, on the basis of a component architecture, is able to manage both document images and forms. We argue that JDAN could be a starting point for developing more complex architectures for digital libraries, as it is based on XML technologies and has a good modularization that allows its integration in both Service- and Grid-based scenarios. Section 2 describes the architecture of the proposed framework, whereas Section 3 presents the details of the different components of JDAN. Finally Section 4 considers the deployment of the proposed framework and concludes the paper with some final remarks.

2 The JDAN Framework and Architecture

The proposed framework offers different functionalities:

- **Data Acquisition** for handling scanning; it could be deployed on a specific center where high-speed expensive equipments are used to acquire multiple format documents. The framework supports standard definitions that allow changing both the indexing and recognition rules even after the data acquisition phase. Indeed, many available systems use batch processes to enhance performances and reduce costs, but they are wrapped around the capture process. If new requirements rise (e.g., update of the forms), the batch process needs to be halted and the documents to be scanned again in compliance with the new specifications. Conversely with the segmentation module proposed in JDAN, users can acquire batches and batches of documents only specifying the zone type, size and label, then the recognition module automatically detects where the zone is on the document, thus resulting in a reduction of costs. Section 3.1 provides more details on this issue.

- **Recognition**, whose peculiarity is the possibility of introducing different recognition modules, on the basis of market standards or research results. The aim of JDAN was to make feasible to plug-in and substitute the recognition module depending on the type of documents; users adopting the framework can develop their own modules on top of the JDAN specification and also include OCR modules for the regions obtained from the defined segmentation, thus reducing the manual annotation in document forms.

---

3 As an example, if the organization has a batch of 3000 paper documents and while scanning the first 2000 it finds that something in the forms has changed (e.g., the position of the name and surname labels), with most of the currently available applications the organization has to stop the process, change the area specifications from which the information will be captured and then start again, thus impacting the whole acquisition process in terms of hours.
Indexing could be automatic or manual, depending on a set of parameters that could be tuned after evaluating the segmentation and classification results. By using such parameters the system can decide which kind of indexing phase to perform: either manual or automatic. Manual indexing requires users to enter information from forms, even if by adopting automatic recognition only those documents out of the parameters range will be presented to the user for manual data-entry. Moreover by using both automatic and manual segmentation we could perform semi-automatic indexing, which could help in validation for manual data-entry. In order to avoid typing error, the automatic indexing is performed and then the results are presented for manual annotation, and if differences appear the document has to be indexed again.

Storing of indexes and original document images into SQL standard databases. The engine of the framework is based on a standard J2EE container that uses an XML-based index definition schema. XML index descriptions reside only in the central repository while images could be spread across multiple sites, thus saving costs in terms of need of central mass storage and broadband expensive connections, as document images remain within organizations while only indexes are centralized.

Querying will be performed using clients with XML-parsing features. The framework supports both thin clients based on browsers accessing servlets and JSPs via HTTP, and fat clients accessing via RMI/IIOP.

Table 1. JDAN architectural goals and adopted technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Technologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>segmentation and classification</td>
<td>automatic image cleaning, region recognition and classification: text, image and graph</td>
<td>gcc compiler, XML, OCR modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indexing</td>
<td>local and remote indexing, automatic region indexing, internet-based indexing</td>
<td>Apache web server, servlets and JSPs, JDBC, MySQL (potentially any other SQL-based DBMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalability and reliability</td>
<td>expanding the system according to throughput requirements and security data exchange</td>
<td>jboss application server, MySQL, HTTPS support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integration</td>
<td>importing segmentation and classification algorithms, choosing data format to export</td>
<td>XML</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 outlines the main features of the JDAN framework and the set of technologies that have been adopted in order to reach specific goals. As much as possible the design choices have been to adopt open and standard technologies,
and, as further detailed, the integration of the different components is gained through XML.

Fig. 1. The Jdan framework

In Figure 1 the four main components of the framework are shown: the Recognition Server, the Indexing Server, the Data-entry Plug-in (for annotation), and the Web Client (i.e., the query module). Moreover we can define also an Archive Release module if we want to export our indexes and images to other applications.

The core of the Jdan environment is the DOCRegionDescription XML Schema, which is a published description for the result of a segmentation process. This approach increases interoperability of different software packages, thus allowing cooperative scenarios in order to solve document recognition related problems (document analysis, image processing, segmentation, etc.): developers
of different software packages write their own $\text{DOCRegionDescription}$-compliant XML specification and their applications can be plugged on top of JDAN.

Indeed one of the most time-consuming challenges for developers has been to exchange data between varieties of different systems. Converting data to XML can greatly reduce this complexity, thus creating indexes that can be read by many different types of applications. XML can also be used to store data in files or in databases. We have defined a standard description for the result of a segmentation process, in order to let users choosing which algorithm best fits their needs. Therefore our framework could be used in a research organization as well as in a business department: students and researchers that already have developed their segmentation algorithms could use the environment to test them; while in a business department state-of-art segmentation software could be used. With this approach only the output of the segmentation process should respect the defined format, and users are free to adopt their own algorithms. The $\text{DOCRegionDescription}$ is a modified version of the $\text{RichRegionDescription}$ [1], including specific attributes for a document recognition environments.

The XML Schema of the $\text{DOCRegionDescription}$ is reported in the Appendix. A set of standard attributes, namely $\text{NumPixels}$, $\text{Barycenter}$, $\text{Size}$, $\text{MeanColor}$, $\text{Texture}$, $\text{RegionContour}$, $\text{Importance}$ and $\text{Shape}$, are used in order to satisfy general features of segmentation algorithms. Moreover two specific attributes are important: the $\text{Interpreted}$ attribute, and the $\text{Type}$ (which can be $\text{Auto}$ or $\text{Manual}$) of the $\text{Segmentation}$ tag.

The $\text{Interpreted}$ attribute is valorized from the segmentation algorithm if it performs also classification (text, image or graph region). If the algorithm provides a method for evaluating its result, e.g., by using a range of values for the acceptance test of the segmented regions, the $\text{Type}$ attribute helps: if the values are acceptable the $\text{Type}$ value should be $\text{Auto}$ and the next phase will be indexing, while for that documents where the values are out of range should be $\text{Manual}$ and the next phase will be the annotation by the user. Of course, if we want to perform only manual annotation, the $\text{Type}$ attribute should be fixed to $\text{Manual}$.

3 Details of the Different Components

In this section we provide some details on the main JDAN components.

3.1 The Recognition Server

The Recognition Server performs the automatic document recognition and indexing. Users can choose their own segmentation method or algorithm; what is required, in order to be compliant with the framework, is to produce an XML

\footnote{In our case we have used our algorithms for writing the segmentation and classification engine, but any other segmentation and classification application compliant with the $\text{DOCRegionDescription}$ format could be written on top of the framework.}
output compliant with the DocRegionDescription. In the prototype we are currently implementing, the Recognition Server includes four main subcomponents [1–3]: (i) the preprocessor, (ii) the split module, (iii) the merge module and (iv) the classification module.

The preprocessor is based on the computation of the color histogram of the region and is used to let the other phases get the values computed by this module, in order to make the right decisions [4]. Moreover in this phase the original image of the document is loaded into main memory in order to obtain better computation performances.

The split module takes input from the preprocessing phase and applies a particular quad-tree technique in order to split the document into small blocks. Then the split module passes its result to the merge module, which applies pre-classification criterion in order to merge the similar regions into big regions [5, 6]. We use local operators with variable threshold in order to compute this phase.

Finally using global operators we have the real engine of this system in the classification module that computes the classification procedure according to the classification logic. It outputs the classified document, with its different regions, highlighted and interpreted, in XML format. If there is at least one region “not interpreted”, the Type in the XML document will be switched to Manual and the Data-Entry Plug-in is invoked, only for those “not interpreted” regions.

Following we show an example of an XML region description automatically extracted from the document shown in Figure 2.

```xml
<xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8">
<Region ID="0" Type="TEXT" KeyWords="Note">
  <Size x1="215" y1="503" x2="343" y2="511"/>
</Region>
<Region ID="1" Type="TEXT" KeyWords="Introduction">
  <Size x1="35" y1="243" x2="343" y2="494"/>
</Region>
<Region ID="2" Type="GRAPH">
  <Size x1="38" y1="57" x2="328" y2="177"/>
  <ConnectivityNumber EuleroNumber="371"/>
  <Barycenter x="38" y="57"/>
  <Elongation Elongation="2"/>
</Region>
<Region ID="3" Type="TEXT" KeyWords="#">
  <Size x1="37" y1="12" x2="342" y2="36"/>
</Region>
<Region ID="4" Type="TEXT" KeyWords="#">
  <Size x1="35" y1="197" x2="196" y2="230"/>
</Region>
</DocRegionDescription>
</xml>

3.2 The Data-Entry Plug-in

The recognition phase is based on the segmentation and classification module, which takes as input a document page, which is then presented to the user if manual indexing was decided (by the user, or by the “not interpreted” parameter) through the Data-Entry Plug-in (a Java applet).
The Data-Entry Plug-in allows users to evaluate the automatic classification performed by the system and edit the segmentation for indexing; users can also edit the recognized regions by the classification engine and adjust their values and sizes. The output of this phase is an XML file that will be imported in the Indexing Module for indexing and querying. Figure 2 shows the Data-Entry module.

Fig. 2. The Data-Entry Plug-in

3.3 The Indexing Server

The indexing server is based on a multi-tier architecture. It is an EJB-based system, namely JBoss 3.0. The database layer stores and accesses all of the basic information kept in JDAN, such as text labels or segmentation and indexing features. The web layer is responsible for turning the data fragments stored in the database into useful forms that are presented to the web client, e.g., a report or a query result. The web client presents forms to users, and submits data back to the web layer.

3.4 Archive Release

The final stage in the recognition process could be to release each document to a content management or workflow system. In the release process, the image
files are written to permanent storage and the data is written to the target database or content management software. When dealing with forms, extracted form data can be released to a back-end database or line of business application. In addition, the Archive Release module allows users to write their own custom release modules, either to modify the standard release procedure or to release documents into a proprietary back-end or non-relational database.

4 Deploying the JDAN Framework and Final Remarks

In this section we show a typical use case of an application built on top of the JDAN framework, and then we discuss about possible configurations supporting the presented framework.

In Figure 3, a typical use case of an application adopting JDAN is presented. After a manual or automatic indexing of a batch of documents, a set of indexes compliant with the DOCRegionDescription format are sent to the Indexing Server (step (1)); by using the indexing server such indexes are interpreted and then stored in the database (step (2)). When a request from the web client is received, an SQL query is performed on the database and the indexing server formats the result in order to transform it in HTML/XML (step (3)); the HTML/XML query results are then sent via HTTP to the web client for user presentation (step (4)).
A typical configuration would have the Recognition Server running on a server cluster, with many Data-Entry Plug-ins running on different clients. This configuration defines a document capture center, that could be offered in a complex grid as a basic service; in another center, an Indexing cluster is offered as another service, and different Web clients could perform queries on the already captured and indexed documents requesting information to the Indexing center.

In Figure 4 we show an example of a query made with an Applet module. The query is based on previous XML description of the document automatically extracted by the recognition server.

![Fig. 4. Querying JDAN for retrieving a document by using previously extracted XML document region description](image)

As final remarks, we would like to point out that the proposed architecture and framework aim at defining an open environment for assisting users in recognizing multimedia documents also using segmentation algorithms for classifying image regions, and image retrieval algorithms. Whereas current available environments are proprietary and closed, the definition of an XML-based interchange format allows to suitable assemble different component-based technologies in order to define a complex framework.

JDAN should be considered as a preliminary step in the direction of multimedia document managing standard framework with region segmentation and classification, thus aiming at automatic recognition of image database and batch acquisition of multiple multimedia documents types and formats. Finally JDAN could be considered as a test bed for students and researchers that are projecting and implementing algorithms for document analysis and document capture.
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Appendix. The DOCRegionDescription XML Schema

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified">
  <xs:complexType name="BarycenterType">
    <xs:attribute name="x" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
    <xs:attribute name="y" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
  </xs:complexType>
  <xs:complexType name="ConnectivityNumberType">
    <xs:attribute name="EuleroNumber" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
  </xs:complexType>
  <xs:complexType name="ElongationType">
    <xs:attribute name="Elongation" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
  </xs:complexType>
  <xs:complexType name="ImportanceType">
    <xs:attribute name="value" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
  </xs:complexType>
  <xs:complexType name="MeanColorType">
    <xs:attribute name="red" type="xs:float" use="required"/>
    <xs:attribute name="green" type="xs:float" use="required"/>
    <xs:attribute name="blue" type="xs:float" use="required"/>
  </xs:complexType>
  <xs:complexType name="RegionType">
    <xs:choice maxOccurs="unbounded">
      <xs:element name="ConnectivityNumber" type="ConnectivityNumberType"/>
    </xs:choice>
  </xs:complexType>
  <xs:element name="DocRegionDescription">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence>
        <xs:element name="Segmentation" type="SegmentationType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="Version" type="xs:string"/>
      <xs:attribute name="FileName" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
      <xs:attribute name="Height" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
      <xs:attribute name="Width" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:complexType name="ElongationType">
    <xs:attribute name="Elongation" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
  </xs:complexType>
  <xs:complexType name="ImportanceType">
    <xs:attribute name="value" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
  </xs:complexType>
  <xs:complexType name="MeanColorType">
    <xs:attribute name="red" type="xs:float" use="required"/>
    <xs:attribute name="green" type="xs:float" use="required"/>
    <xs:attribute name="blue" type="xs:float" use="required"/>
  </xs:complexType>
  <xs:complexType name="RegionType">
    <xs:choice maxOccurs="unbounded">
      <xs:element name="ConnectivityNumber" type="ConnectivityNumberType"/>
    </xs:choice>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
```
<xs:element name="Barycenter" type="BarycenterType"/>
<xs:element name="Size" type="SizeType"/>
<xs:element name="MeanColor" type="MeanColorType"/>
<xs:element name="Texture" type="TextureType"/>
<xs:element name="RegionContour" type="RegionContourType"/>
<xs:element name="Importance" type="ImportanceType"/>
<xs:element name="Shape" type="ShapeType"/>
<xs:element name="Elongation" type="ElongationType"/>
</xs:choice>
<xs:attribute name="ID" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
<xs:attribute name="Type" use="required">
  <xs:simpleType>
    <xs:restriction base="xs:NMTOKEN">
      <xs:enumeration value="TEXT"/>
      <xs:enumeration value="GRAPH"/>
      <xs:enumeration value="IMAGE"/>
      <xs:enumeration value="BACKGROUND"/>
      <xs:enumeration value="TBD"/>
      <xs:enumeration value="ERROR"/>
    </xs:restriction>
  </xs:simpleType>
</xs:attribute>
<xs:attribute name="KeyWords" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:complexType name="RegionContourType">
  <xs:attribute name="Length" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
  <xs:attribute name="PixelList" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="SegmentationType">
  <xs:sequence>
    <xs:element name="Region" type="RegionType" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
  </xs:sequence>
  <xs:attribute name="Type">
    <xs:simpleType>
      <xs:restriction base="xs:NMTOKEN">
        <xs:enumeration value="Auto"/>
        <xs:enumeration value="Manual"/>
      </xs:restriction>
    </xs:simpleType>
  </xs:attribute>
  <xs:attribute name="Param1" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:attribute name="Param2" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:attribute name="Param3" type="xs:string"/>
  <xs:attribute name="Algo" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="ShapeType">
  <xs:attribute name="Shape" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="SizeType">
  <xs:attribute name="x1" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
  <xs:attribute name="y1" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
  <xs:attribute name="x2" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
  <xs:attribute name="y2" type="xs:integer" use="required"/>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="TextureType">
  <xs:attribute name="p1" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
  <xs:attribute name="p2" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
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Abstract. The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) that underlies the Web Services paradigm of computing is widely regarded as the future of distributed computing. The applicability of such an architecture for digital library systems is still uncertain, as evidenced by the fact that virtually none of the large open source projects (e.g., Greenstone, EPrints, DSpace) have adopted it for internal component structuring. In contrast, the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) has received much support in the DL community for its Protocol for Metadata Harvesting, one that in principle falls within the scope of SOA. As a natural extension, the Open Digital Library project carried the principles of the OAI forward into a set of experimental derived and related protocols to create a testbed for component-based digital library experiments. This paper discusses a series of experiments with these components to confirm that SOA and a service-oriented component architecture is indeed applicable to digital library systems, by evaluating issues of simplicity and understandability, reusability, extensibility and performance.

1 Introduction

Service-oriented computing is a relatively new paradigm of computing where tasks are subdivided and performed by independent and possibly remote components that interact using well-defined communications protocols [19]. In particular, the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) refers to a framework built around XML and XML messaging, with standards for how messages are encoded, how protocol syntax is specified and where instantiations of services are to be located. These are exemplified by the SOAP [4], WSDL [2] and UDDI [1] specifications respectively. It is often argued that SOA can be adopted by an organisation to increase reuse, modularity and extensibility of code, while promoting a greater level of interoperability among unrelated network entities.

From a somewhat different perspective, the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) attempted to address interoperability first and foremost, by designing a protocol for the efficient incremental transfer of metadata from one network entity to another. This Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (PMH) [7] has since been adopted by many large digital archives and has become the primary mechanism for digital library interoperability in 2004. The OAI-PMH is very closely related
to SOA as it adopts a Web-distributed view of individual systems, where independent components - listed on the OAI website - interact through the medium of a well-specified protocol and XML-encoded messages. The OAI-PMH differs significantly from the SOA in that it is more concerned with a specific set of protocol/encoding semantics while SOA specifies only an underlying transport mechanism that could be applied to many different protocol suites. In this sense, a marriage of OAI-PMH and SOA is both possible and probable [3].

In the interim, however, one of the reasons OAI-PMH has not as yet migrated to SOA is that the technology is not sufficiently well proven. In addition, OAI-PMH is aimed at interaction among entire systems, viewed as components of a super-system. SOA, however, is easily applied to a finer granularity, where reuse and modularity of components are crucial. To bridge this gap, and translate the core principles of OAI-PMH to fine-grained interaction among small components of a larger digital library, the Open Digital Library (ODL) project defined a suite of protocols based on the widely accepted principles of OAI-PMH, but aimed at the needs of digital library subsystem interaction [13][14].

To maintain thematic consistency, these protocols were designed in an object-oriented fashion, where each protocol built on a previous one, extending and overriding semantics as needed. A set of reference implementations of components were then created to provide the following services: searching; browsing; tracking of new items; recommendation by collaborative filtering; annotation of items as an independent service; numerical ratings for items in a collection; merging of sub-collections; and peer review workflow support.

Finally, these components were analysed and evaluated to determine how applicable a fine-grained component model is to the construction of digital libraries, and possibly expose problems and shortcomings to be addressed in future research. At the same time, the results obtained are generalisable to Web-based systems and are indicators for the success of SOA as it is applied to digital library componentisation.

2 Experiments: Simplicity and Understandability

The first set of experiments aimed to determine if components with Web-based interfaces can be composed into complete systems with relative ease by non-specialists. Three different user communities were introduced to the underlying principles of OAI and the component architecture devised and were then led through the procedure of building a simple digital library system using the components.

2.1 OSS4LIB

The first group, at an ALA OSS4LIB workshop, provided anecdotal evidence that the component-connection approach to building DLs was feasible. The approximately 12 participants were largely technical staff associated with libraries and therefore had minimal experience with installation of software applications.
They were carefully led through the process of configuring and installing multiple components and were pleasantly surprised at the ease with which custom digital libraries can be created from components. This led to a second, more controlled, experiment as detailed below.

2.2 Installation Test

The second group comprised 56 students studying digital libraries. The aim of this study was to gauge their level of understanding of OAI and ODL components and their ability to complete a component composition exercise satisfactorily. The objective was to install the following components and link them together to form a simple digital library, as illustrated also in Fig 1:

- XMLFile: a simple file-based OAI archive
- Harvester: an OAI/ODL harvester
- IRDB: an ODL search engine
- IRDB-ui: a simple user interface for IRDB

Students were given an hour-long introduction to OAI and ODL and then given detailed instructions to perform the component composition exercise. Upon completion, they were asked to fill out a questionnaire to evaluate the experience of building this system from components. Table 1 displays a summary of the responses to the core questions asked of users.

In addition to these questions, typical demographic information was collected to ascertain skills levels and exposure to the technical elements of the experiment. The differences in backgrounds of participants evident from the responses to demographic questions makes it difficult to analyse these results without taking into account all of the interaction effects that result from past experience. Since OAI and ODL utilise various different Web technologies, it is non-trivial to enumerate all of the pre-requisites and determine their independent effects. It may be possible to construct an experimental model to minimise the interaction effects, but this will require finding unique participants, each with a very particular background and training. This may prove difficult because of the cutting-edge nature of Web-based technology. Taking these difficulties into account, any analysis of such an experiment cannot easily determine general trends.
Table 1. Summary of Responses to Component Composition Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question/Response</th>
<th>S. Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>S. Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Understand concepts of OAI-PMH.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand concepts of ODL.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions were understandable.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installing components was simple.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration was simple.</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting Harvester+XMLFile was simple.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting IRDB+XMLFile was simple.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding of OAI/ODL has improved.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will use ODL and OAI components.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nine respondents who indicated that they did not know how Web Services worked answered affirmative when asked if they had done Web Services-related development. This may be because they interpreted the question as referring to Web-related services other than SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI, or because they had done development work without understanding the underlying standards and information model of Web Services. Either of these is consistent with the vague understanding many people have of Web Services.

Judging from the responses to the first two questions in Table 1, most participants appear to have grasped the basic concepts related to OAI and ODL. The fact that some participants were unsure indicates that an hour and 15 minutes may not be enough for a person building a digital library to learn enough about OAI and ODL. This raises the question of just how much training a person needs before being able to effectively use OAI and ODL technology (or any Web-service-related technology). Also, more of the participants were able to understand OAI rather than ODL; this is expected since ODL builds on OAI.

Most participants agreed (or strongly agreed) that the instructions were understandable. The instructions were very detailed so that even if participants did not understand one section of the exercise, they were still able to complete the rest of the steps.

Installation and configuration of individual components as well as interconnecting different components was deemed to be simple. As these are two basic concepts underlying ODL (that all services can be independent components and that systems are built by interconnecting service components), it supports the hypothesis of this experiment that ODL is simple to understand and adopt - which commutes to Web Services.
There was not much agreement about the ability of the exercise to improve the participants understanding of OAI and ODL. This can be attributed to the sheer volume of new concepts covered during the presentation and exercise. Given that approximately half of the participants had never created a CGI-based Web application before, the learning curve was quite steep. In practice, those who adopt OAI and ODL technology are usually digital library practitioners who already have experience with the construction of dynamic Web-based information systems.

In spite of all these factors, two-thirds of the participants indicated an interest in using similar components if they have a need for such services. Thus, even without a thorough understanding of the technology and other available options, the simple and reusable nature of the components seemed to appeal to participants.

Thirteen participants provided optional feedback in the survey, and these ranged from positive to somewhat skeptical. Eight of the reactions were positive, including the following comments:

- “I think the idea is very good and the approaches to build digital libraries is easy.”
- “They provide a way to get up and running very quickly with a Web application.”

Some participants were not sure about the workflow as indicated by the comment:

- “We have high level idea but detailed explanation will be great.”

One comment in reference to the questions on simplicity of installation and configuration included:

- “I dont know; custom config might not be simple.”

This summarises the notion that components should be simple enough to bootstrap a development process but still powerful enough to support a wide range of functionality. In particular, the above comment refers to the XMLFile component that is simple to install and use in its default configuration, but can be non-trivial to configure if the records are not already OAI-compatible. In such a situation, XSL transformations can be used to translate the records into acceptable formats. However, irrespective of the complexity of configuration for a particular instance, the OAI/ODL interface to such components always is the same.

Some questions raised during the lab sessions revealed very important issues that need to be addressed in future development of ODL or related Web-based standards:

- Confusion over baseURLs
  - Some participants were confused regarding which baseURL to use in which instance. Since all URLs were similar, it was not obvious – this ought not to happen in practice with any system built on OAI, ODL or Web Services technology.
• Entering URLs by hand resulted in many typographical errors. Ideally, such links must be made using a high-level user interface that masks complex details like URLs from the developers.
• The user interface was sometimes connected to the wrong component. While it is possible for a user interface to identify the service component before using it, this will be inefficient. As an alternative, user interfaces can themselves be components, with associated sanity tests applied during configuration.

- Failures during harvesting
  • Harvesting will fail if the baseURL is incorrect, but there are no obvious graceful recovery techniques. The components used in the experiment assume a catastrophic error and stop harvesting from the questionable archive pending user intervention. Better algorithms can be devised to implement exponential back-off and/or to trigger notification of the appropriate systems administrator.

2.3 Comparison Test

Finally, a third experiment was conducted to contrast the component approach to system building with the traditional monolithic system approach. 28 students in digital libraries were asked to install a system similar to the one in the previous experiment as well as a version of the Greenstone [18] system, and compare and contrast them from the perspectives of ease of use and installation.

The responses highlighted both positive and negative aspects of both systems. The majority of respondents indicated that Greenstone was easier to install, being a single cohesive package. However, it was also agreed by almost all respondents that the component approach was more flexible and powerful, and therefore applicable to a larger set of problem domains than the monolithic equivalent. There was tension between the higher degree of architectural control possible with ODL and the increase in complexity it introduced for those not wanting such control. The service-oriented approach was also preferred for its scalability, genericity and support for standards, which was not as evident in the monolithic approach. A number of respondents were undecided as to an outright preference, given that each solution had its advantages and disadvantages - leading to the conclusion that an ideal solution would capitulate on the strengths of both approaches, somehow giving end users the advantages of component-based customisation and flexibility as well as the advantages of cohesion and simplicity inherent in the non-component approach.

3 Experiments: Reusability and Extensibility

To test for reusability and extensibility, the suite of components was made available to colleagues for integration into new and existing systems. A number of digital library systems have since made use of the components, either directly, or composed/aggregated into other components. The following are a discussion
of how some projects have integrated service-oriented components and protocols into their architectures.

3.1 AmericanSouth.org

AmericanSouth.org [6] is a collaborative project led by Emory University to build a central portal for scholarly resources related to the history and culture of the American South. The project was initiated as a proof-of-concept test of the metadata harvesting methodology promoted by the OAI. Thus, in order to obtain data from remote data sources, the project relies mainly on the OAI-PMH.

The requirements for a central user portal include common services such as searching and browsing. AmericanSouth.org used ODL components to assist in building a prototype of such a system. The DBUnion, IRDB and DBBrowse components were used in addition to XMLFile and other custom-written OAI data provider interfaces. Many questions about protocol syntax and component logic were raised and answered during the prototyping phase, suggesting that more documentation is needed. Alternatively, pre-configured networks of components can be assembled to avoid configuration of individual components. Both of these approaches are being investigated in the DL-in-a-Box project [10].

The production system for AmericanSouth.org still uses multiple instantiations of XMLFile but the ODL components have been replaced with the ARC search engine [9] largely because of concerns over execution speed of the IRDB search engine component. This in itself indicates the ease with which service-oriented components can be replaced in a system whose requirements change over time.

3.2 CITIDEL

CITIDEL - the Computing and Information Technology Interactive Digital Education Library [5] - is the computing segment of NSF’s NSDL - the National Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Digital Library [8]. CITIDEL is building a user portal to provide access to computing-related resources garnered from various sources using metadata harvesting wherever possible. This user portal is intended to support typical resource discovery services, such as searching and category-based browsing, as well as tools specific to composing educational resources, such as lesson plan editors.

From the initial stages, CITIDEL was envisioned as a componentised system, with an architecture that evolves as the requirements are refined. The initial system was designed to include multiple sources of disparate metadata and multiple services that operate over this data, where each data source and service is independent.

CITIDEL uses components from various sources. In terms of ODL, this includes the IRDB and Thread components to implement simple searching and threaded annotations, respectively. The IRDB component was modified to make more efficient use of the underlying database, but the interface was unchanged.
3.3 BICTEL/e

The BICTEL/e project, led by the Universite Catholique de Louvain, is building a distributed digital library of dissertations and e-prints within the nine French-speaking universities in Belgium. The project adopted use of OAI and ODL components to support dissertations and e-prints collections at each university and at a central site, alongside some non-ODL components.

3.4 Sub-classing

Some component implementations were created by sub-classing existing components. All of the component modules were written in object-oriented Perl, which allows for single inheritance, so this was exploited when possible. Since the DBRate and DBReview components also store the original transaction records submitted to them, they were derived from the Box component. In each case, some of the methods were overridden to provide the necessary additional functionality.

3.5 Layering: VIDI

The VIDI project [17] developed a standard interface, as an extension of the OAI protocol, to connect visualisation systems to digital libraries. A prototype of the VIDI reference implementation links into the search engine of the ETD Union Catalog [15] to obtain search results. The search engine used in the ETD Union Catalog understands the ODL-Search protocol. Thus, additional services are provided as a layer over an ODL component, without any reciprocal awareness necessary in the ODL system.

3.6 Layering: MAIDL

MAIDL, Mobile Agents In Digital Libraries [12], is a federated search system connecting together heterogeneous Web-accessible digital libraries. The project uses the “odlsearch1” syntax, as specified in the ODL-Search protocol, in order to submit queries to its search system. Further communication among the mobile agents and data providers transparently utilize the XOAI-PMH protocol [14].

4 Experiments: Performance

Lastly, performance tests were conducted to determine the effect of Web-based inter-component communication. Measurements were taken for heavily loaded systems, systems that rely on multiple components to respond to requests (e.g., portals) as well as the contribution made to system latency by different layers in the architecture.

The most critical of measurements looked at the effect of additional Web-application layering on the execution times of individual components of a larger
system. The IRDB search engine component was used for this test because search operations take a non-trivial (and therefore measurable) amount of time and the pre-packaged component includes a direct interface to the search engine that allows bypassing of the ODL protocol layer.

For test data, a mirror of the ETD Union Archive was created and this then was harvested and indexed by an instance of the IRDB component. 7163 items were contained in this collection, each with metadata in the Dublin Core format.

The test was to execute a search for a given query. Three queries were used: “computer science testing”, “machine learning”, and “experiments”. At most the first 1000 results were requested in each case. Each query was executed 100 times by a script to minimise the effect of the script on the overall performance. The first run of each experiment was discarded to minimise disk access penalties, and an average of the next 5 runs was taken in each case.

Six runs were made for each query:

1. Executing lynx to submit a ListIdentifiers query through the Web server interface.
2. Executing wget to submit a ListIdentifiers query through the Web server interface.
3. Using custom-written HTTP socket code to submit a ListIdentifiers query through the Web server interface.
4. Executing the search script directly from the command-line, thereby bypassing the Web server.
5. Executing testsearch.pl to bypass both the Web server and the ODL layer.
6. Using direct API calls to the IR engine, without spawning a copy of testsearch.pl in each iteration.

The time was measured as the “wall-clock time” reported by the bash utility program “time” from the time a run started to the time it ended. The script that ran the experiment controlled the number of iterations (100, in this case) and executed the appropriate code in each of the 6 cases above. In each case, the output was completely collected and then immediately discarded - thus, each iteration contributed the complete time between submitting a request and obtaining the last byte of the associated response, hereafter referred to as the execution time.

It was noticeable from the measured times that execution time increases as more layers are introduced into the component. This increase is not always a large proportion of the total time, but the difference between Test-1 and Test-6 is significant. The time differences between pairs of consecutive tests is indicated in Table 2.

Test-1, Test-2 and Test-3 illustrate the differences in times due to the use of different HTTP clients. In Test-1, the fully-featured text-mode Web browser lynx was used. In Test-2, wget was used instead, and the performance improved because wget is a smaller application that just downloads files. Test-3 avoided the overhead of spawning an external client application altogether by using custom-written network socket routines to connect to the server and retrieve responses.
Table 2. Time differences between pairs of consecutive tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Test1-2</th>
<th>Test2-3</th>
<th>Test3-4</th>
<th>Test4-5</th>
<th>Test5-6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“computer science testing”</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>8.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“machine learning”</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>10.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“experiments”</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>8.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to requests. The differences are only slight but there is a consistent decrease for all queries.

The difference between Test-3 and Test-4 is due to the effect of requests and responses passing through the HTTP client and the Web server. While no processes were spawned at the client side in Test-3, a process was still spawned by the Web server to handle each request at the back-end. This script was run directly in Test-4, so the difference in time is due solely to the request being routed through the Web server. This difference is small, so it suggests that the Web server does not itself contribute much to the total execution time.

The difference between Test-4 and Test-5 is due to the ODL-Search software layer that handles the marshalling and unmarshalling of CGI parameters and the generation of XML responses from the raw list of identifiers returned by the IR engine. This difference is also small, indicating that the additional work done by the ODL layer does not contribute much to the total time of execution.

The difference between Test-5 and Test-6 is due to the spawning of a new process each time the IRDB component is used. This difference is substantial and indicates that process startup is a major component of the total execution time.

In general, the execution times for the IRDB component (as representative of ODL components in general) were much higher than the execution times for direct API calls. However, this difference in execution time is due largely to the spawning of new processes for each request. The ODL layer and the Web server contribute only a small amount to the total increase in execution time. As a follow-on experiment, different Web application acceleration technologies were used to verify that no substantial execution speed penalty need be incurred when adopting a service-oriented component approach to system development (details of this experiment can be found in [16]). This illustrated, in particular, that there is not a significant difference between using direct API calls and invoking a Web service. Ultimately, these experiments confirm that there is little cause for concern, performance-wise, if Web technology is chosen wisely – for example, using persistent Web applications such as servlets for Java applications or SpeedyCGI for Perl applications.
5 Conclusions

The Service Oriented Architecture is still a fairly new concept in DL systems, with most systems supporting one or two external interfaces, for example OAI-PMH. This work has investigated the applicability of SOA as a fundamental architecture within the system, an analysis of which has demonstrated its feasibility according to multiple criteria, while exposing issues that need to be considered in future designs.

6 Future Work

The most important aspect highlighted by ongoing experiments was the need for better and simpler management of components, so that the complexity of deconstructing a monolithic system into service-oriented components did not fundamentally increase the complexity of overall system management. To this end, the ongoing “Flexible Digital Libraries” project is investigating how external interfaces can be defined for remote management of components, thus enabling automatic aggregation and configuration of components by installation managers and real-time component management systems. The first of such systems to be built, BLOX [11], allows a user to build a system visually using instances of Web-accessible components residing on remote machines. Ongoing work is looking into how systems built with such an interface can be packaged and redeployed, thus bridging the gap between components and monolithic systems from a system installation perspective.

This work naturally lends itself to a future architecture that allows migration and replication of components to support “component farms” as a replacement of “server farms”, as well as peer-to-peer and grid computing paradigms, where services are needs-based and location-independent.

At the same time, some effort needs to go into how services are orchestrated and composed/aggregated at a higher level to perform useful functions needed by users. The WS-Flow and WS-Choreography activities are useful starting points but more investigation is needed into their suitability for integration with user interface and workflow design as a front-end to the component farms envisioned as the back-end of future Web-based information applications.
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Abstract. This paper aims to encourage an appreciation of the value of georeference in digital libraries as a complementary search paradigm to more conventional text-based information retrieval and indexing techniques. In particular, it discusses the concept of the Digital Earth, and analyses why this concept has so far failed to make the transition from a research idea to a viable knowledge discovery tool. The analysis leads to the identification of a wider and more fundamental issue: the place of digital libraries in the technical and administrative infrastructure of the next generation of the World Wide Web – the so-called Cyberinfrastructure. The argument is made that it is the Grid community which is currently taking the lead in defining this infrastructure, and that future digital library research – including the development of a global infrastructure for geospatial information – should be focused on developing knowledge management and archiving systems as the foundation of the enabling technology for the Grid.

1 Introduction

The ultimate objective of the Alexandria Digital Library Project [1] is to build a global infrastructure for georeferenced information, within the wider context of a global cyberinfrastructure. We emphasize the distinction between geo-referenced and geo-spatial: geo-spatial information refers to objects which possess a physical location or extent on the surface of the Earth, whereas geo-referenced information refers to any kind of information with which a physical location can be logically associated. For example, a book which describes a place may have the location of that place – usually expressed in latitude and longitude - associated with it.

Access to information by geo-reference is the basis for the paradigm of the Digital Earth, a movement given a powerful political impetus in the United States through a speech by Vice-President Gore in 1998:

"I believe we need a Digital Earth: a multi-resolution, three-dimensional representation of the planet, into which we can embed vast quantities of georeferenced data …Earth as it appears from space ….continents, …regions, countries, cities ….land cover, distribution of plant and animal species, real-time weather, roads, political boundaries, and population…. digitized maps overlaid on the surface of the Digital Earth, newsreel footage, oral history, newspapers and other primary sources …[searching] through space, [and traveling] through time" [2].
This vision clearly widens the scope of geo-referenced information to include any information to which a geo-spatial reference can be attached: a guide book, a photograph, a historical event, an archaeological find - a vision which is convincing and intuitive. It speaks to the fact that, far more than we usually realize, our cognitive and reasoning processes are spatially and temporally oriented. It does not, of course, replace more conventional means of classifying and ordering information. But it does offer a very natural, immediate and exciting way of exploring models of the world, as a user-friendly complement to conventional library search techniques.

It is therefore surprising and disappointing that progress in the years since this speech has been so slow. In the US there have been testbeds, focusing mainly on natural disaster scenarios, but these have very much been prototypes of ad hoc construction, and have resulted in little or nothing of any wider and/or longer-term applicability. Even more surprising, the concept of the Digital Earth seems hardly to have caught the imagination of the research community in Europe at all, as a search of EC and national projects shows. In our view, this is because there has so far been too little emphasis on the "tough technical issues" referred to - but not identified - in a subsequent passage of the Gore speech. We believe that the main problem is that there has not yet been a sufficiently coherent attack on the fundamental issues relating to the establishment of a global georeferenced information infrastructure. Nor has there been an attempt to identify those specific aspects which are essential for the support of the Digital Earth concept.

2 The technical challenge

So what are the tough technical issues? First, we believe there is a need to develop a new kind of world wide web, or rather, two parallel webs – the ephemeral (here today and gone tomorrow) and the persistent. The transience of information on today’s ephemeral web is clearly not in itself a negative attribute: it allows information creativity and transfer at a rate previously unimaginable. But in the excitement for this new medium, the importance and value of traditional libraries has tended to be forgotten, or at least devalued. Yet we contend that the traditional social and administrative structures which have been responsible for conserving the world’s accumulated knowledge in the past are the natural guardians of the new digital knowledge, in the same way that they inherited responsibility for printed books. So we envision a persistent web: a global network of interoperating digital libraries and services, which will become the repository of all knowledge deemed worthy of indefinite preservation. It is often forgotten that the first function of a traditional library is to decide what is worth keeping. So in our vision, knowledge will constantly flow – but through a filter – from the ephemeral to the persistent web.

Second, we observe a strange contradiction between the generally accepted object-oriented way in which at least computer scientists model the world, and the way in which knowledge is stored in libraries. We do not know of any university which holds a library of active objects i.e. instances of data structures with associated behaviors.
Software libraries are still considered quite separate from conventional libraries – and very different. And yet, as digital libraries expand the types of objects of which they build collections, it becomes ever more obvious that they should also collect corresponding methods/services which are naturally associated with the objects. Even with an electronic book, there is a need for associated methods: as the simplest example, the blind need a service to read the book to them.

This leads us to the further observation that almost all applications on the web today are *vertically integrated* i.e. composed of (possibly) several layers of services over which neither the user nor the interacting services themselves have any control or choice. There is no concept of a user or an intelligent agent or broker selecting a suite of services themselves from a library of alternatives. This is extremely limiting and inflexible, and the major reason, we believe, why attempts at integrated Digital Earth scenarios have so far been unconvincing – they cannot be reconfigured ‘on the fly’ to new scenarios.

*The central technical objective of our vision, therefore, is to build a framework for a global persistent web of digital libraries of active objects and flexible, open services which are both vertically and horizontally interoperable, and are themselves stored in the libraries as object methods.*

3 A four-layer model of the persistent web

![Figure 1: A four-layer model for a global information infrastructure](image-url)
Our overall conception of the framework for a global information infrastructure is represented in the four-layer model illustrated in Figure 1. This model is an attempt to partition functionality - it does not imply anything about how the execution of that functionality may be physically or logically distributed. It does however begin to develop interface levels at which interoperability standards may be defined.

The foundation of this framework is the digital library and the digital archive. The term 'digital library' is now loosely used to describe any web application which serves information to users. For us, however, a digital library must be first and foremost a library, i.e. it must be a managed collection of information and services with all the functions of a traditional library: selection policies, classification systems (subject indexing), catalogues, metadata (content description) standards, and user services such as searching, delivery and helpdesk functions [3,4,5].

We therefore emphasize the importance of the digital archive, as a library which has the responsibility for the persistent storage and physical preservation of its digital collections. In our view, this responsibility will be taken in future primarily by national, academic and public libraries, as a natural yet challenging extension of the role which they have always taken. We foresee the development of two parallel and interconnected worlds on the web: the one - which we have today - facilitates the rapid exchange of new information and ideas. The other - the global knowledge infrastructure - will hold all accumulated knowledge distilled from this invaluable but ephemeral information exchange. At present, unfortunately, this distinction is not clear, because no formal knowledge infrastructure exists, and the library world has not yet fully risen to the challenge which it faces.

In our overall structure, we envisage that subject gateways (level 2) will provide indexes to both aspects of the web, i.e. to ephemeral web sites and to permanent archives at level 1. Level 3 contains user services, i.e. software which analyses and processes the archived data sources in some way. (Note, however, that these services will be stored in an archive at level 1). Level 4 is the user presentation level - primarily visualization.

The key technology supporting a georeferenced DL infrastructure at all levels is a database system which includes spatial operators and a subset of Geographic Information System (GIS) functionalities. This geospatial functionality, however, must be combined with text and date information retrieval and special services such as digital gazetteers designed for DL and information retrieval purposes [6,7]. This combination of functionality greatly expands the types of information retrieval and evaluation that can be supported, some of which are completely beyond the capabilities of conventional database and information retrieval systems.

At the archive and portal levels and the personal libraries at level 3, the database system needs to support the metadata models associated with the object types in each library collection. These may be based on the metadata standards designed for geospatial information (e.g., the FGDC metadata standard or its ISO equivalent) [8] or on the MARC standard used for library cataloging. An added challenge is to represent information objects, datasets, modeling and simulation software, and other services in such a way that programmatic interfaces can be designed to permit on-the-
fly identification and utilization of DL objects for visualizations and simulations and 
other manipulations that cross the four-levels of the conceptual framework.

4 A geo-spatial illustration

As a geo-spatial example, an archive might contain aerial photographs of a 
particular region. The user wants to 'fly through' this area in a full virtual reality 
environment, or at least through an interactive and dynamic visual display. (S)he must 
first invoke a user service (from an archive) to perform this function. The service may 
consult a gateway at level 2 to select one of several archives which contain aerial 
photography of the specified region, or may combine the contents of several archives. 
Or the user may be offered a choice of archives, with metadata provided to aid in the 
execution of that choice. The service then dynamically transforms a subset of the 
archive data into an appropriate form to supply to the visualization environment at 
level 4. If access to the archives is very time-consuming, or if the user buys the data, 
then (s)he may wish to archive it locally for subsequent use. There must therefore be a 
service at level 3 supporting a personal library (for which the term 'derived' library 
has recently been coined) available to the user environment at level 4.

To appreciate the nature of the challenge as we see it, and the magnitude of it, we 
have only to consider a conventional approach to this 'fly-through' example. Without 
a library of portable software, the user has somehow to locate, acquire and install a 
fly-through program. And it is almost certain that, in order to facilitate the interactive 
display of the fly-through in real time, this program will require data sets in a specific 
pre-defined format.

This is a closed system with no choices. In contrast, we want to create an open 
system whereby the user in this example can first select a fly-through program (a 
level 3 service), with known functionality, from an archive (level 1). When the user 
runs this program and selects a fly-through region, the program itself will send out a 
request to a software agent (level 2) to locate an archive source for the requested fly-
through imagery or maps. In all probability the archive data will not be in the 
appropriate format, and a conversion service - or a sequence of services - will have to 
be invoked automatically to perform the necessary transformations. These services 
must also be identified and retrieved from a level 1 library.

The challenge is to make this work, and to make it work in real time. Clearly this 
requires high-speed access to - and high-speed processing of - large data sets. But it is 
the move from a closed to an open computing environment which presents the really 
new challenges. For example, at the service and agent levels, how is the fly-through 
program to specify precisely the type of imagery or map which it needs? And how is 
the agent to determine what sequence of conversions might be needed, and the 
location(s) of suitable conversion software, and the type of the ultimate target source 
data in an archive?

We believe that most of the tools and techniques needed to answer these questions 
and solve these problems already exist: scripting languages; ontologies; description 
logics; MIME types; self-describing documents (XML) and files; metadata standards; 
object-oriented programming languages and database systems; web search engines;
web crawlers; software agents; and open hypermedia systems. The challenge is to construct a coherent georeferenced information infrastructure from these components.

To meet this challenge, we propose to base the foundation layer of the infrastructure on components already developed within the Alexandria (georeferenced) Digital Library; the persistent storage technology (SRB) from San Diego Supercomputer Center [9], and the Globus grid toolkit [10]. Upon this foundation, the higher-level services of the four-layer model, including the key horizontal and vertical service brokerage mechanisms and visualization systems, can be constructed.

5 Relationship to The Grid

Since the early 60’s, if not earlier, the database community has dreamed of a network of independent, heterogeneous computer systems offering interoperable data and services. Semantic interoperability has remained an elusive goal, but the extraordinarily rapid rise and success of the World Wide Web has demonstrated how much can be achieved in that direction with what is really a very simple set of well-designed open standards. For all that, the Web is still essentially a passive medium: we have not yet realized the long-held vision of user-specified tasks being resolved by intelligent software agents into a sequence of services assembled and executed within a distributed environment of data and software resources.

However, the Grid community, which is still widely dismissed within the DL community as interested only in setting up computer networks for massively parallel computations, is in fact evolving rapidly towards this vision of a Web of active and coordinated services, and is making rapid advances in the development of interoperability standards and protocols. Further, recent papers in the field clearly recognize the need for metadata repositories describing data and software archives. It is true that the application focus in this community is still mainly restricted to large scientific data sets and associated data analysis services, but this is an area which the DL community has ignored almost entirely.

It is extraordinary and regrettable that almost no DL research is being devoted to the question of how to integrate DLs into this developing infrastructure, despite the fact that the whole future of digital libraries, and perhaps of all libraries, depends on the answer to this question. It is to be hoped that the recent cyberinfrastructure report in the US [10], which is seen as the basis of a major new research initiative by the National Science Foundation, will encourage research in this direction. But, while it envisions the development of a multi-layer infrastructure very similar to that proposed above, there is a danger that its emphasis on science and engineering applications may reinforce rather than reconcile the division between the Grid and DL communities.

6 The way forward

We nevertheless argue that future DL research should focus on integration within the cyberinfrastructure framework being developed by the Grid community, and on the development of DLs of active encapsulated objects which include large data sets and associated analysis tools. Only in this way can we ensure that DLs, and the essential
expertise of the library community, are properly represented and integrated in future generations of Web technology.

We also see the need for the convergence of research efforts which have been conducted over many years in a number of disciplines – not least in library science – in the area of knowledge organization systems (KOSs) such as thesauri, ontologies and concept maps, and in the area of georeferenced information – in particular, gazetteers. We see these KOSs as essential adjuncts to a DL: not library collections in themselves, but capturing semantic and conceptual knowledge to aid in information search and interpretation of library information. Specifically, we aim to use KOS tools to advance from keyword-based search to concept-based search, in conjunction with georeferenced and temporal search.

We also aim to restore the original Digital Earth vision. In the intervening years since the Gore speech, the Digital Earth concept has unfortunately acquired a much more restricted meaning. It has been adopted by the Earth Sciences community to describe their ultimate vision of capturing a complete digital model of the entire planet – or at least of capturing a geospatial and temporal model of constantly increasing detail and accuracy. This conception is driven mainly by research to model physical phenomena on a global scale, such as weather forecasting, climate change modeling and environmental monitoring, and is seen as the ultimate GIS system. Our objective, however, is to restore the original vision by focusing on logical georeferencing of cultural knowledge. A key aspect of this research is the attempt to unify geospatial and ‘conventional’ (i.e. text-based) DLs, by introducing geospatial search as a complementary library search paradigm. A major challenge is the development of efficient and accurate technology for automated georeferencing of (digitized) text documents. In this context, a new generation of gazetteers is assuming a major role.

A full instantiation of our conception of the Digital Earth would, however, need to subsume the narrower geospatial concept, and this raises another major and exciting challenge in the development of georeferenced DLs - a challenge which clearly illustrates the overall need to integrate DLs within an active Grid computing framework: can we implement GIS functionality as a set of distributed services on geospatial DL collections within the cyberinfrastructure?
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Abstract. Managing cultural knowledge for collaborative projects generates many issues. We are facing them as we build a collaborative digital archive related to the historical silk roads. We present here the architecture we defined in order to support highly relevant resource management and to provide adaptive services.

1 Introduction

This paper gives an overview of a generic architecture we are currently building as part of the Digital Silk Roads project (DSR [11]). Initiated by UNESCO and NII, DSR aims at providing a wide area collaborative portal for research and education in order to collect, to archive, to organize and to disseminate all the relevant information that can be gathered about the historical silk roads. This implies to deal with any kind of multilingual digital document; it goes from architecture-related pictures showing parts of buildings to traditional songs that characterize some social behavior. Therefore, DSR wants to provide adaptive services to users, depending on all the knowledge we have on the environment (user himself, communities he’s involved in, and device he’s using); we are dealing with more than 400 experts in many fields providing annotated resources (i.e. monotype multimedia digital documents) and the set of end users is indefinite. This vision requires to define an advanced model for the classification, the evaluation, and the distribution of multilingual multidisciplinary cultural resources. Our approach fully relies on state of the art knowledge management strategies. We define a global collaborative architecture that allows us to handle resources from the gathering to the dissemination.

In the following section, we introduce our testbed project and its portal. Then, after showing our interest in ontology, we present our information management model in section 3. Based on this model, the fourth section describes and define the personalized services we are providing for collaborative environments. The last section will give some forthcoming issues.

* This research is partially supported by a grant (bourse Lavoisier) from the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Ministère des Affaires Étrangères).
DSR Framework

2.1 Description

We are involved in the Digital Silk Roads project (DSR [11]), which is focused on the collaborative management of digital multilingual cultural documents; it is handling all kinds of multimedia documents (including text-based, image, audio, video types) related to the historical silk roads. DSR aims at creating a global repository that enables us to collect, validate, preserve, classify and disseminate cultural resources. Building such a system is a great challenge, and requires to fulfill some commitments: first, it must provide an appropriate knowledge management framework that supports all the tasks it aims at covering. Then, documents and annotations have to be gathered and to be well structured. Thirdly, the data has to be stored safely. Afterwards, it is necessary to ensure an accurate access to the resources for each user. Finally, the distribution of the information has to be optimized in order to propose adaptive services. The global framework of DSR with its data distribution scheme is illustrated on Fig.1.

Fig. 1. DSR framework

The main issue we are facing with DSR is heterogeneity; we are considering very varied data (as said before), users and devices. DSR users are divided into two categories: contributors and end users who are supposed to manipulate any kind of device
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(from mobile phones to mainframe computers). Since DSR is a collaborative project, it is important to register the users as members of communities (NB each community has an access point, which is a device being a kind of sub-server dedicated to the community); this enables us to increase the environmental knowledge that is required for performing adaptive services based on users’ status and abilities.

2.2 ASPICO Platform, an Open Archives Initiative based Digital Archive

Several research projects such as the arXiv e-print archive\(^1\), the Networked Computer Science Technical Reference Library (NCSTRL)\(^2\) or the Kepler project [9] in the field of digital libraries or digital research archives, tried to solve issues of sharing research information. They generally provide a common interface to the technical report collections based on the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) infrastructure\(^3\). This mechanism enables interoperability among large scale distributed digital archives. In many cases, the network environment services include automated registration service, tracking of connected clients, and harvesting service of clients’ metadata. Query service enables accesses to resources and to its related metadata. OAI has created a protocol (Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting, OAI-PMH) based on the standard technologies HTTP and XML as well as the Dublin Core metadata scheme\(^4\). OAI presently supports the multipurpose resource description standard Dublin Core which is simple to use and versatile. Shortcomings of such research projects generally include a too general metadata attributes schema for fine-grained information (e.g. cultural domains) and the non-support of community building. However, OAI-PMH itself has been created to provide an XML-wrapper for metadata exchange. It has been extended in the Digital Silk Roads project to support multi-disciplinary metadata schemas such as Object ID\(^5\) for historical buildings, Categories for the Description of Works of Art (CDWA) for historical artifacts, or VRA\(^6\) for visual resources. In order to avoid the different shortcomings and to provide a community framework for the research and education on Digital Silk Roads, we proposed and built the Advanced Scientific Portal for International COoperations on Digital Silk Roads platform\(^7\) (ASPICO-DSR). ASPICO-DSR is OAI-PMH 2.0 compliant as part of the distributed collaborative architecture as it is shown in Fig.2. The platform provides services for data handling, registration for identification, and metadata handling based on cross-disciplinary metadata schemas to create OAI-compliant metadata and resource management. Researchers can annotate resources according to their point of views and can share their comments according to cross-disciplinary and multi-cultural backgrounds. Furthermore, the cultural resource server includes an ontology management service to support multi-lingual ontologies of cross-disciplinary metadata standards and multi-lingual ontologies in Digital

---

\(^1\) arXiv.org e-Print archive: http://arxiv.org/
\(^3\) Open Archives Initiative http://www.openarchives.org/
\(^4\) Dublin Core: http://dublincore.org/
\(^5\) Object ID http://www.object-id.com/
\(^6\) Visual Resources Association: http://www.vraweb.org/
\(^7\) ASPICO-DSR: http://aspico-dsr.org
Silk Roads related fields (e.g. architecture, history, geography, art...). We currently use Protégé 2000 as the Ontology manager. The start point of the ASPICO storage management has been the Dspace. We also have extended Dspace core system to produce a multi-lingual platform and to support DSR metadata.

Fig. 2. ASPICO architecture

3 Knowledge Management

3.1 Handling Ontologies

DSR’s ASPICO portal has to deal with large repository of multimedia of historical and cultural resources which come along with the web. For instance, it provides access to databases containing cultural heritage photography. Meanwhile semantic understanding, access and usages of these materials are not fully possible due to the semantic gap for their annotation and retrieval [12]. There are still shortcomings of appropriate methods and tools for multimedia annotation, browsing and retrieval to help the users find what they are really looking for. On the other hand, historical and cultural content of these databases make the process more complicated as there might be different semantic interpretations toward the subject of the visual information. Development and application of multi-lingual multimedia ontologies for the conceptual recognition of the content of cultural heritages of silk roads by using domain knowledge is the approach of ASPICO to improve multimedia semantic annotation and retrieval. Ontology is defined as a specification of a conceptualization or as a set of concept-definition, a representational vocabulary. Another definition of ontology which emphasizes the
component-base recognition of a subject is a declarative model of the terms and relationships in a domain or, the theory of objects\textsuperscript{11}. Based on these definitions ontology provides a hierarchical structured terminology of a domain and is completed by defining different relationships between term-sets. Ontology is explicitly declared to be helpful for knowledge representation, knowledge sharing and integration, portability issues...Ontology has application in artificial intelligence, natural language processing, multimedia database...Examples of ontology can widely be found in Biomedicine. Meanwhile recently in the field of multimedia enhanced annotation and retrieval, like photo annotation and ontology-based image retrieval and in some cases with relation to cultural heritage and art objects ontologies are designed and applied. In the field of cultural heritage, through application of domain ontology, the domain experts can develop semantic annotation for the multimedia data like images, and users can have access to a model of the vocabularies of the subject which will guide them for a more standard and intelligent search through database and will lead to a better retrieval.

DSR is directly involved in servicing ontology management on a case study of architectural cultural heritage named caravanserais\textsuperscript{12}. This ontology tries to design a visual lexical model of terms or components in architectural relic and relationship between components based on the physical and spatial characteristics of the components. It also tries to design the ontology in different languages with the help of UNESCO expert team in order to exchange the content with experts and cover the needs of multilingual users [2]. This ontology, which is designed with Protégé 2000 environment (version 2.1) will be accessible as part of ASPICO and will be used by domain experts in order to reach a consensus for its content to be extended to other languages and typologies of architectural heritage. Developing ontology on this case study as part of the portal is considered as a proper example for involvement of domain experts over internet in knowledge management and application of it can help enhanced access to large visual data which DSR is dealing with.

3.2 IMAM, an Information Modeling for Adaptive Management

We have the great opportunity for DSR to be working with more than 400 specialists in various fields (using 21 languages) who are motivated and able to annotate documents very accurately. These annotations become very valuable once they are related to the knowledge structure presented above. Then, we need a unified model that enables us to capture this useful information about the documents and also the available knowledge about communities, users and devices.

The first requirement that appears to us when aiming at defining a generic model is to fit standards as much as possible and to adopt efficient technologies (here comes XML). Then it is necessary to be very rigorous and to describe very precisely the whole data structure; an information model must be based on a coherent algebraic model that

\textsuperscript{11} Roberto Poli, “Framing Ontology - Second Part”
http://www.formalontology.it/Framing_second.htm

\textsuperscript{12} This multi-lingual ontology on architecture is constructed as part of a collaboration between National Institute of Informatics in Japan and the Architecture school of Paris Val de Seine in France under the Digital Silk Roads Initiative Framework in cooperation with UNESCO.
can support all the layers of the architecture (physical, logical, semantical, transactional). In our case, it has to handle physical entities (servers, access points, normal devices), knowledge management entities (resource’s description, community’s, user’s, and device’s profiles) and semantic entities (types of documents, i.e. categories, attributes, i.e. descriptors, and characteristics, i.e. descriptors’ values)[6].

In order to categorize and describe resources (i.e. any mono-type multimedia document that can be related to at least one topic), we use an ontology-like knowledge tree called Resource Categorization Tree (RCT); a node of the RCT is denoted \( \alpha_i \). The knowledge management through the RCT is based on a contextual structure. Our model aims at describing as clearly as possible the information contained in the annotations provided on the resources. The primary element in this approach is the descriptor \( \delta \), which is a contextual attribute (dimension). The values assigned to the \( j^{th} \) descriptor of the \( i^{th} \) node for a specific resource are denoted \( \sigma_{i,j,k} \). The whole annotation about a resource is contained in a complete branch of the RCT called Resource Description and defined as follows:

\[
D_r = \left( \langle \alpha_i \rangle, \langle \delta_{i,j} \rangle, \langle \sigma_{i,j,k} \rangle \right)_{i=0, \ldots, m-1, j=1, \ldots, p, k=1, \ldots, q}.
\]

The information about communities, users, and devices\(^{13}\) is contained in a quite similar structure called profile (denoted \( \pi \)) that is composed of descriptors and descriptors’ values (without nodes):

\[
\pi = (\langle \delta_v \rangle, \langle \sigma_{v,w} \rangle).
\]

We specified DBMS-like operators [5] with the aim to powerfully manage the resources (e.g. create, insert, edit, intersection, difference…) by using IMAM.

### 4 IMAM’s Services

#### 4.1 Preamble

Services to be proposed to DSR users cover usual database functions, personalized automated processes, and management of transactions in order to ensure the capability of the system to work in heterogeneous distributed mobile environments. In fact, more and more people are showing strong interests in peer-to-peer [1] as a foundation for creating advanced distributed applications; moreover, innovative sharing strategies are implemented and used in peer-to-peer [13, 10, 3] and mobile systems [8, 7]. But they are generally lacking in a unique generic basis for knowledge management that would allow us taking fully advantage of these powerful distributive environments. We agree that distributed knowledge management has to assume two principles [4] related to the classification: autonomy of classification for each knowledge management unit (such as community), and coordination of these units in order to ensure a global consistency. Distributed adaptive services require to exploit all the environmental knowledge that is available about the elements involved. An important category of this knowledge is related to devices’ states; indeed, knowing if a device is on, in sleep mode, off, if its battery still has an autonomy of five minutes or four days, or if it has a wired or wireless connection, etc. helps adapting services that can be delivered to this device. For each device, we consider a state control that is part of the device’s profile. And of course

\(^{13}\) NB: a user can be involved in several communities and a device can be shared by different users being involved in different communities.
we use the information contained in communities’ and users’ profiles. The information that can be gathered in collaborative environments (i.e., people sharing interests and resources) shall increase the ability to create new kinds of services. Personalized services finally depend on user-related contexts such as localization, birth date, languages abilities, professional activities, hobbies, communities’ involvement, etc. that give clues to the system about users’ expectations and abilities. All this information is quite easy to extract and to manipulate through IMAM; in the remainder of this section, we present the two main adaptive services based on our model.

4.2 Authoritarian Data Placement

The main motivation for the data placement is to automatically copy resources that seems to be very relevant to a user or a community on the appropriate devices. This operator relies on memory spaces that are allocated on each device for the server to place the data. Each time a resource is added to the server, its Resource Description is used for analyzing the possible correlations with the communities and users interests. The strategy we are using to evaluate the significance of a resource placement on a device is quite similar to the one used for operator sim (which evaluates the similarity between two resources, see [5]). But in the case of the placement (operator denoted disp), the descriptors are replaced by the descriptors’ values. We extract the ratio of common descriptors values where the descriptors are similar by using the function ρ_D:

\[ \rho_D(A, B) = \frac{|T_{\text{INTER}}(A, B)|}{|T_{\text{UNION}}(A, B)|} \in [0, 1], \]

with:

- \( T_{\text{INTER}}(A, B) = \{ \langle \sigma_{\text{inter}} \rangle | \sigma_{\text{inter}} = \sigma_{i,j} = \sigma_{k,l}, (\sigma_{i,j} \in A) \land (\sigma_{k,l} \in B) \land (\delta_i = \delta_k) \} \)
- \( T_{\text{UNION}}(A, B) = \{ \langle \sigma_{\text{union}} \rangle | (\sigma_{\text{union}} \in A) \lor (\sigma_{\text{union}} \in B) \} \)

where \(A\) and \(B\) contain ordered families of labels, which are lists of descriptors with associated values (there can be only one label, in the case of a profile for instance). \(\lor\) denotes operator exclusive-or.

The disp operator first applies \(\rho_D\) to communities. Depending on two threshold values \(s_{c_1}\) and \(s_{c_2}\) (\(s_{c_1} > s_{c_2}\)), we decide if the resource has to be placed on all the devices used in the community (Case 1 on Fig.5) or only on the community’s access point (Case 2 on Fig.5); the operator dispatches the resource on all devices of a community for which the value returned by \(\rho_D\) is higher than \(s_{c_1}\), and if the resource seems to be quite relevant only for a community (i.e., the returned value is between \(s_{c_1}\) and \(s_{c_2}\)), the operator copies the resource on the access point only. The last option for disp, when the resource does not seem to be relevant for a whole community (Case 3 on Fig.5), is to apply \(\rho_D\) on each user in this community; again, this is done by using a threshold value \(s_u\). If the value returned by the function is higher than \(s_u\), then the resource is placed on the user’s device that is the most able to get it. The selection of the device is processed by the function \(\text{SELECTDEV}(i, j)\) \(i\) and \(j\) being integers, the function returns the device (profile) used by the \(j^{th}\) member of the \(i^{th}\) community that has the largest storage capacity on its placement area (see Fig.3).

We have to mention that each time a resource is supposed to be placed on a device, disp first checks the ability of the device to store the resource and if there is not enough
SELECTDEV(i, j)
1  device ← ∅
2  a ← 0
3  for k ← 1 to K_{i,j}
4    do if FSPACE(π_{d_{i,j,k}}) > a and STATE(d_{i,j,k}) = TRUE
5      then a ← FSPACE(π_{d_{i,j,k}})
6        device ← π_{d_{i,j,k}}
7  return device

Fig. 3. The device selection function pseudo-algorithm

Before copying a resource on a device, disp checks if the device is online and if it has enough free space on its placement area (limited predefined space) for the resource to be stored. The storage capacity (full capacity and empty space) of a device is defined in order to ensure limits (depending on a minimum and a ratio) that cannot be passed over; the available space dedicated to automated services on the device must be precisely defined (default ratio or user’s choice) in order to keep enough memory space for the user’s manual activities. disp gets this states’ information from the device profile via several functions:
- FSPACE(π_d) returns the full space allocated for placed data on the device d (in KB).
- ASPACE(π_d) returns the available space in the placement area on d (in KB).
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- **SIZE($D_r$)** returns the size of Resource $r_i$ (in KB).
- **STATE($\pi_d$)** returns **FALSE** if the device $d$ is off, and **TRUE** if it is on.

Thus appears the update problem: variables we need to handle can change at any time very irregularly (frequency might anyway be taken into account); for instance, it is necessary to record the new locations of the resource in its resource description and devices’ states. Indeed, to be able taking advantage of the dispatched resources for the query management, we have to keep a record of all the locations a resource is stored at. So each **PUT** and **DELETE** (see below) implies that the Resource Description (which contains all these locations within the **locations descriptor**) is updated. The new version of the Resource Description is first saved on the server, and then it overwrites the other copies that are on the devices containing the resource. The updates processes have to take into account the possibility for a device to be offline, and so to ensure that the update can be performed as soon as the device becomes available. Following the same strategy, when a device is switched on, it updates its IP address in its profile, which is copied on the server and related access points (we do not address here the case of connection loss because of space limitation). We also have to consider the creation of new communities: each time a community is created, the placement operator must be applied on the server to check what resources should be dispatched on the devices of this community. The function **UPDATEPROF()** provides the support described above for every Resource Description and profile that has to be updated.

We finally declare all the functions that **disp** uses in order to manipulate the resources and their profiles:

- **PUT($r, d$)** accesses the placement area on the device $d$ and pastes the Resource $r$ there.
- **GETPROFCOM($x$, $i$)** ($x$ being the number ($i$) of the $i^{th}$ community, or the community’s identifier **comID**)) returns the profile of the related community. **GETPROFILE($x$, $i$)** works the same way for a user.
- **GETAC($\pi_c$, $i$)** returns the profile of the Access Point of the community $\pi_c$.
- **DELETE($x$, $\pi_d$, $i$)** deletes the resource identified by $x$ on the placement area of the device $d$.
- Each device’s profile contains a table $[r_i, \rho_i]_{i=1,...,n}$ made of $n$ columns ($n$ being the number of resources stored on the device) and two rows (resource identifier and related $\rho_D$ values) such as $\rho_D$ values are increasingly ordered. The function **GETWR($\pi_d$, $i$)** returns this table for the device $d$.
- **SELECTDEV($i$, $j$)** $i$ and $j$ being integers, the function returns the device (profile) used by the $j^{th}$ member of the $i^{th}$ community that has the largest storage capacity on its placement area (see Fig.3).

**NB:** some variables are shared and are accessible from all the functions dedicated to the services; it consists in all the profiles (communities ($<\pi_c, j=1,...,C>$), users ($<\pi_u, k>_k=1,...,\mathcal{U}_j$), and devices ($<\pi_d, j, l>_l=1,...,\mathcal{L}_{j,k}$)), sets’ number of elements ($C$ is the total number of communities, $\mathcal{U}_j$ is the total number of users involved in the $j^{th}$ community, $K_{i,j}$ is the total number of devices used by the $j^{th}$ user of the $i^{th}$ community), and threshold values ($s_{c1}$, $s_{c2}$, $s_u$).
\[
\text{DISP}(D_\circ)
\]

1. \(\text{disp} \leftarrow \text{FALSE}\)
2. \(\text{for } i \leftarrow 1 \text{ to } C\)
   3. \(\text{do } \pi_{c_i} \leftarrow \text{GETPROFCOM}(i)\)
   4. \(\rho_1 \leftarrow \rho_D(D_\circ, \pi_{c_i})\)
   5. \(\text{device1} \leftarrow \text{GETAC}(\pi_{c_i})\)
   6. \(\text{if } \rho_1 \geq s_{c_i}, \text{then for } j \leftarrow 1 \text{ to } U_i\)
      7. \(\pi_{u_{i,j}} \leftarrow \text{GETPROFUSE}(i, j)\)
      8. \(\text{device2} \leftarrow \text{SELECTDEV}(i, j)\)
      9. \(\text{if } \text{PROEMIN}(D_\circ, \text{device2}, \rho_1) = \text{TRUE}, \text{then UPDATEPROF}()\)
      10. \(\text{disp} \leftarrow \text{TRUE}\)
   11. \(\text{else if } s_{c_2} \leq \rho_1 < s_{c_1} \text{ and PROEMIN}(D_\circ, \text{device1}, \rho_1) = \text{TRUE, then UPDATEPROF}()\)
   12. \(\text{disp} \leftarrow \text{TRUE}\)
   13. \(\text{else for } j \leftarrow 1 \text{ to } U_i, \text{do}\)
   14. \(\pi_{u_{i,j}} \leftarrow \text{GETPROFUSE}(i, j)\)
   15. \(\rho_2 \leftarrow \rho_D(D_\circ, \pi_{u_{i,j}})\)
   16. \(\text{device3} \leftarrow \text{SELECTDEV}(i, j)\)
   17. \(\text{if } \rho_2 \geq s_u \text{ and device3} \neq \emptyset, \text{then UPDATEPROF}()\)
   18. \(\text{disp} \leftarrow \text{TRUE}\)
   19. \(\text{else for } j \leftarrow 1 \text{ to } U_i, \text{do}\)
   20. \(\pi_{u_{i,j}} \leftarrow \text{GETPROFUSE}(i, j)\)
   21. \(\rho_2 \leftarrow \rho_D(D_\circ, \pi_{u_{i,j}})\)
   22. \(\text{device3} \leftarrow \text{SELECTDEV}(i, j)\)
   23. \(\text{if } \rho_2 \geq s_u \text{ and device3} \neq \emptyset, \text{then UPDATEPROF}()\)
   24. \(\text{disp} \leftarrow \text{TRUE}\)
25. \(\text{return disp}\)

\[\text{Fig. 5. The placement pseudo-algorithm}\]

The \(\text{disp}\) placement operator has been introduced in [5]; we proposed here a full description of the pseudo-algorithm (see Fig.5) that moreover takes into account new features such as checking devices activity and storage capacity.

4.3 Adaptive Query Management

A major benefit of the RCT is to allow us giving an appropriate viewpoint (denoted \(\nu\)) to each user for a same set of resources (taking the user’s characteristics and environment into account). In fact, our viewpoint can be seen as a query optimizer, since it clears and modifies an initial set of resources. It is defined as follows [5]:

\[
\nu = \xi \circ \psi : R^p \times \Delta^p \times \Sigma^p \times \Pi \longrightarrow R^q \times \Delta^q \times \Sigma^q
\]

where \(p\) is the number of considered Resource Descriptions and \(q\) the number of returned Resource Descriptions \((q \leq p)\), \(\pi_e\) is the profile of the environment \(e\) (with \(\pi_e = \pi_u \cup \pi_d\), \(u\) denotes a user and \(d\) a device), and \(\Xi\) and \(\Psi\) are two sets of rules: \(\Xi\) contains acceptation rules; if a descriptor value of the Resource Description \(r\) (denoted
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... does not respect a rule in $\Xi$, then the set returned by $\xi$ does not contain $D_r$. $\Psi$ contains transformation rules; if a descriptor of $D_r$ is involved in any rule of $\Psi$, its value might be modified depending on $\pi_c$. Each rule is a test on a pair of descriptor values: one from the Resource Description and one from the profile.

Our query optimization strategy requires a large CPU contribution from the servers and devices as they have to apply the viewpoint on all the Resource Descriptions they are receiving from other devices. However, since we are dealing with high resolution multimedia resources and as we are reasonably convinced that portable devices processing capacity will very soon become very high, we claim that the overload on the devices CPU worths the resources’ selection cost.

The interesting features we are getting from the disp operator and the viewpoint can then be enhanced by using an appropriate query management based on our three-layers architecture (server, access point, normal device). We are currently designing a distributed query manager based on JXTA and BitTorrent (P2P delivery system); in fact resource descriptions can partially seen as BitTorrent trackers, as they contain all the locations of the resources. We now just have to take advantage of IMAM’s support to provide appropriate resources to users in the best conditions. Following BitTorrent strategy, we can provide distributed query processing by using the placed and indexed data; then a device can access all copies of a resource (even not complete ones).

A simple example of what we want achieve with IMAM: let us consider a class studying caravans in Iraq with a focus on a the 14th century and looking for people exchanging specific products. It would be interesting and useful for the students to get on their laptop maps, pictures, videos that are related to their topic. This could be done by creating the community some time before the class starts this lesson. The placement would be then restricted by the viewpoint, being used as a filter for the sets of resources to be sent on each device. Then the distribution should be improved (regarding time and bandwidth consumption) by a BitTorrent-like community P2P shared access on the resources. Moreover, a unified protocol based on JXTA can enable the whole process to be more efficient and safer.

5 Conclusion

The framework described in this document corresponds to a long-term vision. Indeed, it requires much time to define the knowledge management structure (i.e. multilingual ontologies and interrelationships) and to implement the portal that has to gather all the information and the system that provides the services. At least, we now have a solid basis for the management of the resources that allow us to design innovative services. However, many issues are remaining; we need to implement the transaction and query managers in order to enable users to start using all the portal functionalities. Then, we have to define some policies to evaluate the relevance and efficiency of adaptive services (e.g. how to fix the threshold values). We also would like to point out that the significance of this architecture is not restricted to collaborative cultural projects; we see valuable possible application in the management of companies’ resources.

14 http://bitconjurer.org/BitTorrent/
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Abstract. In this paper we present the problem of trustworthy computations in Grid systems. Trustworthy computations have several articulated requirements that are introduced in the paper. As initial result, we introduce the notion that applications should be able to specify the criteria to be privileged when executing computation on a grid. This specification can be best specified for computations organized according to workflows in that it is possible to specify different criteria to be optimized for different tasks. In the paper we thus provide an initial definition of how a workflow specification can extended with the specification of the trustworthiness criteria to be optimized.

1 Introduction

Grid systems were initially developed for supporting scientific computations, in areas such as biotechnology, astronomy and physics, and therefore their purpose was mainly to support computationally intensive tasks. Today, companies, users and researchers are looking at ways to use the grid approach for commercial uses and for applications in many different areas, ranging from the entertainment to the financial industry. The development of techniques and tools for coordinating the execution of complex tasks over grids, such as workflow management systems, as well as the development of specialized web services and of storage services, is simplifying the deployment of grid-based applications.

However, a limiting factor to the wide exploitation of the computational grid paradigm is represented by the untrusted environment in which computations are sometimes to be performed. Not only a grid system may encompass a variety of nodes very much heterogeneous with respect to trust - some nodes may be trustworthy whereas others are not - but also the notion itself of trustworthiness is quite articulated. Trustworthiness may encompass several notions, like integrity, confidentiality, availability, privacy, reliability, to name some, and may
be evaluated according to different criteria and mechanisms. Since we cannot expect that a single notion be suitable for all the possible applications and users in a grid environment, we need a more flexible framework to assess and enforce trustworthiness which should allow users and applications to choose and select among various security requirements, for example to prioritize availability rather than confidentiality. It is also important to note that when a grid application is structured as a workflow process [1, 2], each of the composing steps may have different requirements with respect to trust.

In this paper, we elaborate on some of the concepts underlying such framework and point out relevant open research directions. This paper is not intended to be a complete solution to the problem, it is rather a first attempt to create a general framework to be used to develop trustworthiness-aware grid framework for uses in application spanning from biotechnology to multimedia data analysis and dissemination. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the possible types of trustworthiness in Grid with special attention to Grid Workflow applications. Section 3 describes some research issues that have to be addressed in order to built a trust-aware grid workflow framework. Section 4 introduces the notion of Multi-Dimensional Trustworthiness for Grid Workflow, that is the basic element of our solution. Section 5 extends an existing workflow model with our notion of trustworthiness while Section 6 presents other grid workflow systems and compare them with our assumptions. The paper is concluded by Section 7 in which a summary of the solution as well as the future work is presented.

2 Grid trustworthiness

A unique characteristic of Grid provides an abstraction for resource sharing and collaboration across multiple administrative domains. However, resources in this environment span across multiple geographical locations, usually heterogeneous and administered by different resource owners. In this context, the notion of Trustworthiness results to be variegate and to include different aspects which are briefly described in what follows.

A first useful distinction concerns the resource to which the trust applies: we distinguish between data trustworthiness and computational trustworthiness.

Data trustworthiness refers to the trustworthiness of information stored into the Grid or generated by a computation. For instance, a user might want his/her data to be stored into a host which is always available, even if the node cannot perform fine grained access control to authorize/deny requests to the user data.

Computation trustworthiness refers to the trustworthiness of tasks to be executed by the Grid nodes. For example, a user might wish his/her tasks to be executed only at nodes which guarantee a high level of confidentiality or in which the availability of the service for the entire computation is guaranteed.

Both computation and Data trustworthiness can be furthermore classified based on the subject to which trust applies. We have resource owner trustworthiness and data&task owner trustworthiness.
Resource owner trustworthiness represents the trustworthiness of a node sharing physical resources (e.g., Data storage or computational power) across the Grid. It represents the requirements a host should satisfy in order to store data or to execute a task of a given user. For example, users might not want their data being stored by a node which is not reliable or their tasks computed by a host which does not adopt a specific security mechanism.

On the opposite, data&task owner trustworthiness represents the trustworthiness of a user executing tasks as well as storing or retrieving data into the grid. It represents the requirements a user should have in order to have his tasks executed (or data stored) by a given node. As an example, a node might not want data from untrusted (or possible malicious) users being stored into its resources.

Table 1 summarizes such four types of trustworthiness to be considerate with Grid. In this work, we consider those types of trust when the process to be executed over the Grid can be represented as a workflow.

![Fig. 1. Possible cases of trustworthiness in Grid](image)

**2.1 Grid Workflow**

When a grid computation is organized according to a workflow, composed by several activities to be executed sequentially or in parallel by autonomous hosts, it is likely that security requirements of these activities about nodes storing data and nodes executing the computations using such data do not match. Thus, each task needs to identify suitable nodes in which to execute the computations. Nodes should be able to collect input data and to store output data from the Grid according to the various classes of trustworthiness described above. Moreover, to complete a workflow, information needs to migrate or being replicated into different hosts each satisfying a different subset of the trust requirements.

In such context, it is therefore important to have a comprehensive model dealing with all different types of trustworthiness at once. Figure 1 shows the main phases of executing a grid workflow. For sake of simplicity, we assume here a centralized system aware of all grid nodes available as well as the schema of the workflow to be executed. The first phase (step 1 in Figure 2) identifies the set of nodes in which to execute a task. Nodes are normally selected based on
user requests (amount of resource available, type of machine). In this phase, the computation trustworthiness is considered in order to filter the candidate nodes from the ones which do not fulfill trust requirements. Once a compliant node is identified, it loads data input eventually from another nodes into the Grid. Here data trustworthiness is considered (step 1 in Figure 2) to identify nodes collecting data having a trust level compliant to the one set by the user. The task can now be computed. Once the task is terminated, output data are stored back to a grid node again considering data trustworthiness (step 1 in Figure 2) and the central system can re-start the process with the following workflow task.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.** Grid Workflow execution phase

### 3 Research Issues

In this paper, we elaborate on some of the concepts underlying such framework and point out relevant open research directions. In particular, our research is based on the following key concepts:

1. An *extensible set of grid node security properties* (integrity, confidentiality, availability, etc) - we assume that there is no specific single criteria. Rather there could be several security properties which are fixed by the user/applications and/or by the administrators of the grid. Security properties may be dynamically added and removed. Associated with each security property there will be a rating/label mechanism organized according to a partial order, that is, a lattice.
2. **Flexible evaluation methodology** - we do not assume that each grid node is rated according to all possible security properties. Rather we assume that each grid node may be rated according to an arbitrary subset of these properties or, even, not rated at all. Also, in our approach we assume that each rating criteria has associated one or more services allowing one to rate a given grid node with respect to the given security property. We assume both self-rating, according to which a node voluntarily rates itself for a chosen set of security properties, and third-party rating, according to which the rating is performed by entities different from the rated node. The user is completely free to select which security property to evaluate and which evaluation services rely at any time accordingly to his/her trust requirements. He can even implements his own evaluation service.

3. **Trust-annotated workflow specification** - in order to support the specification of articulated trust requirements for grid, we assume that for each task of the workflow, the user may specify required conditions for one or more security property and also specify the approach used to evaluated those (i.e., subjective rather than using third part evaluation services, etc.).

4. **A scheduling algorithm with a set of relaxation strategies** - the scheduling algorithm is in charge of devising the set of nodes where the various workflow tasks are executed taking into consideration, among the others, the trust-annotated specification. Since depending on the status of the grid and on the specification, it may not be always possible to find an execution schedule, strategies should be provided in order to relax some of the constraints and/or to modify the workflow. In our solution, constraints can be relaxed or even better negotiated between parties.

### 4 Context Lattices

As discussed in the introduction, trustworthiness in Grid may encompass several aspects, like integrity, confidentiality, authorization, availability, reliability, privacy, and so on. Therefore, the first issue to be investigated is the development of a structure to enforce multi-dimensional quality of services for grid workflows. In the following, we refer to such structure as a *Context Lattice*. A context lattice is a set of quality of service criteria (or dimensions) which can be associated with an host participating to the Grid. A context lattice is a combination of values for one or more lattice dimensions.

A lattice dimension $l_i$ is defined as a tuple $\langle name_i, Value_i, \prec_i \rangle$ where $name_i$ defines a unique identifier, $Value_i$ is a set $\{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n\}$, and $\prec_i$ defines a local order among values. We say that $v_i$ precedes $v_j$ in the order if $v_i \prec v_j$.

Examples of lattice dimensions are the following:

$\langle trust, \{a..z\}, alphabetical \rangle$, $\langle privacy, \{high, medium, low\}, \{high \prec medium \prec low\} \rangle$.

By using lattice, each host is therefore classified according to multiple-dimensions which are used for selecting nodes in which to execute some activities or to store
some output. For example, given the two dimensions presented above, a context lattice for a task $t_i$ could be $\langle [privacy, high], [trust, a] \rangle$ which specifies $t_i$ should run into a node having a high level of trust as well as a very high level of privacy. In this context, we assume a lattice being specified for each node (host or user) of the Grid. Lattice values for a task can be assigned using different strategies such as directly assigned by a trusted party, automatically inferred by the history or generated based on a combination of reputation and trust [3].

Moreover, given $n$ possible dimensions, a task can be associated with $n$ lattices values (i.e. one for each dimension) as well as a subset of $n$. In case a dimension is not available, we assume to automatically set its value to the lowest possible value (such as privacy=low and trust=z in our example).

5 Workflow Model

To apply our solution, we adopt the existing workflow model proposed in [4] because it is formal and flexible enough to describe our approach. However, our solution can be applied to any other workflow models.

As in most WFMSs, a workflow is defined as a set of tasks with tasks dependencies defined among them. Formally, a workflow $W$ is defined as a pair $\langle T, D \rangle$ where $T$ denotes set of tasks $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n$ composing the workflow and $D$ denotes the set of intertask dependencies among tasks.

A workflow task, or activity, describes a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process which can be executed manually or automatically [4]. The host executing the task accepts as input a set of information, processes them and produces some results as output. Input data can be collected from the user, loaded from the outputs of previous tasks or by using information already available within the Grid. Similarly, output data can be sent to the user, saved temporarily for being used by following tasks in the same workflow or saved permanently into the Grid and shared among other users. A task can be formally defined by a tuple $\langle Act, Host, I, O \rangle$ in which $Act$ represents the list of activities to be executed, $Host$ the node in which the task has to be processed, and $I$ and $O$ represent Input and Output data respectively. In a Grid environment, it is reasonable to assume many hosts available to execute a certain task. The user does not specify in advance the host in which to execute a task and host is replaced with the information about the set of resources (software and hardware) needed for the task to be properly executed. The node (or set of nodes) where the task is physically executed will be selected at runtime by the resource allocation process.

A workflow intertask dependency describes the precedence order among tasks and the conditions when a task can be executed. A dependency has the form $t_i \xrightarrow{x} t_j$ states that the task $t_j$ can start after (or along with) task $t_i$ when the condition $x$ is verified. $x$ represents the dependency type and it is defined as a logical expression which specify the conditions under which a task can be executed. An extensive list of the variety of dependencies supported by a workflow
can be find in [4]. In the following, we do not further explore dependencies and in case of \( t_i \xrightarrow{x} t_j \) we assume \( t_j \) can be executed when \( t_i \) is successful terminated.

In order to support multi-dimensional level of trust, we assume that for each workflow task the user specifies the required values for one or more rating criteria both for the computational and data trustworthiness.

Therefore, task definition needs to be extended to include contexts. Formally, a workflow task \( t_i \) is defined as a tuple \( \langle Act, \{Host, cont_{proc}\}, \{I, cont_{dataI}\}, \{O, cont_{dataO}\} \rangle \) in which \( Act \), \( host \), \( I \) and \( O \) are the same as previous whereas \( cont_{proc} \) represents computational quality, and \( cont_{dataI} \) and \( cont_{dataO} \) the Input and Output data quality respectively.

In a same way, we assume each grid host being able to specify trust requirements for users who are willing both to store data and execute computation using his/her shared resources.

Such information is the foundations onto which we apply the multi-dimensional trustworthiness criteria. Through our notion of lattices, that can be applied to both the \( host \) (for Computational trustworthiness) and the \( I \) and \( O \) (for Data trustworthiness) of each task of the workflow, users can select multiple trust criteria. A host will be selected by the scheduler for executing a task (as well as for storing information) only if it satisfies the security conditions set by the user on behalf of whom the workflow is executed. However, we also need to deal with cases in which such conditions cannot be satisfied. As an example, consider a scenario in which a user specifies that the input data for a task \( t_i \) should be loaded from nodes whose lattices has a level of confidentiality sets at least as "high". If the input data is available only from a node with confidentiality="medium", an inconsistency arises. To solve such inconsistency, an immediate solution could be migrating input to another node matching the condition. However, the new node storing data should match all the security conditions by the task that generate the data (e.g., store data only into nodes which availability="high"). In case of several tasks sharing the same data, there might problems in planning a suitable assignment without storing information only onto grid nodes having lattices with higher values for all the possible criteria. In our work, we do not have trust as stand-alone component for grid workflows, instead we develop a solution which takes into consideration other elements such as keeping minimal the number of data-migrations and balancing workload distribution among grid nodes having different security properties.

6 Related Work

During the last few years, Workflow is gaining always more and more attention within the Grid community. In fact, the original idea of Grid to have a flexible, secure, coordinated resource sharing among dynamic collections of individuals, institutions, and resources as in [5], shows expectations which go beyond the "simple" execution of a time consuming computation or the storage of large amount of data into a highly distributed environment. There is the need of using Grid for more complex processes, in which information or data are passed
from one grid resource to another for further analysis, according to a set of procedural rules. The current efforts direct to finalize and adopt the Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA) [6], the Grid architecture based on Web service standards, shows how Workflow technology and Grid are merging. Even if most of the problems are still open, some work has been appeared to leverage OGSA with the concepts of workflow management systems, with particular attention to the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS).

One of the most well known projects that addresses workflow management in an OGSA environment is the Grid Services Flow Language [2], GSFL which proposes an XML based language supporting workflow specifications and an execution engine. However, the project is based on a previous version of Globus Toolkit, GT, and does not consider any WS-Resource Framework introduced into the latest releases of GT which can be considerate the de-facto standard.

Another interesting solution is the Grid Workflow Execution Language, GWEL [7]. GWEL is a XML based language built for integrating grid workflow with any GT3 compatible service. The proposed solution is based on the fact that hosts offering services as well as hosts collecting data are made available to users willing to create workflows into two sets called Factory Links and Data Links respectively. Workflow schemas created combining those two sets with other elements (such as control flow or lifecycle elements) are then given as input to the engine which automatically executed it over the Grid.

Similar goals are pursued by another system, GridAnt [8] which explores the needs of a Grid user to map his processes to the Grid nodes. The solution, based on Java, makes use of a Workflow dictionary to define the operations (grid-execute, grid-copy, grid-query) to be executed over a set of predefined tasks mapped on available grid nodes.

Even if the above solutions address some grid-workflow problems, they go in a different direction with respect to our notion of Grid workflow according to which user does not know in advance the exact hosts in which he wants tasks to be executed or his data to be stored or loaded for computation. User simply specifies, for each task, his requirements (e.g., amount and type of resource needed to execute a task) along with the the trust criteria he wants to adopt. The system automatically collects such information to the compliant hosts which can execute a task among the ones available.

7 Conclusions and Future work

In this paper we have presented an ongoing work developing a Multi-Dimensional Trustworthiness for Grid Workflow. The problem is presented along with some of main research directions we have taken. The work starts from the need of having a Grid workflow whose tasks should not be executed over predefined Grid nodes rather than the ones available which offers a better level of trustworthiness. Trustworthiness requirements which could be different based on the workflow tasks or the criteria are used to compute the value of each host. A classification
of trustworthiness types are described, and a first attempt to formalize the notion of multi-level trustworthiness, such as the lattices, is presented.

As future work, we plan to implement the proposed framework in the context of current workflow and web service standards. We also plan to investigate how our framework can be used for providing trusted data and query management services as well as ensuring user privacy for digital libraries exploiting grid infrastructures.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a distributed query framework suitable for use in federations of digital libraries (DL). Inspired by e-commerce technology, we recognize queries (and query answers) as commodities and model the task of query processing as a task of trading queries and queries-answers. We show that our framework satisfies the needs of modern DL federations by respecting the autonomy of DL nodes and natively supporting their business model. Our query processing conception is independent of the possible distributed architecture and can be easily implemented over a typical GRID architectural infrastructure or a Peer-To-Peer network.

1 Introduction

Digital Libraries’ users may need to simultaneously use two or more libraries to find the information they are looking for. This increases the burden of their work as it forces them to pose the same query to different DLs multiple times, each time using a possibly different user interface and a different metadata schema. Digital Libraries are aware of this deficiency and have been trying for a long time to attack this problem by creating federations of DLs. Especially for small DLs, joining such federations is necessary for attracting more users and thus, ensuring their economic survival.

The architectures of these federations usually follow a wrapper-based centralized mediation approach. Nevertheless, current growth of DL collections and increase in the number of DLs joining a single federation have rendered these architectures obsolete. Almost every major DL is evaluating new architectures to replace its old systems. For instance, a kind of P2P architecture will be evaluated within the framework of the BRICKS European Integrated Project (peer nodes are called Bricks nodes in this project), whereas the GRID architecture will be evaluated within the DILIGENT project (The University of Athens participates in both consortiums).

Obviously, existing DL federations will benefit a lot by the above architectures as the improved search and browse response-time will enable them to form even larger federations. On the other hand, even today’s hardware and software architectures (e.g., ultra fast SANs and SMP machines) do provide the means for building fast federations, yet DLs are still reluctant in unconditionally joining them. It seems that apart from the scalability problem, there are additional ones that inhibit the creation of large federations. DLs prefer to keep their systems completely autonomous. They want their nodes to be treated as black boxes, meaning that remote nodes should make no assumption on the contents, status and capabilities of their systems. Exporting this information to
distant nodes hurts the autonomy of DLs, which in turn reduces their flexibility and increases the burden of their work. An additional problem is that DLs are usually competitive institutions, therefore, the proposed distributed architectures should natively respect and support their business requirements.

The main contribution of this position paper is the presentation of a query processing schema, which may be setup over a P2P or GRID-based network architecture. Our proposal respects the autonomy of existing DLs and natively addresses their business model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we discuss the business requirements of DLs. In section 3, we present our query processing architecture.

2 Digital Libraries Federations Requirements

In the introduction we argued that DLs are reluctant in forming federations because they are not sure that these systems comply with their business model and respect their autonomy. In the following paragraphs, we briefly examine these requirements focusing on the problems they create to the two most prominent future DL architectures, i.e, P2P networks and the GRID.

Business Model - Content Sharing Economic prosperity of Digital Libraries is usually bound to their ability to sell information (content, annotation and metadata) and data processing services to their users. These are in fact the only assets that DLs hold, making them reluctant to give away any data to third-party entities, especially if this is done over the Internet. For instance, in BRICKS many institutions will not export or mirror their data to the common BRICKS community network but instead will allow access to their data and legacy systems through the use of conventional wrappers. Employing a strict security and trust policy in every network node and using state-of-the-art content-watermarking techniques reduces the objections of DL in sharing their data. Nevertheless, experience shows that no security system is perfect and DLs are aware of this fact.

The reluctance of DL to share their content creates a lot of problems in architectures following the GRID paradigm, since the latter model the process of evaluating queries as a task of moving the data (content) to one or more processing GRID-nodes, and then executing the distributed query execution plans. Obviously, a completely new query processing architecture must be used that will minimize the physical movement of (unprocessed) data.

P2P-based systems are also affected by the content sharing restriction problem. Building a metadata P2P indexing service, using a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), will distribute the metadata of a DL to multiple, potentially less trusted nodes, including other competitive DLs. This is not something that a DL’s manager will easily approve. A solution would be to use a double hashing technique, i.e., build a DHT of the hash value of the metadata instead of the metadata themselves. In this way, nodes will know the hash value of the metadata but not the exact metadata. If the users make only keywords-based queries, this approach will be satisfactory. But if advanced query capabilities are required, a traditional query processor that uses DHT indices and requires the physical movement of data, just like the GRID architecture, will have to be used. Thus, even in
the case of P2P-based systems, a new query processing framework is required that will also minimize the physical movement of unprocessed information.

**Business Model - Integration of Query Processing and Accounting** Consider a small federation of two DLs where the first DL holds digital pictures while the second one has information concerning poetry. Assume that a user of this federated system is looking for pictures that were created by painters that have also written certain types of poems. This query combines pieces of information from both DLs, yet only retrieves/browses content from the first one. Since DL sell (any possible piece of) information, it is a matter of the billing policy of each DL, whether the user should be charged only for the retrieved content, or also for the information of the second DL that was used during query processing. If DLs choose to charge for any information they provide, which we expect in the future to be a typical business scenario, the query optimizer and the accounting system should be closely integrated.

**Competitive Environment** The most important business requirement of future DLs federations is that these should be compatible with the competitive nature of the DLs market, i.e., information is asset and data should be treated as commodities for trading in a competitive environment. Competition creates problems in DL federations, as it results in potentially inconsistent behavior of the nodes at different times. The query processing architecture should be capable of handling cases where remote nodes expose imprecise information. Such behavior is typical (and allowed) in competitive environments.

**Autonomy** A requirement of modern DL federations is that distributed architectures should respect the autonomy of DLs and treat them as black boxes. Middle-wares and wrapper-based architectures help in preserving the autonomy of remote nodes. However, during query processing and optimization, existing proposals require, *a priori*, certain pieces of information (e.g., data statistics, remote nodes status (workload), nodes capabilities (e.g., which variables must be bound), operators (e.g., union, join) cost functions and parameters) that clearly violate their autonomy. A proper query processing architecture that respects DL's autonomy and work only with information that nodes expose during query processing.

### 3 The Query Trading architecture

#### 3.1 Overview

We have recently proposed a new query processing architecture [9] that meets the scalability and autonomy requirements of future DLs and perfectly matches their business requirements. We treat DL nodes as black boxes, assuming nothing on the contents and capabilities of each node. Execution of distributed queries is handled by splitting them into pieces (sub-queries), forwarding them to nodes capable of answering them, and then combining the results of these queries to build the answer of the distributed query.
To make our architecture more concrete, consider the case of a large federation of libraries (Fig. 1) and assume that a user at node $N_1$ asks for the URLs of every ancient Greek document that was written in Athens between 500BC and 498BC. Since DL nodes are black boxes, $N_1$ can do nothing better than asking the rest DL nodes for any piece of information that might be of some help in evaluating the query. In this example, assume that two nodes, $N_2$ and $N_3$, have some relevant information and offer to help $N_1$. Node $N_2$ offers to return to $N_1$ a URL list of all relevant documents that were written between 500BC and 499BC in 25 seconds and the rest documents (498BC) in 20 seconds. Similarly, node $N_3$ offers the same information in 50 and 15 seconds respectively. Obviously, node $N_1$ query optimizer will choose node $N_2$ for all URLs concerning documents written in 500-498BC and $N_3$ for the rest ones. That is, the query processor of $N_1$ effectively purchases the answer of the original query from nodes $N_2$ and $N_3$ for 20 and 15 seconds respectively.

The above example shows the main idea behind the query processing architecture that we propose. It is inspired by e-commerce technology, recognizes queries (and query answers) as commodities and approaches DL federations as information markets where the commodities sold are data. Query parts (and their answers) are traded between DL nodes until deals are struck with some nodes for all of them. Distributed query execution is thus modeled as a trading of parts of query-answers. Buyer nodes (e.g., $N_1$) are those requiring certain pieces of information in order to answer a user query. Seller nodes (e.g., $N_2$ and $N_3$) are those offering buyers this missing information.

Although the idea is simple, it is difficult to construct an algorithm that can automate the trading of queries and query answers. For instance, assume that in the previous example, node $N_3$ offered the URLs of the documents written in 500BC, 499BC and 498BC separately for 20s, 30s, and 15s respectively. In this case, node $N_1$ has many different ways of combining the offers of $N_2$ an $N_3$. In fact, it might worth for $N_1$ to negotiate with node $N_2$ the case of $N_2$ also returning the URLs of the documents written in 500BC and 499BC separately, before node $N_1$ decides on which offers can be combined in the best way.

Fig. 1. Example of query processing.
3.2 General Trading Negotiation Parameters

There are a lot of parameters that affect the performance of a trading framework such as the one described in the previous sub-section. For details on these parameters see [1–3, 5–9, 11, 12, 14]. We briefly describe the most important ones:

Negotiation protocol Trading negotiation procedures follow rules defined in a negotiation protocol [14]. In each step of the procedure, the protocol designates a number of possible actions (e.g., make a better offer, accept offer, reject offer, etc.) that a node may take. In the previous example, we assumed that the protocol used was bidding [13]. This protocol is simple but obviously cannot work when the number of nodes are too many. In larger networks a better alternative is to use an agent-based or P2P-based [7] auction. If the items/properties negotiated are minor and the nodes participating in the negotiation are few, then the oldest known protocol, bargaining can be also used.

Strategy In each step of the negotiation procedure and depending on the negotiation protocol followed, nodes have multiple possible actions to choose from. It is the strategy followed by each node that designates which action is the best one. The strategy can be either cooperative or competitive (non-cooperative). In the first case, nodes try to maximize the join utility of all nodes that participate in the negotiation. In the second case, nodes maximize their personal utility. Our architecture supports both types of strategies. In cooperative ones, nodes expose information that is accurate and complete. In competitive setups, nodes expose information that is usually imprecise. For instance, a node may lie about the time required for the retrieval of a piece of information.

User preferences and items valuation In section 3.1 we gave an example where the value of the commodities (i.e., the pieces of information) offered by remote nodes was expressed in term of the time required to fetch this information. More generally, offers of remote nodes will have many different properties, including (e.g.) the time required to retrieve the information, the precision and age of the data, and its cost in monetary units. That is, the valuation of an offer is multi-dimensional (a vector of values). The user must supply a preference relation over the domain of these vectors that orders the set of possible offers. This relation is known to buyer nodes and is used during the negotiation phase (e.g., during bidding) to select the offers that best fit the needs of the user.

Market Equilibrium In competitive environments, nodes provide imprecise information. For instance, if the preference relation is the total cost (in monetary units) of the answer, then nodes will increase the value of all pieces of information that have more demand than supply. This will cause a decrease in the demand of this information and after some time, values will stop fluctuating and the market will be in equilibrium (This requires all other parameters affecting the value of items to be static) [4]. The designer of a system can model the market in such a way that equilibrium values force the system to have a specific behavior (e.g. altruistic nodes are not overloaded). A nice property of our architecture is that according to the first welfare theorem [10], equilibriums will always be Pareto optimal, i.e., no node can increase its utility without decreasing the utility of at least on other node.
Message congestion mechanisms. Distributed implementation of the previous negotiation protocols have run into message congestion problems [13] caused by offers flooding. This can be avoided using several different approaches such as agent-based architectures, focused addressing, audience restriction, use-based communication charges and, mutual monitoring [8, 13].

3.3 The Proposed Architecture

As it was mentioned earlier, we model query processing as a query trading procedure. Although there is a lot of existing work in e-commerce and e-trading (see previous subsection), there is an important difference between trading queries (and their answers) and the rest commodities. In traditional e-commerce solutions, the buyer receives offers for the complete items that he/she has asked for. However, in our case, it is possible that no DL node has every piece of information required for answering a user supplied query. Sellers will have to make offers for parts of the query (sub-queries) depending on the information that each DL holds locally. Buyers will have to somehow merge these offers to produce the answer of the initial queries. Since all nodes are black boxes, most sellers will make overlapping offers and buyers will have to make multiple rounds of communication with the seller nodes to ensure that the accepted offers are not overlapping. The problem of query optimization also complicates the task of the buyer since better offers not always improve the global distributed query execution plan. In the next paragraphs, we present how query optimization works in our framework. Further details on the proposed framework and its performance characteristics are given in [9].

The distributed execution plans produced by our framework consist of the query-answers offered by remote DL seller nodes together with the processing operations required to construct the results of the optimized queries from these offers. The query optimization algorithm [9] finds the combination of offers and local processing operations that minimizes the valuation (cost) of the final answer. For this reason, it runs iteratively, progressively selecting the best execution plan. In each iteration, the buyer node asks (Request for Bids -RFBs) for some queries and the sellers reply with offers that contain the estimations of the properties of these queries (query-answers). Since sellers may not have all the data referenced in a query, they are allowed to give offers for only the part of the data they actually have. At the end of each iteration, the buyer uses the received offers to find the best possible execution plan, and then, the algorithm starts again with a possibly new set of queries that might be used to construct an even better execution plan. The buyer may contact different selling nodes in each iteration, as the additional queries may be better offered by other nodes. This is in contrast to the traditional trading framework, where the participants in a negotiation remain constant.

In order to demonstrate our algorithm, we will use Fig. 2 that shows a typical message workflow among the buyer and seller nodes when the number of nodes is small (i.e., the bidding protocol is sufficient and we don’t need to use auctions) and nodes follow a cooperative strategy. In this figure, a node receives a query \( Q \) that cannot be answered with the data that this node locally holds. For this reason it acts as a buyer node and broadcasts a RFB concerning query \( Q \) to some candidate seller nodes. The sellers in their turn, examine the query and if they locally have any relevant information
Buyer submits query Q to a (buyer) node of the DL federation.

Buyer node requests for bids concerning query Q from four candidate seller nodes.

Two nodes reply with the parts of query Q that they can answer from their local data. The rest nodes cannot assist (e.g., they are overloaded) and do not reply.

Buyer node requests for bids concerning parts of query Q from three candidate seller nodes.

One node replies with offers concerning some of the parts of query Q that the buyer asked for. The rest nodes cannot help and sent no reply.

Buyer node examines all received offers and builds an initial optimal distributed execution plan. It then analyses this plan and identifies certain parts of query Q that might worth asking from sellers.

Buyer node requests for bids concerning parts of query Q from three candidate seller nodes.

Buyer node examines all received offers and builds an improved optimal distributed execution plan. It then analyses this distributed plan and cannot find any part of query Q that could further improve the currently optimal distributed execution plan.

Buyer node informs sellers of the final distributed query execution plan and asks them to execute the assigned parts of the plan and return to the buyer the partial results.

Seller nodes return the answers of the assigned parts of query Q.

Buyer receives the results of parts of the query and uses them to construct the answer of the initial query Q.

Result of query Q.

Fig. 2. Workflow of network messages between the buyer and seller nodes.

Concerning parts of it, they inform the buyer of the properties of these parts (offers). In our example, only two nodes return some offers back to the buyer.

The buyer node waits for a timer to expire (bidding duration) and then considers all offers it has received to construct an initial optimal distributed query execution plan. It then examines this plan to find any other possible part of the query that could help the buyer further improve the distributed plan. In Fig. 2 we assume that the buyer (e.g.) found some parts of the initial query that are offered by both sellers. For this reason it starts a second iteration of the bidding procedure, this time requesting for bids on these overlapping parts. Figure 2 shows that only one seller makes an offer in the second bidding procedure. After the bidding procedure of the second negotiation is over, the buyer uses the new offer(s) to further improve the distributed plan and then re-examines it to find any other possible part of the query that can be improved. In our example, we assume that the buyer cannot find any such sub-query. Therefore, it asks from the selected remote nodes to evaluate the parts of the distributed plan that have been assigned to them and then return the results of these parts back to the buyer node. The latter uses these results to construct the answer of the initial query Q.

The above example is a rather simple case. In a more complex scenario, the nodes may be allowed to make offers which contain parts that have been sub-contracted to third nodes. The negotiation protocol may include bargaining and complex contracting details. Nodes may follow a competitive strategy where sellers/buyers may strategically delay or even refuse to make offers in an attempt to raise/drop the values of their offers. These complex scenarios are beyond the scope of this paper.
4 Conclusion

We propose a query processing paradigm, that respects the autonomy of DL nodes and natively supports their business model (information trading). Our query processing conception is independent of the possible distributed architecture. For instance, it can be easily implemented over a typical GRID architectural infrastructure, where the GRID nodes will act as sellers and/or buyers of information. A different option is to use a decentralized (P2P) agent-based auction mechanism. Our framework can also extend pure P2P-based architectures to support advanced queries instead of plain keywords-based queries.
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Abstract. Similarity search in metric spaces represents an important paradigm for content-based retrieval of many applications. Existing centralized search structures can speed-up retrieval, but they do not scale up to large volume of data because the response time is linearly increasing with the size of the searched file. The proposed GHT* index is a scalable and distributed structure. By exploiting parallelism in a dynamic network of computers, the GHT* achieves practically constant search time for similarity range queries in data-sets of arbitrary size. The amount of replicated routing information on each server increases logarithmically. At the same time, the potential for interquery parallelism is increasing with the growing data-sets because the relative number of servers utilized by individual queries is decreasing. All these properties are verified by experiments on a prototype system using real-life data-sets.

1 Introduction

The search operation has traditionally been applied to structured (attribute-type) data. Complex data types – such as images, videos, time series, text documents, DNA sequences, etc. – are becoming increasingly important in modern digital libraries. Searching in such data requires a gradual rather than the exact relevance, so it is called the similarity retrieval. Given a query object q, this process involves finding objects in the database D that are similar to q. It has become customary to assume the similarity measure as a distance metric d. The primary challenge in performing similarity search is to structure the database D in such a way so that the search can be performed fast.

Though many metric index structures have been proposed, see the recent surveys [2] and [6], most of them are only main memory structures and thus not suitable for a large volume of data. The scalability of two disk oriented metric indexes (the M-tree [3] and the D-index [5]) have recently been studied in [4]. The results demonstrate significant speed-up (both in terms of distance computations and disk-page reads) in comparison with the sequential search. Unfortunately, the search costs are also linearly increasing with the size of the data-set.

On the other hand, it is estimated that 93% of data now produced is in a digital form. The amount of data added each year exceeds exabyte (i.e. $10^{18}$
bytes) and it is estimated to grow exponentially. In order to manage similarity search in multimedia data types such as plain text, music, images, and video, this trend calls for putting equally scalable infrastructures in motion. In this respect, the Grid infrastructures and the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) communication paradigm are quickly gaining in popularity due to their scalability and self-organizing nature, forming bases for building large-scale similarity search indexes at low costs. However, most of the numerous P2P search techniques proposed in the recent years have focused on the single-key retrieval. See for example the **Content Addressable Network** (CAN) [9], which is a distributed hash table abstraction over the Cartesian space.

Our objective is to develop a distributed storage structure for similarity search in metric spaces that would scale up with (nearly) constant search time. In this respect, our proposal can be seen as a **Scalable and Distributed Data Structure** (SDDS), which uses the P2P paradigm for the communication in a Grid-like computing infrastructure. We achieve the desired effects in a given (arbitrary) metric by linearly increasing the number of network nodes (whole computers), where each of them can act as a client and some of them can also be servers. Clients insert metric objects and issue queries, but there is no specific (centralized) node to be accessed for all (insertion or search) operations. At the same time, insertion of an object, even the one causing a node split, does not require immediate update propagation to all network nodes. A certain data replication is tolerable. Each server provides some storage space for objects and servers also have the capacity to compute distances between pairs of objects. A server can send objects to other peer servers and can also allocate a new server.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the necessary background information. Section 3 presents the GHT* distributed structure and its functionality. Section 4 reports some results of our performance evaluation experiments. Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines directions for future work.

### 2 Preliminaries

Probably the most famous scalable and distributed data structure is the LH* [8], which is an extension of the **linear hashing** (LH) for a dynamic network of computers enabling the **exact-match** queries. The paper also clearly defines the desirable properties of SDDSs in terms of **scalability**, **no hot-spots**, and **update independence**.

#### 2.1 Metric Space Searching Methods

The effectiveness of metric search structures [2,6] consists in their considerable **extensibility**, i.e. the degree of ability to support execution of a variety of queries. Metric structures can support not only the exact-match and range queries on sortable domains, but they are also able to perform similarity queries in the
generic metric space, considering the important Euclidean vector spaces as a special case.

The mathematical metric space is a pair \((D, d)\), where \(D\) is the domain of objects and \(d\) is the distance function able to compute distances between any pair of objects from \(D\). It is assumed that the smaller the distance, the closer or more similar the objects are. For any distinct objects \(x, y, z \in D\), the distance must satisfy the following properties of reflexivity, \(d(x, x) = 0\), strict positiveness, \(d(x, y) > 0\), symmetry, \(d(x, y) = d(y, x)\), and triangle inequality, \(d(x, y) \leq d(x, z) + d(z, y)\).

Though several sophisticated metric search structures have been proposed in literature, the two fundamental principles are called the ball and the generalized hyperplane partitioning \([10]\). In this article, we have concentrated on the recursive application of the second principle, which can be seen as the Generalized Hyperplane Tree (GHT). For the sake of clarity of the further discussion, we describe the main features of the GHT in the following.

**Generalized Hyperplane Tree – GHT** The GHT is a binary tree with metric objects kept in leaf nodes (buckets) of fixed capacity. The internal nodes contain two pointers to descendant nodes (sub-trees) represented by a pair of objects called the pivots. In the leaf nodes of the left sub-tree are objects closer to the first pivot, objects closer to the second pivot are in the leaf nodes of the right sub-tree.

The creation of the GHT structure starts with the bucket \(B_0\). When the bucket \(B_0\) is full, we create a new empty bucket, say \(B_1\), and move some objects from \(B_0\) to \(B_1\). This idea of split is implemented by choosing a pair of pivots \(P_1\) and \(P_2\) \((P_1 \neq P_2)\) from \(B_0\) and by moving all the objects \(O\), which are closer to \(P_2\) than to \(P_1\), into the bucket \(B_1\). The pivots \(P_1\) and \(P_2\) are then placed into a new root node and the tree grows by one more level. In general, given an internal node \(i\) of the GHT structure with the pivots \(P_1(i)\) and \(P_2(i)\), the objects that meet Condition (1) are stored in the right sub-tree. Otherwise, they are found in the left sub-tree.

\[
d(P_1(i), O) > d(P_2(i), O). \tag{1}
\]

To Insert a new object \(O\), we first traverse the GHT to find the correct storage bucket. In each inner node \(i\), we test Condition (1): if it is true, we follow the right branch. Otherwise, we follow the left one. This is repeated until a leaf node is found and the object \(O\) is inserted – the split is applied if necessary.

In order to perform a similarity Range Search for the query object \(Q\) and the search radius \(r\), we recursively traverse the GHT following the left child of each inner node if \(d(P_1(i), Q) - r < d(P_2(i), Q) + r\) is satisfied and the right child if \(d(P_1(i), Q) + r > d(P_2(i), Q) - r\) is true. Observe that, depending on the size of the radius \(r\), both the conditions can be met simultaneously, which implies necessity of searching the left and the right subtrees at the same time.
3 GHT*

In general, the scalable and distributed data structure GHT* consists of a network of nodes that can insert, store, and retrieve objects using similarity queries. The nodes with all these functions are called servers and the nodes with only the insertion and query formulation functions are called clients. The GHT* architecture assumes that network nodes communicate through the message passing paradigm. For consistency reasons, each request message expects a confirmation by a proper reply message. Each node of the network has a unique Network Node Identifier (NNID). Each server maintains data objects in a set of buckets. Within a server, the Bucket Identifier (BID) is used to address a bucket. Each object is stored exactly in one bucket.

An essential part of the GHT* structure is the Address Search Tree (AST), which is a structure similar to the GHT. The AST is used to actually determine the necessary (distributed) buckets when inserting and retrieving objects.

3.1 The Address Search Tree

Contrary to the GHT containing data objects in leaves, every leaf of the AST includes exactly one pointer to either a bucket (using BID) or a server (using NNID) holding the data. Specifically, NNIDs are used if the data are on a remote server. BIDs are used if the data are in a bucket on the local server. Since the clients do not maintain data buckets, their ASTs contain only the NNID pointers in leaf nodes.

A form of the AST structure is present in every network node, which naturally implies some replication. Due to the autonomous update policy, the AST structures in individual network nodes may not be identical – with respect to the complete tree view, some sub-trees may be missing. As we shall see in the next section, the GHT* provides a mechanism for updating the AST automatically during the insertion or search operations. Figure 1a illustrates the AST structure in a network of one client and two servers. The dashed arrows indicate the NNID pointers while the solid arrows represent the BID pointers.

**Insert** Insertion of an object starts in the node asking for insertion by traversing its AST from the root to a leaf using Condition (1). If a BID pointer is found, the inserted object is stored in this bucket. Otherwise, the found NNID pointer is applied to forward the request to the proper server where the insertion continues recursively until an AST leaf with the BID pointer is reached.

In order to avoid repeated distance computations when searching the AST on the new server, a once-determined path specification in the original AST is also forwarded. The path sent to the server is encoded as a bit-string designated \( \text{BPATH} \), where each node is represented by one bit – “0” for the left branch, and “1” for the right branch. Due to the construction of the GHT*, it is guaranteed that the forwarded path always exists on the target server.
Fig. 1. AST and the GHT* network (a); example of logarithmic AST (b)

Range Search The range search also starts by traversing its local AST, but multiple paths can qualify. For all qualifying paths having a NNID pointer in their leaves, the query request with known BPATH is recursively forwarded to identified servers until a BID pointer occurs in every leaf. If multiple paths point to the same server, the request is sent only once but with multiple BPATH attachments. The range search condition is evaluated by the servers in every bucket determined by the BID pointers.

3.2 Image Adjustment

During insertion, servers split buckets without informing the other nodes of the network. Consequently, the network nodes need not have their ASTs up to date with respect to the data, but the advantage is that the network is not flooded with multiple messages at every split. The updates of the ASTs are thus postponed and actually done when respective insertion or range search operations are executed.

The inconsistency in the ASTs is recognized on a server that receives an operation request with corresponding BPATH from another client or server. In fact, if the BPATH derived from the AST of the current server is longer than the received BPATH, this indicates that the sending server (client) has an out-of-date version of the AST and must be updated. The current server easily determines a sub-tree that is missing on the sending server (client) because the root of this sub-tree is the last element of the received BPATH. Such a sub-tree is sent back to the server (client) through the Image Adjustment Message, IAM.

If multiple BPATHs are received by the current server, more sub-trees are sent back through one IAM (provided inconsistencies are found). Naturally, the IAM process can also involve more pairs of servers. This is a recursive procedure.
which guarantees that, for an insert or a search operation, ASTs of every involved server (client) are correctly updated.

3.3 Logarithmic Replication Strategy

Using the described IAM mechanism, the GHT* structure maintains the ASTs practically equal on all servers. However, since every inner node of the AST contains two pivots, the number of replicated pivots increases linearly with the number of servers used. In order to reduce the replication, we have also implemented a much more economical strategy which achieves logarithmic replication on servers at the cost of moderately increased number of forwarded requests.

Inspired by the lazy updates strategy from [7], our logarithmic AST on a specific server stores only the nodes containing pointers to the local buckets (i.e. leaf nodes with BID pointers) and all their ancestors. So that the resulting AST is still a binary tree, all the sub-trees leading to leaf nodes with the NNID pointers are substituted by the leftmost leaf node of this sub-tree. The reason for choosing the leftmost leaf node is connected with our split strategy which always keeps the left node and adds the right one. Figure 1b illustrates this principle. In a way, the logarithmic AST can be seen as the minimum sub-tree of the fully updated AST. Furthermore, the image adjustment is only required when a split allocates a new bucket on a different server.

3.4 Storage Management

As we have already explained, the atomic storage unit of the GHT* is the bucket. The number of buckets and their capacity on a server are bounded by specified constant numbers, which can be different for different servers. To achieve scalability, the GHT* must be able to split buckets and allocate new storage and network resources.

**Bucket Splitting** The bucket splitting operation is performed in the following three steps: (1) a new bucket is allocated. If there is a capacity on the current server, the bucket is activated there. Otherwise, the bucket is allocated either on another existing server with free capacity or a new server is used; (2) a pair of pivots is chosen from the objects of the overflowing bucket. (3) objects from the overflowing bucket that are closer to the second pivot than to the first one are moved to the new bucket.

**New Server Allocation** In our prototype implementation, we use a pool of available servers which is known to every active server. We do not use a centralized registering service. Instead, we exploit the broadcast messaging to notify the active servers. When a new network node becomes available, the following actions occur: (1) the new node with its NNID sends a broadcast message saying “I am here” (this message is received by each active server in the network); (2) the receiving servers add the announced NNID to theirs local pool of available
servers. When an additional server is required, the active server picks up one item from the pool of available servers. An activation message is sent to the chosen server. With another broadcast message, the chosen server announces: “I am being used now” so that other active servers can remove its NNID from their pools of available servers. The chosen server initializes its own pool of available servers, creates a copy of the AST, and sends to the caller the “Ready to serve” reply message.

Choosing Pivots We use an incremental pivot selection algorithm from [1], which tries to find a pair of distant objects. At the beginning, the first two objects inserted into an empty bucket become the candidates for pivots. Then, we compute distances to the current candidates for every additionally inserted object. If at least one of these distances is greater than the distance between the current candidates, the new object replaces one of the candidates so that the distance between the new pair of candidates grows. When the bucket overflows, the candidates become pivots and the split is executed.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present results of performance experiments that assess different aspects of our GHT* prototype implemented in Java. The system was executed on a cluster of 100 Linux workstations connected with a 100Mbps network using the standard TCP/IP protocol.

We conducted our experiments on 45-dimensional vectors (VEC) of color image features with the $L_2$ (Euclidean) metric distance function and on sentences of the Czech national corpus with the edit distance as the metric (TXT). See [4] for more details about these data sets.

In the following, we designate the maximal number of buckets per server as $n_b$, and the maximal number of objects in a bucket as $b_s$. Due to the space limitations, we only report results concerning the range search performance and the parallel aspects of query execution.

4.1 Range Search Performance

For the range search, we have analyzed the performance with respect to different sizes of query radii. We have measured the search costs in terms of: (1) the number of servers involved in the execution of a query, (2) the number of buckets accessed, (3) the number of distance computations in the AST and in all the buckets accessed. We have not used the query execution time as the relevant criterion because we could not ensure the same environment for all participating workstations.

Experiments were executed on the GHT* structure with configuration $n_b = 10, b_s = 1,000$, which was filled with 100,000 objects either from the VEC or the TXT data-set. The average load of buckets was about 50 percent of their capacity. We have used the logarithmic replication strategy. Each point of every
graph was obtained by averaging results of 50 range queries with the same radius and a different (randomly chosen) query object.

In the first experiment, we have focused on relationships between query radius sizes and the number of buckets (servers) accessed. Figure 2 reports the results of these experiments together with the number of objects retrieved. If the radius increases, the number of accessed servers grows practically linearly, but the number of accessed buckets grows a bit faster. However, the number of retrieved objects satisfying the query grows even exponentially. This is in accordance with the behavior of centralized metric indexes such as the M-tree or the D-index on the global (not distributed) scale. The main advantages of the GHT* structure are demonstrated in Section 4.2 when the parallel execution costs are considered.

Another important aspect of a distributed structure is the number of messages exchanged during search operations. Figure 3 presents the average number of messages sent by a client and the number of forwarded messages initiated on servers during a query evaluation. In fact, if we sum the number of messages sent by a client and by the servers we get the total number of servers involved in a query execution, see Figure 2 for verification. Observe that even with the logarithmic replication strategy the number of forwardings is reasonably low.

In Figure 4 we show the average number of distance computations performed by a client and the necessary servers during a query execution. We only report distance computations needed during the traversal of the AST (two distance computations must be evaluated per each inner node traversed). We do not show the number of distance computations inside the accessed buckets, because they depend on the bucket implementation strategy. In our current implementation, the buckets are organized in a dynamic list so the number of distance computations per bucket is simply given by the number of objects stored in the bucket. We are planning to use more sophisticated strategies in the future.
4.2 Parallel Performance Scalability

The most important advantage of the GHT* with respect to the single-site access structures concerns its scalability through parallelism. As the size of a data-set grows, new server nodes are plugged in and their storage as well as the computing capacity is exploited. By assuming the same number of buckets of equal capacity on each server, the number of used servers grows linearly with the data-set size. This was also experimentally confirmed.

We focused on experimental studies of the intrinsic aspects of the intraquery and interquery parallelism to show how they actually contribute to the GHT* scalability. First, we consider the scalability from the perspective of a growing data-set and a fixed set of queries, i.e. the data volume scalability. Then, we consider a constant data-set and study how the structure scales up with the growing search radii, i.e. the query volume scalability.

We quantify the intraquery parallelism as the parallel response time of a range query. It is determined as the maximum of the costs incurred on servers involved in the query evaluation plus the serial search costs of the ASTs. For the evaluation purposes, we use the number of distance computations (both in the ASTs and in all the accessed buckets) as the computational costs of a query execution. In our experiments, we have neglected the communication time

Fig. 3. Average number of messages sent by a client and server as a function of the radius.

Fig. 4. Average number of distance computations in the AST for clients (divided by 10) and servers as a function of the radius.
because the distance computations were more time consuming than sending a message to a network node.

The interquery parallelism is more difficult to quantify. To simplify the analysis, we characterize the interquery parallelism as the ratio of the number of servers involved in a range query to the total number of servers – the lower the ratio, the higher the chances for other queries to be executed in parallel. Under the above assumptions, the intraquery parallelism is proportional to the response time of a query and the interquery parallelism represents the relative utilization of computing resources.

To evaluate the data volume scalability, we used the GHT* configuration of $n_b = 10$, $b_s = 1,000$. The graphs in Figure 5 represent the parallel search time for two different query radii as a function of the data-set size. The results are available separately for the vector (VEC) and the sentence (TXT) data-sets. By analogy, Figure 6 shows the relative utilization of servers for two types of queries and growing data-sets. The results are again averages of costs measured for 50 range queries of constant radius and different (randomly chosen) query objects.

Our experiments show that the intraquery parallelism remains very stable and the parallel search time is practically constant, i.e. independent of the data-set size. Though the number of distance computations needed for the AST traversal grows with the size of the data-set, this contribution is not visible. The reason is that the AST grow is logarithmic, while the server expansion is linear.

At the same time, the ratio characterizing the interquery parallelism in Figure 6 is even decreasing as the data-set grows in size. This means that the number of servers needed to execute the query grows much more slowly than the number of incoming active servers, thus the percentage of servers used to evaluate the query is on a down curve.

To evaluate the query volume scalability, we have fixed the data-set size at 100,000 objects and used queries with growing radii. Figure 7 shows the relationships between the size of a range query radius and the number of distance computations – the upper curve represents the total costs (in distance computations) to solve the query. Observe that this upper curve is closely related with
the number of accessed buckets shown in Figure 2. The parallel cost curve represents the intraquery parallelism for the query volume scalability. Though the total computational cost of the query grows quickly as the size of the radius increases, the parallel cost remains stable after some starting phase, i.e. when retrieving very small sub-sets.

As intuitively clear, the level of the interquery parallelism for the increasing radius is actually decreasing. In fact, the larger the query radius the more servers are used from a constant set of active servers. Such property is demonstrated in Figure 2 as the linear dependence of the number of accessed servers on the radii size.

Fig. 6. Average interquery parallelism as a function of the data-set size for two different query radii.

Fig. 7. Average intraquery parallelism as a function of the radius.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

To the best of our knowledge, the problem of distributed index structures for the similarity search in metric data has not been studied yet. Our structure is thus the first attempt at combining properties of scalable and distributed data structures and the principles of metric space indexing.
The GHT* structure stores and retrieves data from domains of arbitrary metric spaces and satisfies all the necessary conditions of SDDSs. It is scalable in that it distributes the structure over more and more independent servers. The parallel search time becomes practically constant for arbitrary data volume and the larger the data-set the higher the potential for the interquery parallelism. It has no hot spots – all clients and servers use as precise addressing scheme as possible and they all incrementally learn from misaddressing. Finally, updates are performed locally and a node splitting never requires sending multiple messages to many clients or servers.

The main contributions of our paper can be summarized as follows: (1) we have defined a metric scalable and distributed similarity search structure; (2) we have experimentally validated its functionality on real-life data-sets. Our future work will concentrate on strategies for updates, pre-splitting policies, and more sophisticated strategies for organizing buckets. We will also develop search algorithms for the Nearest Neighbor queries. An interesting research challenge is to consider other metric space partitioning schemes (not only the generalized hyperplane) and study their suitability for implementation in distributed environments.
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